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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The last 15 years have seen a dramatic growth in the field of pulsed EPR The developments in 
fast electronics and microwave equipment have overcome the serious problems that had stood in 
the way of pulsed EPR since the first experiments were performed in 1958 A great number of 
new pulsed EPR techniques have been proposed in recent years, and since 1988 a commercial 
FT-EPR spectrometer has been available 
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy was invented nearly fifty years ago by 
E Zavoïskiï [1, 2] Shortly after, the technique was extended to nuclear spins by Bloch, 
Purcell, and Pound[3, 4] Because the nuclear magnetic resonance experiment is technically 
less demanding than the EPR experiment the developments in pulsed magnetic resonance were 
concentrated in NMR In 1946, Bloch [5, 6] presented the first pulsed NMR experiments Unfor-
tunately, these developments could not easily be carried over to electron paramagnetic resonance 
because the direct detection ot the free induction decay in the pulsed NMR experiment is not 
usually feasible in EPR 
The discovery of spin-echoes by Erwin Hahn in 1950 [7] provided a way out of this dilemma 
The first electron spin-echo experiments were done in 1958 by Gordon and Bowers [8] with 
the aim of determining spin relaxation rates One year earlier, Blume [9] had measured the 
electron spin relaxation rates in sodium-ammonia solutions using pulsed EPR at a frequency of 
17 4 MHz (6 2 Gauss), but Gordon and Bowers's experiment is perhaps more significant in the 
development of pulsed EPR techniques because it used a frequency in the microwave region 
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The next step in the development of pulsed EPR occurred in 1961, when Mims et al [10] 
reported the observation of lfnW modulations on the electron spin-echo decay envelope in 
CaW04 These experiments were subsequently explained in more detail in a paper by Rowan, 
Hahn and Mims [11], titled 'Electron-Spin-Echo Envelope Modulation' published in 1965 
Seven years later, W.B Mims, one of the pioneers in the field of ESEEM, published a number 
of well-known papers on ESEEM [12, 13], in which he explained in detail the working of the 
ESEEM experiment and also presented the expressions that govern the modulation intensity of 
the spin-echo signal under idealized conditions These expressions formed the basis ot much ot 
the research of later years 
In the wake ot the development of two-dimensional NMR experiments by Jeener [14], Merks 
and de Beer[15] developed a two-dimensional variant ot the ESEEM experiment The 1980's 
saw the emergence of a multitude of new experiments This was facilitated by the availability 
of the electronics and microwave components necessary for these experiments Note especially 
the development ofthe HYSCORE technique by Hofer in 1986 [16] and the emergence of 
m ulti frequency techniques by Singel and co-workers [17, 18, 19] Together with the orientation 
selection technique known from ENDOR these techniques form the basis of the experiments 
discussed in this thesis. 
1.1 The ESEEM experiment 
In CW-EPR, small electron-nuclear interactions are often hidden within the inhomogeneous 
linewidth. These interactions can, however, often be resolved using ESEEM or ENDOR spec-
troscopy With these techniques it becomes possible to determine the coupling parameters of 
weakly bound or remote nuclei, making these techniques very suitable for elucidating the elee 
tronie and spatial structure of paramagnetic metallo-organic compounds, among which many 
transition metal compounds The mechanism of the ESEEM experiment is discussed in chapter 
3 and [20]. The latter reference gives an excellent overview of the field of ESEEM 
An important application of ESEEM spectroscopy is in the field of metalloenzyme research, 
where it is used for the elucidation of the electronic structure of the active site. The parameters 
describing the electronic and nuclear spin systems, such as the hyperfine and quadrupole param-
eters, give accurate information on the electronic and spatial structure of the local environment 
of the metal ion. These parameters are most accurately determined from single crystals A sig-
nificant problem in the investigation of metalloenzymes and other biologically relevant systems 
is that they are generally not available as single crystals, limiting investigations to the use ot 
powders or frozen solutions 
This thesis addresses the problems associated with ESEEM spectroscopy of 14N (spin 1=1) 
nuclei in orientationally disordered systems, especially those present in ligands of the metal ion 
in metalloenzymes. Model compounds for two classes of enzymes with significantly different 
spectroscopic properties have been studied. 
• Chapter 5 discusses single crystals and powders of copper-doped /-histidine, which is a 
model system for Type II copper-containing enzymes, such as lacease and /3-dopamine 
hydroxylase. 
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• Chapters 6 and 7 discuss a number of model compounds for oxo-vanadium containing 
enzymes as bromoperoxidase. 
We have investigated these systems using multidimensional, multifrequency and orientation 
selective ESEEM techniques in an attempt not only to determine the structure of these model 
compounds but also to demonstrate and investigate the applicability of these methods. 
1.2 Summary 
This thesis consists of seven chapters, including this introduction. Chapter 2 describes the 
equipment that was developed and used in the course of the project described in this thesis. 
The first part of this chapter contains a description of the spectrometer hardware, including the 
microwave bridges and resonators used. The second part describes the computer and software 
that was used for data acquisition. This chapter represents a significant part of the project. 
Chapter 3 introduces the theory of ESEEM. In contrast to many texts, the spin echo phe-
nomenon is introduced using the density matrix formalism which is then used throughout the 
chapter to discuss the nuclear modulation effect and the theory of the HYSCORE experiment. 
In this chapter, general expressions are derived that describe the modulation patterns observed 
in the HYSCORE experiment. Chapter 4 then continues with a description of the use of the 
HYSCORE experiment in the investigation of disordered solids. This chapter has been published 
in the Journal of Magnetic Resonance [21]. 
Chapters 5 through 7 describe the experiments performed on a number of model compounds. 
Chapter 5 compares the results of single crystal ESEEM experiments of copper-doped /-histidine 
with those obtained from the powdered material. In this way it is possible to investigate the 
accuracy of information derived from powder-ESEEM experiments, including multifrequency 
experiments, multidimensional (2-D three-pulse) experiments and orientation selective ESEEM. 
The coupling parameters of the remote imidazole nitrogen are used for the determination of 
the local structure around the metal ion. The copper-doped /-histidine sample is taken as a 
model system for many blue (type II) copper enzymes. This type of system has attracted great 
attention from a number of research groups [22, 23, 24, 25]. This chapter has been submitted 
for publication in Applied Magnetic Resonance [26]. 
Model systems representing a second class of metalloenzymes are studied in chapters 6 and 
7. For oxo-vanadium systems the spectral properties are completely different from those of the 
type II copper enzymes. In this case the nitrogen nuclei that are studied are directly bound to the 
metal ion, but the electron nuclear coupling is very weak. The multifrequency experiments that 
were so significant in the study of the copper system of chapter 5 are now less useful, but for 
these systems it appears that the two-dimensional HYSCORE technique is very powerful. These 
two articles have been published in the proceedings of the 1989 (chapter 6) and 1991 (chapter 
7) conferences on Electron Magnetic Resonance of Disordered Solids, held in Pravitz and in 
Gjulechitsa, Bulgaria [27, 28]. 
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Chapter 2 
Instrumental 
This chapter describes the home-built ESE spectrometer used in many of the experiments 
presented in this thesis The following sections describe in detail the microwave bridges and echo 
registration, the microwave resonator, the pulse formation and the data acquisition computer and 
program The home-built spectrometer is an extensive redesign of the spectrometer described 
earlier [1 ] The upgraded spectrometer supports multifrequency experiments and complex multi-
pulse sequences, such as those used in the HYSCORE experiment [2] 
2.1 The X-band CW/pulse microwave bridge 
The X-band pulse bridge, shown in figure 2 1, is built around a modified Vanan E-l 01 CW-bridge 
with some additions specific to the pulsed experiments These additions consist of a two-channel 
pulse former-unit , an amplifier chain ~ and echo detection components The numbers 
refer to figure 2 1 
The external HP 8620C sweep oscillator2 , equipped with an 86250D RF plug-in unit, can 
be used for microwave frequencies between 8 and 11 GHz When operating the spectrometer at 
microwave frequencies around 9 5 GHz it can be advantageous to use the klystron , especially 
with HYSCORE experiments that benefit from the higher available power and better frequency 
stability ot the klystron compared to the sweep oscillator Approximately 20% of the available 
source power is used for the pulse and CW reference arms34, and the remainder is channelled 
to a home-built waveguide switch5 This switch can bypass the pulse-former unit and amplifier 
chain to operate the spectrometer in a CW-mode 
The pulse former unit contains two independent channels capable of generating short mi­
crowave pulses of 10 ns or longer The channels are attached to a magic Тл whose outputs are 
balanced by two isolators Each channel contains a manually controlled waveguide attenuator, 
used to set the microwave power level of the channel, and a high-speed microwave switch7 
(Aertech ASD 1003-1N) One of the channels also contains a manual waveguide phase shifter, 
which is used to balance the phases of the channels The phase ot the combined output of the two 
channels can be changed by 180° using a high-speed digital phase shifter9 (Triangle Microwave 
Ine DP-61) A high-speed microwave switch10 (Alpha MT8675H1) with a switch-time of less 
than 2 ns generates the microwave pulse train 
The amplifier chain can be bypassed for tuning using manually controlled microwave 
switches 1 If the amplifier chain is enabled, the output power of the pulse former unit is 
CHAPTER 2. INSTRUMENTAL 
Figure 2.1 · Schematic diagram of the hybrid X-band bridge. See text for a description of its 
operation. Arrows a through f indicate outputs of the pulse generator. 
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fed into a Miteq AMF-3B-8012-20P medium power solid state pre-amplifier12, which boosts 
the microwave power to about 100 mW, near the saturating input for the main pulse amplifier , 
a modified Litton 624 with a rated output power of 1000 W The saturated output power of 
the main amplifier passes through the rotating vane attenuator14 of the Vanan bridge, used for 
setting the correct microwave pulse amplitude, and is channelled into the four-port circulator15 
The reflected power and echo signals from the resonator are diverted by the circulator into 
a second waveguide-switch 7 This switch is used to select between pulse and CW detection 
The built-in AFC circuitry of the CW detector19 is used to lock the microwave frequency to the 
resonant frequency of a HP X532B frequency meter18 when the klystron is used as a microwave 
source In this case, the CW detector is also used for tuning The presence of the switches (5) 
and (17) allows the bridge to be used as a CW bridge 
When pulse experiments are performed, the switch (17) diverts the microwave energy to the 
pulse detection arm20-24 A high-power limiter20 is used in conjunction with a fast microwave 
switch21 to protect the detection circuit from the 1000W excitation pulses A Miteq AMF-
3S-8998-22L low-noise GaAs-FET amplifier22, protected from any remaining pulse power by 
a P&H Labs C1-X153112 medium-power limiter, boosts the very weak echo signal by about 
27 dB The echo signal is passed through a Mernmac AUMP-25AKX coaxial attenuator , into 
a mixer The attenuator is used to limit extremely strong echo signals The resultant RF signal 
trom the Aertech MX12000A mixer24 is amplified by a Trontech W250K-1 wideband video 
amplifier25 to levels appropriate for the echo registration equipment The detection circuit is 
enclosed in an aluminum box to shield it from stray microwave radiation from other parts of the 
bridge, which may cause additional noise or spurious signals 
The waveguide attenuators, phase shifters and isolators used in this microwave bridge are 
from a number of different manufacturers Isolators have been placed at appropriate places in 
the bridge as indicated in the figure At some places, notably near the mixer, DC-blocks have 
been placed to prevent ground-loops 
2.2 The C-band ESE microwave bridge 
The C-band bridge shown in figure 2 2 is very similar in design to the X-band bridge The most 
notable difference between the two bridges is the lack of CW capabilities of the C-band bridge 
The microwave power source of the C-band bridge is a Giga Modules GMY 0408-17 YIG 
oscillator1, the output frequency of which is controlled by the highly stable home-built voltage 
source described below A MAC P8205-2 power divider directs one half of the source power to 
the reference signal, while the other half is used in the excitation arm A digital phase modulator, 
consisting of an MRCH412-180 hybrid splitter/combiner3 and a high-speed Norsal E 169119-1 
bi-throw switch4, is used to select in-phase or 180° out-of-phase microwave signals The output 
of this phase modulator is amplified to levels near 1 W by a HP 493A TWTA5 An attenuator6 
reduces the power level to protect the pulse former unit ~ 
The pulse-former unit in the C-band bridge is somewhat simpler than that of the X-band 
bridge The outputs of a Mernmac PDM-22-6G power splitter/combiner are balanced by two 
isolators to supply the two branches with equal in-phase microwave power One of the channels 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of (he C-band pulse bridge, lib operation is explained in the 
text. The devices that are switched by the pulse generator are indicated by arrows labelled a 
through f. 
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is limited to a fixed attenuation and phase. The other channel is freely variable in both amplitude 
and phase. Using high-speed Norsal SI 970D switches10, each of the two channels can be enabled 
to form short (5 ns) pulses. The output of the two channels is fed into a Merrimac combiner 
similar to (7). A phase shifter at the output of this combiner is used to influence the overall phase 
of the microwaves. The overall power can be adjusted using the attenuator (6). 
The amplifier chain of the C-band bridge contains only one amplifier, since pre-amplification 
of the microwave signal is done earlier5. Using the Teledyne CS33S10 relays1 , the amplifier 
chain can be bypassed for tuning. The amplifier is a custom-built M-square Microtek M303 
amplifier13 with a frequency range of 4-8 GHz and a rated output power of 200 W. Alternatively, 
for frequencies above 6.5 GHz, the Litton 624 amplifier can be used. The pulse energy can 
be reduced by the attenuator14. A high-power Teledyne C-4S63U-50 circulator channels the 
excitation pulses into the resonator16 and diverts the reflected power into the detection circuit17-22. 
This detection circuit, protected by a MACOM 2690-1006 fast-recovery high-power limiter17, 
consists of a third Norsal SI 970D switch18 and a Miteq AMF-AFS4-04000800-16-10P-L-5 low-
noise amplifier . The output signal of this amplifier can be attenuated if required and is mixed 
with a reference signal20 using a Miteq M0408 mixer21. The same Trontech W250K-1 RF 
amplifier used in the X-band bridge is used for final amplification of the mixer signal. 
Except for the high-power attenuator14, all attenuators used in the C-band bridge are manu-
factured by Merrimac, type AUMP 15ATX. The coaxial phase shifters are built from a circulator 
(Marconi F7119-05) and a sliding short (Maury 1909D2). As for the X-band bridge, isolators 
have been placed at the indicated places, and DC-blocks are used at strategic points to prevent 
ground loops. 
Stability of the C-band YIG oscillator 
To utilize the full capability of the C-band bridge, the YIG oscillator must be able to generate 
microwave radiation with a frequency between 4 GHz and 8 GHz. At the same time, it must have 
sufficiënt long-term stability to perform HYSCORE experiments and the FM noise should not 
contribute significantly to the overall noise level. To estimate the maximum allowable frequency 
drift and FM noise, we must compare these to the width of the resonant band of the resonator, 
defined by its Q-factor and resonant frequency. For a frequency of 5 GHz and a Q-factorof 500, 
which are typical values for a C-band spectrometer, this width is about 10 MHz. The influence 
of the FM noise and frequency drift expresses itself mainly in a change in the microwave field 
intensity in the resonator. To ensure that this intensity is constant, the microwave frequency 
must not change more than approximately 10% of the resonant width, i.e., it must be constant to 
within about 1 MHz. 
The output frequency of the YIG oscillator can be regulated by applying a voltage between 
0 and 10 V to its frequency modulation input, where 0 V corresponds to a frequency of 4 GHz, 
and 10 V to a frequency of 8 GHz. The required frequency stability necessitates an input voltage 
that is stable to within 2.5 mV. This stability can be achieved using an active feedback circuit 
that corrects for changes in the microwave frequency or it can be obtained using a regulated 
voltage source that is stable to within those limits. The use of an active feedback circuit using 
a source-locking frequency counter, such as an E1P model 575B, has been proposed earlier 
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(see e g [3] kir an application) Using this technique, it is possible to achieve a frequency 
stability better than 50kHz, which is sufficient even tor CW applications Our spectrometer uses 
a stabilized voltage source with a low frequency noise level and long term stability of better than 
1 mV, which is sufficient for pulsed applications involving echo detection but precludes the use 
of the oscillator in a CW spectrometer or for FT EPR The high frequency component of the 
noise of the regulator voltage is in all cases effectively filtered out by the response-time of the 
oscillator, but never exceeds 2 m V in our spectrometer 
2.3 Accumulation of the echo intensity 
The output signal of the video amplifier of the microwave bridges, (25) in figure 2 1 and (22) in 
figure 2 2, shows not only the echo signal, but also a number of spurious signals from microwave 
pulses that were not stopped by the limiters and switches in the detection circuits of the microwave 
bridges By selectively measuring only when the echo signal occurs, these spurious signals can 
be eliminated In most ESEEM experiments there are also a number of unwanted echo signals 
present [1,4] which can be removed by an appropriate phase cycling, to be discussed later 
An EG&G PAR 162 boxcar averager with two PAR 164 gated integrator input modules is 
used to measure and accumulate the intensity of the echo signal One of the integrators is gated 
to detect only the peak echo intensity (see figure 2 5) The typical gate duration is about 50 ns, 
but can be as low as 20 ns The second gated integrator is used to eliminate the noise contribution 
caused by the instability of the baseline of the echo signal This integrator samples only the 
baseline, but not the echo signal The gale duration and amplification factor of the two gated 
integrators are carefully matched so that their difference gives the true edio intensity When the 
baseline is sufficiently stable the second integrator is not used, because it would only add noise 
to the echo signal 
To further increase the signal to noise ratio, the pulse sequence is usually repeated 10-1000 
times, depending on the noise level The boxcar averager records the total echo intensity, which 
is probed by the analog-to-digital converter connected to the data acquisition computer when 
all repetitions have been performed The boxcar averager is then reset clearing all previously 
accumulated signals In this way a linear (unweighted) averaging of the echo intensity is 
performed The optimum repetition rate for pulse sequences strongly depends on the T\ relaxation 
time of the magnetization in the sample It can be shown numerically that the optimum repetition 
time irep ~ 1 1 T\ Typical repetition rates are between 400 and 4000 sequences per second 
2.4 The resonator 
Introduction 
The types of resonators used in ESE experiments vary widely The classic TEI 02 rectangular 
cavity is not very well suited to pulsed EPR experiments, due to its high Q and low filling factor 
and thus many authors have proposed other geometries for resonators [5, 6] One of the most 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagrams of the З-Іоор-2-gap resonator, a: geometry of the resonator. 
b: RCL equivalent circuit οι the resonator. Dissipalive resistances are not shown, с and d: 
resonant modes of the three-loop two-gap resonator. Only the mode shown in с is used. 
popular resonators is the loop-gap resonator [7, 8], which combines a low Q-factor with a high 
filling-factor, making it very suitable for pulsed EPR applications. 
There are a great variety in implementations of the lumped-circuit loop-gap resonator, such 
as the bridged loop-gap resonator [9], the split-ring resonator [10], and a number of variations 
of two-slit [11, 12], two-loop one-gap [13] and three-loop two-gap resonators [14, 15]. The 
resonators used in the ESE spectrometer described here are loop-gap resonators of the three-loop 
two-gap type. 
Electromagnetic properties of the three-loop two-gap resonator 
The three-loop two-gap resonator is schematically shown in figure 2.3a. In our design, the two 
outer loops have the same diameter, which may be different from that of the inner loop. Both 
gaps have the same width t. The equivalent circuit, consisting of two capacitances and three 
inductances, is shown in figure 2.3h. The resonant frequency of this equivalent circuit can be 
calculated [15] as: 
1 / L , + 2 L 2 \ ' /
2 
" = 2π" ІТГ^с • ( 2 Л ) 
where the lumped-circuit inductances L, and L2 and the capacitance С are 
L, = 
μ ( 1 7τβ
2 
L,= μ,,πτ·- =
 e„wZ_ 
t ' 
(2.2) 
where Ζ is the height of the resonator. R, r, w and t are defined in figure 2.3a. Note that 
the height Ζ of the resonator does not occur in the expression for the resonant frequency of 
its equivalent circuit. This frequency of the equivalent circuit is only an approximation to the 
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resonant frequency of the resonator itself, since we have neglected all edge effects Expressions 
for the frequency in which some of these effects are included have been derived by Wood et 
al [14] 
The three-loop two-gap resonator has two resonant modes, displayed in figures 2 3c and 
d, that differ significantly in resonant frequency The high-frequency mode (figure 2 3c) has a 
higher Q than the fundamental mode (figure 2 3d), as determined by Wood et al As shown 
in figure 2 3, the high-frequency mode is confined to a much smaller region of space than the 
fundamental mode In our designs, only the high-frequency mode is used because the sample is 
placed in the central loop This mode can be coupled to a coaxial transmission line by placing a 
single-turn loop at the end of the coaxial line directly above either or the outer loops, as used in 
our resonator, or directly above the central loop [16] Alternative coupling strategies have been 
proposed by Hyde and co-workers [15, 17] 
Mechanical design and performance 
Figure 2 4 shows an exploded view of the loop-gap resonator and of the structure in which it is 
mounted The resonator allows the use of both single crystal samples and powdered or liquid 
samples in a quartz lube When single crystals are used, these can be rotated within the resonator 
When used with a magnet which is mounted on a rotating base, the crystal can be placed in any 
orientation with respect to the external magnetic held Coupling of microwave energy to the 
resonator is accomplished by a single-turn coil at the end of a coaxial transmission line which is 
mounted above one of the side loops The distance of the coupling coil from the resonator can 
be varied to change the coupling characteristics, the latter can also be changed by rotating the 
coil When used in a bath- or flow cryostat, the entire structure can be isolated to prevent liquid 
helium from entering the gaps and changing the resonant frequency 
The resonator itself always has a standard geometry, it consists ot two parts that are tightly 
screwed together, forming a block of standard size (27 mm χ 9 7 mm χ 6 mm) The center of 
each outer loop is always exactly 7 mm trom the center oí the middle loop Using this standard 
geometry, resonators with different resonant frequencies or other characteristics can be used in 
the same mount, and changing resonators becomes very easy Resonators are manufactured trom 
standard size aluminum blocks These are screwed together and milled to the standard size, after 
which the loops are drilled at the appropriate places The resonator is then taken apart and the 
two protrusions in each of the halves are carefully milled to the correct height, after which the 
two halves are thoroughly cleaned and screwed together again The entire procedure takes only 
a few hours 
The resonant frequency of the resonator can be selected by choosing appropriate values for 
the loop diameters (R and r) and gap width (t) The length w in mm of the gaps is fixed by 
the loop diameters, w = 7 0 — (R + r) The central loop is generally 5 2 mm in diameter, 
to accomodate standard EPR tubes, but resonators having a sample loop diameter of less than 
2 mm have been manufactured and used For most resonators, the outer loops are 4 mm in 
diameter Resonators have been manufactured for microwave frequencies ranging from 4 1 GHz 
to 10 5 GHz Gap widths are usually around 0 4 mm, but resonators with gap widths of about 
0 1 mm have also been used The required gap width t for a given τ, R and resonant frequency 
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Figure 2 4 Exploded view of the loop-gap resonator and the mounting structure. See text 
lor an explanation 
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can be calculated before the resonator is manufactured using an variation ot equation (2 1) that 
accounts for fringe effects by an empirical correction 
If necessary, the resonant frequency of a resonator can be changed during mounting by 
introducing a dielectric material, such as teflon, into the gaps During operation, the resonant 
frequency can be adjusted by about 200 MHz by introducing a metal rod into the third loop 
(the loop that is not used tor the sample or for the coupling coil) The resonant frequency is 
typically not very temperature dependent, but this varies strongly with the quality ot the electrical 
contact between the two halves of the resonator It does, however, change significantly when 
the resonator is loaded, due to the high filling factor This negative frequency shitt is higher tor 
powdered or liquid samples in a quartz tube than for single crystals and may exceed 0 5 GHz 
The Q-factor of the resonator is mainly determined by the relative dimensions of the resonator 
with respect to the microwave wavelength and cannot easily be changed Typical Q factors of 
these resonators are between 200 and 1000 The Q-factor depends somewhat on the conductivity 
of the metal from which the resonator has been manufactured, but attempts to employ resonators 
from stainless steel which has a low conductivity at low temperatures, were not successful, as the 
resonator had a tendency to spark when large microwave powers were applied Some loop-gap 
resonator designs have a tendency to radiate strongly, requiring the use of a shield to confine the 
microwave radiation The three-loop two-gap structure does not radiate strongly [14], but the 
use of a microwave shield is still advisable, because the couping loop does tend to radiate, and 
the proximity of conducting objects may influence the coupling characteristics The mounting 
structure of the resonator described here effectively acts as a shield 
The use of this resonator in ESE spectroscopy is very easy With critical coupling the ringing 
of the resonator is limited to about 300 ns, but this can be reduced by overcoupling This can very 
easily be achieved for higher frequencies (above 7 GHz), but at lower microwave frequencies it 
becomes progressively more difficult to achieve overcoupling because the resonator to coupling-
coil distance for critical coupling gets progressively smaller Also, the wavelength of the 
microwaves becomes progressively larger than the dimensions of the resonator, thus increasing 
the Q-factor Dead-times of 120 ns can routinely be achieved for higher frequencies, but this 
increases to above 200 ns for lower frequencies The dead-time can be as low as 60 ns under ideal 
circumstances The performance of this resonator is typically better than that of the resonator 
used previously [5], and is comparable to the dielectric resonator used in the commercial Bruker 
ESP380 FT-EPR spectrometer, although it is more difficult to handle The Bruker resonator 
is, however, available only at 9 8 GHz, and cannot be used for dual rotation single crystal 
investigations when it is necessary that the crystal be placed in an arbitrary orientation with 
respect to the external magnetic field 
2.5 The pulse generator 
The pulse-generator used in the ESE spectrometer is an enhanced version of that described in 
[1] It features 8 independent output channels capable of generating sequences of many pulses 
and delays with lengths between 10 ns and several seconds in increments of 5 ns The design of 
the pulse generator is closely linked to the ESEEM experiment A common timebase defines the 
duration of the various pulses and delay intervals The eight output gates can be independently 
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Figure 2 5. Timing sequence fora single phase cycle of a HYSCORE expcnmenl performed 
using the X-band bridge (figure 2 1 ) The lop five traces indicate output pulses tor channels 
a through e, which generate the microwave pulse train (sixth trace) The bottom two traces 
illustrate the echo detection sequence Oscilliscope trigger signals arc not shown 
switched on or oft" during these intervals, generating the pulse sequence. When using pulses 
as short as 10 ns it becomes necessary to use properly terminated transmission lines from the 
outputs of the pulse generator to the switched devices. The outputs of the pulse generator are 
therefore driven by special 50 Ω line drivers and all cables terminated by 50 Ω resistors to ensure 
a proper pulse shape and to prevent reflections. Rise times of the order of 2 ns are typical for the 
pulse shapes at the switches. 
The pulse generator is programmed by a dedicated personal computer, so that pulse sequences 
can be stored and retrieved from disk. An simple pulse programming language is used to describe 
complete pulse programs for experiments with up to three dimensions. Each pulse sequence is 
calculated by the computer and transmitted to the pulse generator and can contain up to about 
1000 individual pulses of a total duration of up to about 80 seconds. For a HYSCORE experiment 
with four phase cycles (figure 3.4), approximately 64 intervals need to be defined, and the whole 
pulse sequence typically takes between 1 and 40 ms. To facilitate signal averaging by a boxcar 
averager, a single pulse sequence can be repeated up to 256 times without the need to reprogram 
the pulse generator, using an internal hardware repetition counter. 
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Timing sequences of pulse experiments 
The arrows a through f in figures 2 1 and 2 2 indicate which devices in the microwave bridges 
are switched by the pulse generator The remaining two pulse channels are used to trigger the 
boxcar averager and several display oscilloscopes The timing sequence ot the pulse generator 
for a typical four-pulse HYSCORE experiment, performed using the X-band bridge, is shown 
in figure 2 5 The phase and amplitude of each microwave pulse is set by selectively enabling 
channels a, b or С The TWT amplifier envelope pulse (e) is started some time before the actual 
pulse is generated, which is done by switching channel d The amplifier envelope is switched 
off simultaneously with the end of the microwave pulse Shortly before the echo signal occurs, 
the boxcar averager is triggered, and the echo detection circuit is enabled by channel f The echo 
and background sampling have been discussed earlier The timing sequence is slightly different 
when the C-band bridge is used, because that microwave bridge generates the microwave pulses 
by selectively enabling one of the pulse former channels (c q channels С and d) The function 
of pulses with various phases and amplitudes is discussed in chapter 3 
2.6 Data acquisition using an IBM PC/AT computer 
The initial design of the pulsed EPR spectrometer built in 1982 already incorporated a computer 
system tor data acquisition purposes This computer, a DEC M1NC-23 laboratory computer 
used a program named ESE which evolved into the Interactive Data Acquisition and Processing 
System described in [1 ] This program was completely written in PDP-11 assembly language 
One of the changes in the spectrometer that occurred in the course of its modernization 
between 1988 and 1990 was the replacement of the aging MINC-23 computer with a modern 
IBM PC/AT compatible computer system Although the MINC-23 system is a very versatile 
laboratory computer the new system has a number of significant advantages Besides being much 
faster than the MINC-23 system it has significantly more memory and it has an internal hard 
disk unit enabling much faster access to data and programs Also, programming this machine 
is much easier since there are many high-level programming languages available Although the 
IBM PC/AT computer is much cheaper than the MINC-23 system the latter is eminently suitable 
for data acquisition purposes, which cannot be said of the IBM PC/AT 
The introduction of a new computer system also required that the data acquisition program be 
re-written since the old and new computers are completely incompatible in both software aspects 
(operating system and available programming languages) and hardware aspects Although at the 
time a number of commercial data acquisition packages were available they were not suitable 
for the type of experiments performed by us The major part of the new program, IDAPS/PC 
is written in the 'C' programming language, with some time-critical parts such as the graphics 
handling and some numerical procedures, e g the fast Fourier transform, written in 80286 
assembly language 
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The design of the data acquisition program 
The necessity of writing a new program prompted us to introduce a number of improvements, 
but at the same time we wished to retain some useful features of the original program. The 
new program should have a user-friendly interface for both novice and experienced users. 
Multitasking facilities should be available to enable simultaneous data acquisition and data 
processing. Also, we wanted to exploit the additional features offered by the new computer, 
such as the memory expansion and the compatibility with other, widely used, software packages. 
The user interface is perhaps the most visible part of the program. Since an important 
aspect of the program is data processing it is essential that the data is displayed on the screen. 
For the interpretation of the displayed spectrum the information on the spectrum should also 
be displayed. Most of the screen is devoted to displaying the spectrum and the associated 
information, such as the frequency axis and annotations. 
To accommodate for both novice and experienced users, commands are entered through a 
menu structure in which each command in a menu is accessible either by a single keystroke, so 
that expert users can quickly navigate through the menu structure, or by selecting it with the 
arrow keys, which helps novice users. Some commands may lead to a sub-menu with related 
choices, whereas others immediately execute a specified function, such as starting an experiment 
of performing a fast Fourier transformation of the data. 
It is very convenient if the data acquisition computer is available for processing recently 
measured spectra while new data is being recorded. This requires the availability of multitasking 
facilities. The dual functionality of the data acquisition program is most easily realized using 
a foreground/background strategy, which is implemented using event driven data acquisition. 
Only when a specified event occurs will the data acquisition routine be activated. At all other 
times the computer is free for data processing. Two possible ways of implementing this event 
driven data acquisition are discussed later in this section. 
To facilitate processing and comparison of spectra, multiple pages are kept in memory for 
quick reference. One of the pages is the active page, which the user can select independent 
of any ongoing experiment. The spectrum on this active page will be displayed, together with 
all relevant parameters. A security mechanism is used to prevent accidentally destroying the 
spectrum on a page on which a measurement is in progress. For instance, it is impossible to 
perform a FFT on that page. All data relevant to a recorded spectrum as comments or descriptions 
given by the user, or the time-base of the spectrum, are stored together with recorded data. This 
data can be stored on and retrieved from disk in a number of formats, including the format used 
by the original program of the MINC-23 computer for data exchange purposes. Other formats 
that can be generated by the program are those used by the Bruker EPS-380 spectrometer and 
by other data processing programs. A native format resembling that of the Bruker spectrometer 
is normally used to store the data and all relevant information. 
Several basic data processing functions, such as low-pass and high-pass filters, apodization, 
tapering, and a fast Fourier transform are provided in the program. When these functions need 
parameters, like cut-off frequencies, they can be supplied by the user. The program is written in 
such a way that new data processing functions that become available can easily be incorporated. 
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Figure 2.6: Logical structure of IDAPS/PC. There are four basic building blocks: the user 
interface, consisting of the menu structure and the data display module, the data storage mod­
ule, the data processing modules and the spectrometer interface, consisting of the background 
data acquisition, the communication system and the data input module. 
Details of the implementation 
At the highest level, IDAPS/PC revolves around the Idle loop. From this loop all functions of 
IDAPS/PC are initiated. Below is a schematic listing of the idle loop in a Pascal-like pseudo­
language. 
DO 
GET user input 
IF the user has typed anything THEN 
Find and execute requested function 
ELSE 
Process all newly measured data 
Update the display 
UNTIL the user wants to stop 
Any key-press of the user is immediately passed to the user interface. Most of the time, however, 
there is no user input available and the program then takes the opportunity to update the display 
with any recently measured data. 
To understand the operation of the program it is best not to look at the flow of control, but at 
the flow of data through the program, visualized in figure 2.6. Analyzing this flow of data lets 
us identify four major building blocks: the user and spectrometer interfaces, the data storage 
module and the system of data processing modules. 
The data are initially measured by the background data acquisition module from which they 
are passed to a communication system, which is a ring-buffer2. The data are taken from that 
ring buffer by the data input module and stored in a spectrum accumulation buffer . These 
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three modules are the core of the spectrometer interface The data storage module receives the 
recorded spectra from the accumulation buffer of the data input module and makes it available 
to the data processing functions5 and to the display module6 of the user interface 
At the other end ot the program, the menu structure7 receives user input and, acting on that 
input, controls the spectrometer the data processing functions and the display The two inputs 
to the program, from the user and from the spectrometer, are completely independent The user 
input is handled in the foreground by the menu structure, whereas the input trom the spectrometer 
is handled by a background data acquisition module 
Possible data processing functions include low pass and high-pass filters, data tapering and 
apodization functions to smooth the frequency spectrum, Fourier transform functions to calculate 
frequency spectra and other functions aimed at removing the baseline decay and possible artifacts 
In the structure ot the program only the user interface, built around the menu structure, and 
the data storage modules are fixed All other components, including the spectrometer interface, 
are designed around these fixed modules and can be easily removed or changed Different 
spectrometer interfaces can be designed for different requirements, or the spectrometer interface 
can be removed completely so that only the data processing capabilities remain 
The user interface 
The central part of the user interface is the menu structure An example of a menu structure is 
shown in figure 2 7 The menu structure is implemented as a linked list of command descriptor 
blocks Such a command descriptor block holds four pieces of information about the menu 
option the name of the option and the associated shortcut key (if any), the function that is to be 
executed when the option is selected and any data that the function may need 
When the user wants to execute a command, the linked list describing the menu is searched 
for that command If it is found the program calls the routine identified by the code parameter, 
using the d a t a parameter as an argument As an example, consider a parameter setup function 
Such a function would ask the user to enter a list of parameters The same function could be used 
in different commands for different parameter lists used in different modules The command 
descriptor blocks of these menu items would then have the same code parameter but a different 
d a t a parameter 
An other possibility is that the d a t a parameter of a command points to a different linked 
list of menu items, or command descriptor blocks With the appropriate function, this command 
could give access to a new, deeper-level menu as is illustrated in figure 2 7 
Data storage 
To facilitate the comparison and retrieval of data and to enable the processing of previously 
recorded data while a new experiment is in progress the program keeps a number of spectra in 
memory in so-called data pages Such a data page not only stores the measured data but also 
holds additional information describing the spectrum There are four types of data stored on 
each page controlled by four independently operating sub-modules 
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Figure 2 7: An example of a menu structure. Menu Hems can point to executable functions, 
but can also lead to sub-menus. The menu structure is implemented as a linked list 
The spectrum data sub-module stores the real and imaginary parts of a recorded spectrum. 
Additionally, it keeps track of the number of points in each spectrum. Although data are 
measured as 32-bit quantities they are scaled down to a 16 bit format to reduce storage 
requirements and speed up data processing. The scaling information is also stored along 
with the spectrum. 
The information sub-module keeps track of additional information describing the spectrum 
such as user-added comments, time-base information and data acquisition parameters. 
The peaks sub-module holds the locations and intensities of the highest peaks that were found 
in the spectrum. If this information is available it is always displayed along with the 
spectrum, but any change to the data causes this information to be erased. The peak data is 
only updated on a specific request from the user, in which case a peak-detection processing 
function is activated. The modularity of the program allows different peak-find functions 
to be implemented. 
The display-parameters sub-module stores information on how to display the spectrum. To 
facilitate comparison of spectra with different magnitudes or time bases the display-
scaling information is stored along with the spectrum, although it is not actually part of the 
spectrum. The data display module uses this information to determine how to display the 
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spectrum so that optimum display-settings for a specific page are not lost when switching 
pages 
The selection of the active page as well as other page-management functions as copying 
and deleting pages are managed by a page-management module One of the most important 
tasks of this module is the management of page security To avoid accidentally writing to, or 
deleting a page, each page has associated with it a number of permission flags that control the 
access to it Only one module at a time may write to a page, although several may read from 
it When a data processing function is activated by the user it will ask. for permission to write to 
this page If the page is not in use by an other module, for instance the data input module, then 
write permission is granted and the page is locked to other modules The page is released after 
the spectrum has been processed and all information has been updated When a module needs 
to read some information from the data page it requests the relevant data storage sub-module for 
this information While the information is needed the page cannot be deleted, although other 
modules may read from it or write to it For example, when an experiment is in progress only 
the spectrometer interface module has permission to write to the page on which the spectrum is 
stored, so that it is impossible to perform a Fourier transformation on that page It is, however, 
possible to copy the spectrum to an other page and process the copy 
Data acquisition in real-time 
Earlier in this section we have seen how data is passed from the spectrometer to the computer 
From the point of the data acquisition system an experiment is a black box with one or more 
outputs which must be sampled at certain times, which depend strongly on the experiment being 
performed Usually, the computer cannot predict when these outputs must be sampled because 
it does not actively control the experiment With respect to the program flow in the computer, 
the arrival of incoming data is an asynchronous event The computer must adapt itself to the 
external conditions and in this sense it is a real-time system In the following we describe how 
the computer handles such asynchronous events, and how the new data points are directed to the 
proper data page of the program 
There are two dilterent techniques for handling external events which are suitable for our 
purposes 
Interrupt service. When an event occurs, the computer is interrupted in its current process, 
which can be anything, and immediately starts the data acquisition operation The IBM 
PC/AT computer is not very well suited tor this type of real-time data acquisition, especially 
it the computer must simultaneously be used tor other tasks, since its operating system 
does not support multiple concurrent tasks Although interrupt based data acquisition 
is possible, one cannot use the operating system during the data acquisition phase The 
advantage of this method is that an experiment can continue independent of the foreground 
process 
Status polling. When an event occurs, a flag is set, which is examined at certain points in 
the program execution, typically in an idle loop When an event is pending, the data 
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acquisition routine is called, and runs as a foreground process Although this is relatively 
easy to implement, it has one major drawback If for any reason the computer is not idle 
at any time during a long interval, for instance during a slow data processing procedure 
the experiment stops until the computer has lime to handle the event 
It is possible to use either the interrupt service method or the status polling method We 
have chosen to implement the data acquisition by using an interrupt service routine This 
interrupt service routine can be seen as a background program, which talks to the main program 
through a communication system, but is not actually part of the main program The problem wt 
encountered in implementing this system is that it is not possible to use services provided by 
the MS-DOS operating system in the interrupt routine Typically, DOS device driver software, 
such as that controlling the IEEE-488 interface bus, cannot be accessed which may reduce the 
functionality of an interrupt service routine 
When the spectrometer signals the presence of new data trom, e g , the analog-to-digital 
converter attached to the boxcar integrator, the computer is interrupted and activates the data 
acquisition module This module then reads the data from the spectrometer and passes it to 
the communication system Often only one point is measured, but when using a digitizing 
oscilloscope a complete spectrum would be transferred After the data has been transferred to 
the communication system the data acquisition module will activate all sweep devices, ι e , it 
will load the pulse generator with the next set of times for a pulse sequence or, in an ENDOR 
experiment, it will step the RF frequency When it has finished setting up the new experimental 
conditions the data acquisition module informs the spectrometer that it has finished the data 
acquisition cycle, and control is returned to the main program which will resume as it nothing 
had happened 
The communication system stores all information from the background data acquisition 
module in a ring buffer until the main program has time to handle the data The ring buffer must 
be large enough to give the main program enough time to complete its present task, before the 
ring buffer fills up 
When IDAPS/PC is idle, waiting for user input after it has completed a command, it invokes 
the data input module, which asks the communication system for all new data that have been 
measured The measured data are accumulated in an acquisition buffer It the data page on which 
the experiment is being recorded is displayed on the screen the 32-bit data in the acquisition buffer 
will immediately be scaled and transferred to the data page where the new data is displayed 
Often the user is processing data on a different page during the experiment in which case the 
data is not immediately displayed Upon completion of the experiment the acquisition module 
is disabled and the spectrometer interface is prepared for a new experiment 
Implementation of the interrupt service routine 
The data acquisition module described above is activated when an interrupt occurs With the 
restriction that the data acquisition module cannot use operating system services during its 
execution it is not different from other modules However, the implementation of the functions 
that allow this data acquisition module to be called at the appropriate time is difficult, although 
modern 'C'-language compilers can considerably simplify this task 
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The first challenge is to connect the data-ready signal from an outside source, such as the 
spectrometer, to the interrupt structure of the computer itself Although it is possible to purchase 
interface cards for the IBM PC/AT that provide this functionality it is also possible to use the 
already available serial communication (RS-232) ports of the computer for this purpose In the 
IBM PC/AT each serial port, up to a total of four ports, is connected to one of eight interrupt lines 
(ports 1 and 3 use interrupt line 4 and the second and fourth ports use interrupt line 3) Because 
all installed serial ports are very similar (they are only distinguished by their I/O addresses) we 
can use the same interrupt service routine to service signals from all ports Each serial port can 
issue four different types of interrupt signals indicating the status ot the port An interrupt is 
generated when a character has been transmitted by the port, when one is received, when one 
of the serial line control signals changes, or when there is a change in one of the modem status 
lines, such as the carrier detect and ring indicator lines, changes The ring-indicator line is 
normally used by an attached modem to signal an incoming telephone call Since there are no 
modems in the laboratory we decided to use the ring indicator signal to indicate the availability 
of data from the spectrometer 
The structure of the interrupt service routine that reacts to interrupts from the serial ports is 
listed below 
Disable further interrupts 
FOR portnum = 1 TO 4 DO 
WHILE interrupt pending DO 
CASE interrupt type OF 
transmit : transmit next character 
receive : receive next character 
line status : handle line status 
modem status : handle modem status 
END 
END 
Enable new interrupts 
ч J 
I he t r a n s m i t c h a r a c t e r and r e c e i v e c h a r a c t e r routines are used serial data com­
munication, and the h a n d l e l i n e s t a t u s routine checks for serial data transmission errors 
or line-break signals The h a n d l e modem s t a t u s routine is called it there is a change in 
any of the modem-status signals ot the serial ports, such as the ring indicator signal If the 
ring-indicator signal is activated by the spectrometer the h a n d l e modem s t a t u s routine 
activates the background data acquisition module The main advantage ot this solution is that 
serial port communication remains possible This port has been used for controlling the 'speedy 
II pulse generator^ ] from the data acquisition program 
Equipment for analog-to-digital conversion 
One of the problems we encountered in the design ot the data acquisition equipment was the 
quality and cost of commercial analog-to-digital conversion devices tor IBM PC/AT computers 
Usually when an IBM PC/AT computer is used for data acquisition purposes it is equipped with 
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a plug-in board for the analog-to-digital conversion. In our initial design we also used such a 
plug-in board. It soon appeared, however, that this device was qualitatively inadequate. Plug-in 
cards with the required capabilities from other manufacturers proved prohibitively expensive. 
Investigation of the problem revealed that the power-supply of the personal computer was 
not suitable for use with the available ADC plug-in card. To circumvent these problems we built 
a data acquisition box with the functionality and flexibility we required. Most of the equipment 
which is controlled by the computer is either built into the data acquisition box, or is interfaced 
to the computer through this box. The box houses analog-to-digital converters necessary for the 
data acquisition, and may also contain interfaces to digital frequency counters and other devices. 
In order to enhance the accuracy of the analog-lo-digital conversion a regulated high-stability 
power supply is included. 
The backbone of the data acquisition box is a bus system consisting of eight address and 
eight data lines, completed by a number of bus control lines. The data acquisition box can house 
several devices, each responding to a unique set of addresses so that they can be individually 
operated by the computer. The READ and WRITE lines control whether a device should read data 
from the bus or place data on the bus when addressed. The four remaining control lines form a 
flexible, dedicated, fault-tolerant interrupt structure designed to lessen the burden on the attached 
data acquisition computer. 
The data acquisition box is connected to the data acquisition computer by means of two 
cables. One of these cables carries all 22 bus lines and is connected to a general purpose 
digital input/output plug-in board containing an Intel 8255 PIC integrated circuit chip. The data 
acquisition box is designed in such a way that it can be connected to any computer that uses a 8255 
PIC chip for input/output purposes. It is also possible to include a small microprocessor board 
in the data acquisition box to make it a completely stand-alone unit. The second cable connects 
the data acquisition box to a serial communication port of the computer to allow control of the 
ring-indicator signal. The serial communication port can still be used by means of a standard 
connector present on the data acquisition box. 
Although the cost of the data acquisition box is not negligible its flexibility allows for the 
use of inexpensive, home-built interface devices to be used without expensive attachments to the 
computer itself. An inexpensive home-built 12-bit high-speed digital-to-analog converter card 
with excellent noise characteristics is used in all experiments performed on the spectrometer 
described in this chapter. 
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Chapter 3 
The theory of ESEEM 
In this chapter we shall explain the mechanism of ESE and ESEEM using the density matrix 
formalism in contrast to many other texts that introduce these phenomena using a vector model, 
it was felt that there is no need to repeat that description The reader is referred to [1] for a vector 
model description 
We focus the discussion on only the basic elements of ESEEM so that we can direct our 
attention to the HYSCORE experiment As a result, the well-known two-pulse primary echo 
and three-pulse stimulated echo FSEEM techniques are only touched upon briefly A more 
comprehensive discussion ot these experiments can be found in [2, 3] 
In the first part ot this chapter, sections 3 1 through 3 5, the density matrix formalism is pre­
sented With that as a basis, we shall explain the mechanisms of electron spin echo and ESEEM 
spectroscopy The second part, sections 3 6 through 3 8, will deal with the HYSCORE exper­
iment After an explanation of this experiment we shall derive expressions for the modulation 
effect and we shall indicate an efficient way ot simulating HYSCORE 
3.1 The density matrix in EPR 
The density matrix formalism has specifically been designed tor the study of macroscopic 
systems, which arc treated as an ensemble ot microscopic systems for which the Hamiltonian 
and other quantum-mechanical properties are well-defined As such, it is very suitable for the 
description of EPR, especially where it concerns the electron spin-echo phenomenon, as will be 
discussed later in this chapter In this section we introduce the density matrix, as it is used in the 
description ot EPR, in a concise manner, for more detailed discussions see [ 1, 4, 5] The density 
matrix will be extensively used in this thesis for theoretical discussions of the electron spin-echo 
phenomenon 
The density matrix: an introduction 
The density matrix of a pure state 
In quantum mechanics the state of a system is conventionally characterized by a state vector \ψ) 
In a certain basis |г), the eigentunctions of a complete set ot commutating operators, we can 
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expand this state vector to 
lv> = E c . l '> ( 3 | ) 
J 
so that the state vector in that basis is completely defined by the coefficients c, As observers, 
we are not particularly interested in the shape of the state function |v), but we do want to be able 
to predict what we can measure Quantum mechanics tells us that the expectation value (.4) of 
an observable A can be calculated for a specific state ¡y) by 
(Α) = (ιί\Α\ν) = Σ^η(πι\Α\η) (3 2) 
τηη 
From this it appears that all information about the system must be contained in the products 
c"
m
c
n
 We can view these products as elements of a matrix P, with P
mn
 = с
т
с'
л
, which is called 
the density matrix of state |v) The matrix Ρ is hermitian and is positive definite, ι e , P
u
 is real 
and > 0 and Σ P
u
 > 0 and is, in fact, equal to 1 It is possible to associate an operator V with 
the density matrix, the explicit form of this density operator is 
V = И И (3 3) 
from which we immediately see that V1 = V and thus that V must be a projection operator 
The expectation value of any operator A can be determined from the density matrix by 
considering eq 3 2 and noting that the factor (m\ A\n) is the А
шп
 element ot the matrix 
representation of Л in the basis \i) of eq 3 1 and thus 
{A) = Σ P™A
mn
 = Tr(PA) = Tr(AP) (3 4) 
mn 
Because the density matrix is an alternative representation ot the slate vector \il), it is important 
to find its time dependence Realizing that 
ih d ^ = H(t) \v) (3 5) 
we find 
г
^
 = гП
 ^ г '
=
 n{t) ίΦ) M
 -
ίΦ) (v| n{
-
t] =
 ln' v\ (3 6) 
An explicit solution of eq 3 5 for a time-independent operator H(t) = Ή can be found by 
formally integrating that equation to find 
\фЛ = е~фт Ivo) and thus (3 7) 
V(t) =
 е
-ФПі
 ые+фт ( 3 8 ) 
It is interesting to note that in some respects the density matrix is a better representation of 
the state of a system than the state vector The two different state vectors \ψ') = \φ) ε _ ι Δ and 
\ψ) describe the same state, whereas there is no such ambiguity in the density matrix A second 
advantage is that the expression for the expectation value is quadratic in the state vector, but it is 
linear in the density matrix 
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A statistical mixture of states 
A physically interesting macroscopic system is seldom correctly described by a single state 
vector Rather, the many independent microscopic systems of which it is built must each be 
individually described by a state vector |v l ) The macroscopic system is correctly described only 
by statistical mixture of all microscopic systems How does this affect the quantum mechanical 
treatment'' Our first impulse would be to assign to the macroscopic system a state vector which 
is a statistical mixture ot all state vectors of its microscopic constituents Unfortunately, this 
will not work A linear superposition of states \U>') would suggest the occurrence of interference 
terms that do not exist in a statistical average We can find a better way ot describing the 
macroscopic system by looking at what we would expect to observe, namely an average of the 
expectation values ot the microscopic systems 
{A) = '£c-
n
c
m
(m\A\n) (3 9) 
ran 
which reduces to 
(A)=^^c
m
(m\A\n) (3 10) 
mn 
when we realize that \m), \n) and A are the same for all systems Recalling the definition of the 
density operator V we see that a correct description of a statistical mixture of states is given by 
the average density operator ρ = V, whose matrix representation has elements 
Pmn = C
n
C-
m
 (311) 
By definition, the average expectation value is then 
(Λ) = £ >
n m
 4
m n
 = Tr(pA) = Tr(Ap) (3 12) 
mn 
An expression for the evolution of the density operator ρ follows directly from eq. 3 8 since 
that equation is linear in V and ρ is a statistical (ensemble) average over V, thus 
Pt = f - * " ' Po e
+l
*
w
 (3 13) 
for a time-independent Hamiltoman For the same reason, Tr(p) still evaluates to 1 In contrast, 
since there is no longer a pure state |υ) associated with ρ the relation "P1 = V does not carry 
over Ιο ρ which thus cannot be identified as a projection operator 
Because the density matrix was derived from the physical reality of expectation values, it 
is interesting to see whether the matrix elements of ρ have some physical meaning From the 
definition of p, the diagonal elements c*
m
c
m
 = \c
m
y are the average probabilities of finding, 
upon measurement, a microscopic system to be in state \m) In statistical terms, we would 
thus associate that element with the population of the state \m) The off-diagonal elements do 
not have such an obvious classical analogue, but since they express the statistically averaged 
interference terms, which can only be non-zero if a significant portion of the ensemble is in the 
same state they are called coherences 
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The density operator for the steady state 
Macroscopic systems tend to be in thermal equilibrium with their surroundings, so it is not only 
insightful but also important to have an explicit form tor a steady state density matrix Let us 
express the density matrix in the basis ot eigenstates of the (time independent) Hamiltonidn 
This has the advantage that the basis functions are independent of the time, and it is also the most 
commonly chosen basis in general and for density matrices in particular In the steady state we 
know the populations of the individual states to be given by the Boltzmann factors 
^-E„/kT
 W l t h ( 3 1 4 ) 
Y^e-E-lkT (3 15) 
m 
It is instructive to write for the coefficients cm = \cm\e~lam, trom which 
¿ ξ = ¡cj|c„|e *>-.-«•.) (3 16) 
Considering that the phases am are statistically independent of the |cm | and that all values ot 
Qm are equally probable (the hypothesis of random phases [1]), we find that the off-diagonal 
elements all vanish Of course, if they did not then from eq 3 13 it follows that they would 
oscillate with frequency (Em — En)/h, which would violate the assumption ot steady state Thus 
(m\p0\n) = 6mne-E"/kT/Z, (3 17) 
which means that p0 can be written as 
p() = ^e-n/hT with (3 18) 
Ζ = Тт(е-п'кт) 
independent of any basis 
The density matrix for an electron spin 
Consider a free, unperturbed electron in a static magnetic field So A complete description of 
this system would include both spatial and spin functions, 
\eleclron) = \space) \spin), (3 19) 
but since we are effectively only interested in the spin part we will disregard the space function 
The Hamiltonian for the electron then becomes 
H = g
e
0B
n
 S, (3 20) 
which we can write without loss of generality as 
П = g
e
0B
o
Sz = H u{)Sz = ihB«Sz (3 21 ) 
Ζ = 
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when we take the ζ axis along the direction of the static magnetic field. For the electron, which 
has spin S = 1 /2, the state of the system can be completely described by two spin functions |Q) 
and \β) corresponding to the two eigenvalues m
s
 = +1/2 and ms = —1/2 of the Sz operator, 
respectively. 
The steady state density matrix for this system can be written according to eq. 3.18 as 
-, _ lp-П/кТ _ ι -Ku,
u
Sz/kT 
= ¿ f cosh( \ Κω ,ι /кТ) — 2SZ sinhl^hwa/ kT)) 
= A + aS2. (3.22) 
OF course, for spectroscopic purposes we do not want the system to be in a steady state contin­
uously: we are interested in observing transitions. When not in the steady state we can expect 
to see a non-equilibrium population distribution and also coherence terms, i.e., off-diagonal 
elements in the density matrix. In general then, we can write the density matrix as a sum of the 
identity matrix and the 5 = 1/2 spin matrices S
x
, Sy and Sz 
ρ = c(,J + r.xSx + CySy + czSz. (3.23) 
From a time-evolution view the contribution of the identity matrix is wholly uninteresting and 
we can write without loss of generality 
Ρ = c
x
S
x
 + c
v
Sy + c.St (3.24) 
= C+5+ + c~S- +czS2, (3.25) 
where S+ = S
x
 + iSy and S' = Sx - iSv. Of course we can also write the density operator as 
a combination of the spin operators for S = 1 /2 in the same manner. 
Since we have introduced the form of the non-equilibrium density matrix we should also 
discuss how we can bring the system out of equilibrium. In EPR spectroscopy this is done by 
the application of an oscillating or rotating magnetic field perpendicular to the B{) field. The 
associated perturbation term in the Hamiltonian is 
V(i) = g
e
3B{ (S¡,cos(ú,'í) + SIsin(^'0) (3.26) 
so that while this additional field is applied the Hamiltonian for the system becomes 
H{t) = ge0BoS, + geßBi (Sy cos(w¿) + Sx sin(tW)) . (3.27) 
The rotating frame 
Considering that for a time-independent Hamiltonian the expression for the time-evolution of 
the density matrix simplifies considerably, it is unfortunate that the perturbation Hamiltonian 
is time-dependent. By changing to a coordinate frame that rotates along with the perturbation 
field this time dependence can, however, be removed. Instead of working out the expressions 
from the point of view of the rotating coordinate frame, it is perhaps more instructive to follow 
a pragmatic reasoning. It can be shown without difficulty that eq. 3.27 can be written as 
H = ge3B()Sz + д
е
ЗВ,е
+г
^'^
у
е-^
5л
 (3.28) 
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which suggests that we can remove the time dependence by a transformation R~]H R with 
R = e+l"Szt The time-dependence of the density matrix under the influence of the Hamiltoman 
3 27 must, according to eq 3 6, be derived from 
d
d
P
t=',[pn] = np(B„Sz + BlRSyR i)-i1(B„Sz + BlRSyR-')p (3 29) 
By defining 
pR = R-]pR andthusp = RpRR~x (3 30) 
we find, after multiplying both sides of eq 3 29 trom the left by R~l and trom the right by R, 
d
^ =
 l
,[pR,Hlff\ and (3 31) 
Kcff = hi-yBa + ^St + 'yhBiSy (3 32) 
where Hc¡j is the Hamiltoman we would expect to find from a classical argument Since there is 
no longer a time dependence in eq 3 32 we can write the time evolution of рд as 
p*(0 = e - ' W PRWeW (3 33) 
Note that for the steady state 
PRO — Pu, since, from eqs 3 30 and 3 22, (3 34) 
pRa = е~
ш5
'
г
 (A + ασ
ζ
) e + ! ^ ' = A + ασ
ζ 
because Sz and σζ commute 
The situation is somewhat more complicated if there is an additional term H
n
 in the Hamil 
tonian of eq 3 27, 
Η = ihB»Sz + -)HB\ (Sy COS(ÜJÍ) + Sx sin(ü/<)) + Kn (3 35) 
In general, the effective Hamiltoman in the rotating frame then becomes 
4cSi = h {
Ί
Β(ί + üj)Sz + fhBiSy + R-]HnR (3 36) 
which again introduces a time dependence in the Hamiltoman Only if 7in commutes with Sz 
does the time-dependence disappear For the typical case where Ή
η
 represents the interaction of 
the electron with the surrounding nuclei, this is the case when the energy differences caused by 
the presence of H
n
 are very small compared to 7Й B
n
 This approximation, where H
n
 commutes 
with Sz, is called the strong-field approximation, and we write 
Τ<4Γ = Α(7βο + ω)5, + 7Αβ|5» + « „ (3 37) 
It is important to know the appearance of observables in the rotating frame For spectroscopic 
purposes the most interesting observables are those associated with a magnetization 
M
x
 = geßSx, My = geßSy, Mz = geßSz (3 38) 
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If we write the expectation value for the magnetization in the rotating frame χ direction as 
(MX)=TT(PRMX), (3.39) 
where M
x
 is the matrix representation of M
x
, we find that this expectation value is associated 
with a magnetization in the static frame 
(M
x
) = TT(RPRR-1 RMXR-1) 
= TT{PRMXR->) 
= 0θ5(ωήΤτ{ρΜ
χ
) - sin(wt)TT(pWìy) (3.40) 
which is identified as a rotating magnetization with a frequency equal to the frequency of the 
perturbation field; in EPR this would be a microwave signal. 
From this point onward we will exclusively work in the rotating frame and we shall drop the 
R subscript from рц. 
Electron Spin Resonance 
Let us now consider what happens to the density matrix under the influence of an oscillating 
magnetic field. In the rotating frame we have the Hamiltonian of eq. 3.32, which we can write 
somewhat simplified as 
n=huj
a
Sz+h.wlSv, (3.41) 
where ш
п
 = ~, S ( ) + ш and jjt = 7 B\. The evolution of the density matrix from the steady state 
under the influence of this Hamiltonian is 
p(t) = (.-'(«..s.+^s»)«
 σζ e
+1(u.„sI+w,s1/)t_ (342) 
where we disregard the constant a. This cannot easily be evaluated because Sz and Sy do not 
commute. However, by a simple coordinate transformation such that the effective magnetic field 
BCff = (So + ^l"i)z + B\y lies along the new z' axis the expression simplifies considerably. 
Defining the spin operators in the new axis frame as 
S'X = SX, S'y = c-Sy-s-Sz, S'z=s-Sy + c-Sz (3.43) 
with 
s = ωι/'jJe с = uJa/u)e, 'jje = y'jJo1 + u-Ί2, 
we find, in terms of these new spin operators, for eq. 3.42 
pt = е -
ш
'
5 ; , ( с -σ'
ζ
-3· а'
у
)е+ш^. (3.44) 
which evaluates in the rotating frame to 
p(t) = s • sin(*)
e
t)o
x
 + s • с (1 - cos{uj
e
t)) ay + (Ä2 cos(u;e¿) + с2) σζ. (3.45) 
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This equation in itself is not very informative, but we can select two specihc situations one 
where s ^> с and one where с ^> s Noting that с and s are between () and 1 we find for the case 
s> с 
p(t) = azcos{^)\t) + axs\n(j^\i) ("5 46) 
and for the case t > s w e find that eq 3 45 reduces to 
p{t) = az=p{) (3 47) 
The condition that s > r holds if ui Ä —ηΒ
α
 and ^i is sufficiently large This is the case when 
we are near resonance Far from resonance, ηΒ^ + ¿ >· ^ and then eq 3 47 holds 
It appears then that an oscillating magnetic field only has an effect on the density matrix if 
the microwave frequency is close to resonance (fia) « Ea — Ев) Since all interesting things 
happen near resonance we shall assume in the following that this is always the case Note that 
we can then write for eq 3 42 
p(t) = p-l^syaze+^^ (3 48) 
or, more generally, 
p(t) = e- ! j " 5 " p(0)e+'-' |5 !' (3 49) 
Relaxation 
Since for the description of electron spin-echo spectroscopy relaxation is of secondary impor 
tance, we shall only touch briefly upon it 
The diagonal elements of the density matrix, which describe the populations of the different 
energy levels, relax to the equilibrium populations with a characteristic time T\ The pro­
cesses responsible for this relaxation are resonant and near resonant (Raman) phonon-scattering 
processes Obviously then, the relaxation rate 1/Г, must be strongly temperature dependent, 
increasing with increasing temperature For most paramagnetic systems containing paramag­
netic transition metal ions, the relaxation constant Г, at low temperatures is of the order of 
milliseconds or less This relaxation, usually called longitudinal relaxation, removes energy 
from the spin system as a whole 
The off-diagonal elements of the density matrix are subject to other relaxation processes, 
typically spin flip-flop processes of coupled spins These relaxation processes do not influence 
the total energy of the spin system It is assumed that this relaxation, usually called transversal 
or spin-spin relaxation, is described by a single exponential decay of the xy magnetization 
characterized by a time constant T2* Since the xy magnetization can also decay as a result of 
inhomogeneities of the magnetic field, the total decay rate T2 is given by 
1 1 1 
тГт^т
 ( 3 5 0 ) 
where Т'
г
 accounts for the effect of the inhomogeneily The complete relaxation of the density 
matrix of eq 3 25 is then given by 
ρ = c
+S+ + c-S- + czSz Λ (α + (c, - a)e-t/T' ) Sz + e~t/T ( e - l u " 'c + S + + e^^c'S') 
( 3 5 1 ) 
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In our discussions ot the electron spin-echo phenomenon in the next sections we do not take 
relaxation into account, we assume that our experiments are performed on a time scale much 
smaller than both ΤΊ and T2* Although this is not always the case, the only effect of including 
relaxation is to include a (finite) hnewidth 
For continuous wave electron spin resonance, the relaxation does play an important role 
Realizing that the transversal relaxation processes are usually much faster than the longitudinal 
relaxation processes we assume in CW EPR that there is never any buildup of coherences, the 
off-diagonal elements of the density matrix are always zero There are then two competing 
processes On the one hand, the presence of microwaves causes the removal of the equilibrium 
magnetization, 
Mz{t) = cos(u)it)Mtl, (3 52) 
while on the other hand, the longitudinal relaxation processes counteract this tendency of buildup 
of a non-equilibrium population distribution, 
V/2(i) = Mo + e-'/T' (Mz(0) - M0) (3 53) 
where Mz(0) is the initial non-equilibrium magnetization These processes will compete with 
each other, and when Ti « 1/J>I, there will be a continuous absorption by the system of 
microwave energy, and this absorption can be measured if u,, is sufficiently large 
When, however, a)\ is much larger than 1/Г
Ь
 there can no longer exist such an equilibrium 
state, and in fact, if ^i becomes ot the order ot, or even larger than, \/T2 we can no longer 
disregard the buildup of coherences In the next sections we will deal with the case ^, 3> І/Тг, 
and we shall, in fact, disregard relaxation completely as mentioned above 
3.2 The Electron Spin-Echo Phenomenon 
In 1950, Erwin Hahn made a startling discovery When he applied two RF pulses in rapid 
succession to a spin system, he not only observed the expected free induction decay signal (more 
about this later), but after some time a second microwave signal (the echo signal) appeared, long 
after the disappearance of the tree induction signal (FID) Because the decay of the FID signal 
was thought to be irreversible the mechanism was somewhat of a mystery Was there a Maxwell 
daemon at work here9 Soon after the discovery, however, Hahn found that there wasn t when he 
was able to derive the existence of this echo signal from the Bloch equations Wc shall take the 
simpler approach and use the density matrix to illuminate the mechanism behind the spin-echo 
phenomenon 
Microwave pulses and the free induction decay 
Let us first look at what Hahn expected to see, a free induction signal Starting from the steady 
state, the application of microwaves causes an evolution of the density matrix given by eq 3 46, 
when we assume that ω ι » 7 Во + ω we are near resonance We can look at two special cases 
0,11 = π/2, p(t) = σ
χ
 and (3 54) 
ajtt = τ p(t) = -σζ (3 55) 
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Free precession: Sz —» Sz -l*J„tg + 
Ideal 180° pulse: Sz 
(along ¿/-axis) 
- 5 - - 5 + 
Ideal 90° pulse: 
(along ¿/-axis) 
Non-ideal pulse: 
-1 
sz^ • 
C+S+ 
C()SZ 
c~S-
s+ -» • 
s + - • • 
+ 15+ 
-
[S~ 2 
c
+S+ 
C{)SZ 
c-S-
5 - -> -
5 - - • · 
- i S + 
_ +І5-
c + S + 
Q Ä 
c - 5 -
Table 3.1: Effects of free precession and of ideal microwave pulses on the various components 
of the density matrix. The microwave pulses are along the +y axis of the rotating frame. At 
the bottom the effects of a non-ideal microwave pulse arc listed. Note that only S+ and S~ 
components give rise to an observable microwave signal. 
If we switch off the microwaves at u>\ t = π/2 we have created from the steady state magnetization 
a density matrix with only coherence terms. Note that the expectation value for the magnetization 
vector (M) has rotated over 90°. Such a limited burst of microwave radiation is called a 90° 
pulse. Similarly, when switching off the microwaves at uj\t = π we invert the steady state 
magnetization and we have made a 180° or π pulse. 
The σ
χ
 component of the density matrix that has been created after a 90° pulse gives rise 
to a rotating magnetization in the laboratory frame as has been discussed earlier (eq. 3.40). Of 
course, we expect this signal to decay according to eq. 3.51. Such an FID is normally observed 
in FT-NMR experiments and this is the signal that Hahn expected to see. Note that we usually 
do not observe this signal in pulse-EPR. 
The system does not have to be in thermal equilibrium when the microwave pulses are applied. 
Because matrix multiplication is a linear operation we can look at what happens to the various 
components of the density matrix independently (eq. 3.24 and 3.25). It is most convenient to 
split the density matrix in S~, S+ and Sz components because of their simple time-evolution. 
Table 3.1 lists both the effect of free precession and the effects of ideal microwave pulses on these 
components. In this table we have assumed that the microwave field is along the +y direction 
of the rotating frame. Although this can be done without loss of generality, it is sometimes 
convenient to have the Bt field along some other direction in the xy plane; this corresponds to a 
phase shift of the microwaves. Expressions as those listed in table 3.1 are easily derived, but let 
us look at a special case which is used very often in ESE spectroscopy, the case where the S| 
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field is along the —y axis. 
There is no difference between π pulses along the +y and — у axes, but the effects of π/2 
pulses are different for the two cases: for a π/2 pulse along the —y axis, 
( + 1 9+ 
! C+ ^2° 
2 S " i -Í5-2 b 
Sz 5" -» { -St (3.56) 
The analogous effects of a pulse along the +y axis are listed in table 3.1. Note that the only 
difference is that the signs for coherence transfer from Sz to S± and vice versa have changed. 
The ability to change the phase of a microwave pulse is an important tool in ESE spectroscopy, 
as will be discussed later. 
Intermezzo: The Feynman-Vernon-Hellwarth model 
In many books, review articles and PhD theses the electron spin-echo phenomenon is introduced 
in a classical vector model. In this work, however, it is presented using the density matrix 
formalism. It is then interesting to look at the correspondence between the two. For this 
purpose we make use of an elegant model devised by Feynman et al.[6]. Let us create from the 
Hamiltonian and the density matrix, 
Vra У,**) a n d p = f Paa P°0). (3.57) 
Γίβα rtßß J V Pß° Pßß I 
Ήαβ + Ήβ
α
 \ / ρ
α
β + ββ
α
 \ 
ι(Η
αβ
 - Ηβ
α
) znaß = gl3\ ι{ρ
αβ
 - ρ0α) . (3.58) 
Ήαα - Ή.ββ ) \ Paa ~ Ρβ3 } 
When Ή. = g¡3Bu - S and ρ = czSx + cySy + czSz we find that 
Ί
Β = 7 ß,,,, and μ = 5/3 Су . (3.59) 
From the time dependence of the density matrix, 
the time dependence of the vector μ can be derived as 
Ϊ = 7 Β Λ μ , (3.61) 
di 
which is the classical equation of motion for a magnetic moment in a magnetic field, the starting 
point of the classical vector model. 
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Table 3.2: Density matrix evolution tree of the Hahn echo experiment. Through this tree we 
can trace six coherence transfer pathways to give the six terms of the final density matrix. 
Only two coherence transfer pathways (indicated by arrows) lead to an echo, at t = т. 
The Hahn echo experiment 
For the description of Hahn's experiment we shall step through the density matrix starting from 
the steady state. The Hahn echo experiment consists of two π/2 pulses separated by an evolution 
interval r. Using table 3.1 we can easily write down the tree of density matrix components, 
displayed in table 3.2. At each pulse each component of the density matrix is divided over a 
number of (other) components while the evolution intervals r and t add a phase factor. 
In table 3.2 we can follow several paths through the time evolution of the density matrix. 
During the final time interval t there are six terms in the density matrix. Of these terms two are 
of special interest: those terms containing a phase factor
 е
± 1 ш
"( т-') 
Consider that in a real physical system all individual spins will not feel exactly the same 
effective magnetic field B
n
, due to a number of effects such as the inhomogeneity of the external 
magnetic field over the sample volume, differing local magnetic fields caused by slightly different 
local environments of the spins (for a review see [2]) and different orientations of the spins with 
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respect to the external magnetic field (in onentationally disordered systems) These effects result 
in a spread in o>(, values apparent as an inhomogeneous line broadening, which is responsible for 
the echo For a free induction signal, represented by 
FID = e-,UntS+ + е + Ш | ' 5 _ , (3 62) 
it causes a fast decay of the RF signal due to the dephasing of the magnetization Only around 
t = 0 can we observe any signal In the terms of the density matrix at a time t after the second 
pulse of the Hahn experiment we see a similar situation The terms 
E{t) = e _ , w " ( T -"S- + е + Ш | ( т - ( ) 5 + (3 63) 
exhibit a relation similar to that found in the free induction decay, but now around t = r, the 
echo signal Although the FID signal has long disappeared due to destructive interference of 
the various spin packets, the information has not been lost At longer values of τ and t the echo 
signal will weaken as a result of transversal relaxation processes The characteristic time T2* 
associated with this relaxation is also called the phase memory time, based on the mechanism 
responsible for the echo 
It is apparent from table 3 2 that only two terms contribute to the echo These terms can be 
identified by the path that is followed through the density matrix evolution tree These paths are 
called coherence transfer pathways and will be discussed in more detail later 
The two echo terms can be measured individually using quadrature detection, but this is not 
often employed in ESE spectroscopy Usually only the M
x
 = \( \4+ + M~) component of the 
magnetization is detected, and both terms contribute to this Note that the path traced through 
the density matrix evolution tree leading to the M + magnetization is the mirror image of that 
leading to the M~ magnetization 
The two-pulse primary echo experiment 
The two-pulse experiment as it is normally used in ESE spectroscopy is not that of Hahn but is 
somewhat simpler, at least theoretically It consists of a π/2 pulse followed after a time τ by 
a π pulse The advantage of this pulse sequence is that the echo signal is stronger, which can 
easily be seen from the density matrix evolution tree the π pulse selectively changes the S + 
component that exists after the first evolution interval to a 5~ state exclusively From table 3 1 
it can be seen that the echo intensity must then be two times as strong as in the case of the Hahn 
experiment Note that the coherence transfer pathway leading to the echo in the conventional 
(π/2 - τ — τ) experiment is the same as that in the Hahn experiment 
The stimulated echo experiment 
Another experiment can be created from the Hahn experiment by extending it with a third π/2 
pulse (figure 3 1) To show how this forms an echo, part of the density matrix evolution tree for 
this experiment is displayed in table 3 3 Instead of looking at the coherence transfer pathway 
Sz —> S
+
 —> S~, leading to the Hahn echo, let us look at what happens when we select, during 
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π/2 π/2 π/2 
/Λ echo 
Τ t 
Figure 3 1 Pulse sequence of the three-pulse experiment. This is an extension of the Harm 
echo experiment, which consists of two π/2 pulses, by a third π/2 pulse 
T, the Sz contribution. The third microwave pulse generates from this component both S
+
 and 
S~ components. Apparently, again an echo occurs, similar lo that in Hahn's experiment, bul 
now al a time t = τ after the third pulse. This echo is called Ihe stimulated echo. Classically 
speaking, we have stored the magnetization along the ζ axis during the second evolution interval. 
Note that during this interval (T), only longitudinal relaxation processes affect the S, component 
of the density matrix and the echo will be visible for very long values of T. 
The description using the density matrix formalism is simpler than that using the vector 
model, but does not contain less information. Two-pulse and stimulated echo experiments are 
not the only ones available in ESE spectroscopy: by adding more pulses, possibly also with 
different phases or amplitudes, a great number of experiments can be devised. For an example 
see the discussion of the Η YSCORE experiment later in this chapter. For these more complicated 
experiments the density matrix formalism becomes a very powerful tool. 
Multiple echoes in the three-pulse experiment 
Because the three-pulse experiment is based on Hahn's experiment we expect to see at least 
two echoes occurring at different times, first the Hahn echo of the first two pulses and later the 
stimulated echo. But there are more echoes present. All echoes are identifiable by having a zero 
phase, and in this way we can find where echoes occur in a straightforward manner from the 
three-pulse density matrix evolution tree. In table 3.3 all components that may give rise to an 
echo have been underlined; there are 4. For example consider the path 
S, A S+ A e " l W o T 5 + X e~lul"TS+ -^ 
е
-іш„(т+Т)g+ _2, g - tw,) (r+T)£- Д
 e
-iWi,(T+T-t)g- ( 3 64") 
which gives rise to an echo at time t = τ + Τ after the third pulse. Note that the additional 
echoes discussed here are not artifacts but are an inherent part of the experiment. When we 
compare the coherence transfer pathway of the above echo (5Z —* S+ —* S+ -+ S~) to that of 
the two-pulse Hahn echo (S2 —» 5 + —» S~) we see that they are very similar, and this echo is 
often termed the Hahn echo of pulses 1 and 3. A more detailed description of multiple echoes 
in ESE is given later in this chapter. 
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Table 3.3: Part of the density matrix evolution tree for the three-pulse experiment. In this 
tree we can see four posilions where an echo may occur. These arc underlined; the stimulated 
echo with a thick line. 
Generalization of pulse effects 
Up to now we have discussed only the effects of ideal pulses for which ω\ is much larger than 
the inhomogeneous line width and the pulse shape is square. But this is not generally the case 
in ESE spectroscopy, especially where it concerns experiments on orientationally disordered 
systems in the solid state. Consider the two approximations that have been made: 
1. When we are off-resonance such that ω\ « ω
η
 we can no longer use eq. 3.46, but we 
must revert to eq. 3.45. The consequence of this is that the description of the effects of 
ideal pulses given in table 3.1 is no longer applicable. In general we can expect to find 
that pulses generate S+, S~ and Sz components regardless of the initial density matrix, as 
expressed in the lower part of table 3.1. 
2. In reality, microwave pulses are never sharply defined with infinitely short rise and fall 
times. The microwave field strength B¡ will have some complex time dependence and, to 
make things worse, the phase of the microwave pulses is not constant throughout the pulse 
duration. The formal solution, eq 3.33, of eq. 3.31 is then no longer strictly valid. The 
consequences of this are not readily apparent, but we can certainly expect to find the same 
effects as listed under point 1. 
As an example consider the time evolution under a non-ideal π/2 pulse starting from the 
steady state density matrix Sz. Ideally we would expect to find only S
+
 and S~ components in 
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the resulting density matrix, but in reality there will also be an Sz component. In three-pulse 
experiments we would then see an additional echo, as can easily be derived from a density matrix 
evolution tree. In contrast to the four expected echoes discussed earlier, this fifth echo is an 
artifact, caused by imperfect pulse shapes. 
3.3 Phase cycling in three- and four-pulse experiments 
Introduction 
In the previous section we have shown that we can expect to find five echo signals in a three-pulse 
experiment. It is obvious that for more complex experiments, such as the four-pulse HYSCORE 
experiment [7] even more echoes can be expected to occur. In ESE spectroscopy, and in particular 
in ESEEM experiments such as those described in this thesis, we are interested only in one of 
these many echoes; in three-pulse ESEEM, for instance, we are interested only in the behavior 
of the stimulated echo. 
For some values of τ and Τ some of the unwanted additional echoes that occur in this 
experiment may overlap with the desired echo, causing unacceptable artifacts in the modulation 
patterns that are the focus of this experiment (see section 3.4). Although the inter-pulse delays 
can be chosen so that no artifacts occur, this is usually unacceptable since in long delays much 
information is lost. An alternative solution is found in phase-cycling. The phase of selected 
microwave pulses is alternated to change the signs of the unwanted echoes. Using a linear 
accumulation of the echo signal the contribution of these unwanted echoes is eliminated, as is 
effectively illustrated for the stimulated echo experiment in [3]. 
. . . unwanted electron spin echoes 
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Positions of the echoes 
In order to see how unwanted echoes may be removed we will first have to know how many we 
can expect and when they occur In principle this can be determined from the density matrix 
evolution tree as shown earlier Unfortunately, it can become very tedious to write down the 
density matrix evolution tree for longer pulse sequences Gemperle et al [8] have demonstrated 
an elegant method for determining where echoes may occur by following the electron spin 
coherence during the entire experiment As has been shown earlier, each echo signal, and in fact 
each term in the final density matrix of an experiment, can be identified by a coherence transfer 
pathway that is traced through the density matrix evolution tree In the method of Gemperle 
these coherence transfer pathways are abstracted in terms of a coherence order ρ = 0, ±1 An 
Sz contribution to the density matrix is represented by a coherence order ρ = 0, and the S
± 
components are represented by ρ = ±1 We can write down the effects of microwave pulses 
on the various coherence order terms in the same way as we have done for their associated 
density matrix components (table 3 1), but since we are interested in the occurrence of echoes 
in a real experiment we have to assume that the pulses are not ideal The microwave pulses 
can thus transfer any coherence order to ρ = (), ρ = +1 and ρ = — 1 terms, specifically 
p = 0 ^ p = 0,±1 
A coherence transfer pathway can be represented by the corresponding sequence ot coherence 
order terms that occur during the interpulse delays, usually indicated by 0, +, — For instance 
the coherence transfer pathway described by in eq 3 64 is represented by (+ Η—) The initial 
coherence order, which must always be ρ = 0, is normally not indicated A convenient aspect of 
the description ot the coherence transfer pathways by using coherence order terms is that these 
terms also define the lime-dependence of the density matrix Looking at the lime evolution of the 
Sz, 5* components listed in table 3 1 we can see that with coherence order terms ρ = ±1 there 
is associated a phase factor e*1" ' This can be used to determine whether a coherence transfer 
pathway leads to an echo (in which case the overall phase factor is unity) and, if so, where it 
occurs An example for the sequence of coherence orders as they occur for the HYSCORE echo 
in a four-pulse experiment is shown in figure 3 2 
There are many coherence transfer pathways possible but only a few lead to an observable 
echo All pathways must start at coherence order p() = 0, the Boltzmann equilibrium polarization, 
and must end with ρ ν = ±1 in order to lead to an observable echo The N — 1 intervening 
coherence states can have any coherence order The total number ot possible coherence transfer 
pathways for an V pulse experiment, \ p , from which the pathway leading to the desired echo 
must be selected, can be calculated as 
Λ'
ρ
 = 2 3 V - ' (3 65) 
Since any coherence transfer pathway has a mirror image which contributes equally to the 
observed magnetization (the echo amplitude) the actual number of possible echoes is \p/2 
A number of coherence transfer pathways can never lead to an echo, namely those with only 
ρ = 0 and ρ = 4-1 terms (or, in their mirror image, those with only ρ = 0 and ρ = -1 terms) 
This number is equal to 2 V _ 1 , the first and last coherence order terms are fixed at ρ = 0 and 
ρ = +1 respectively, and the \ — 1 other terms can only take values ρ = 0 4-1 Hence the total 
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Figure 3 2 Transfer of electron spin coherence and polarization by microwave pulses tor 
the coherence transfer pathway leading to the HYSCORE echo, visualized in the density 
matrix The number ρ represents the coherence state of the density matrix An example of a 
coherence transfer pathway for the HYSCORE echo of a 4-pulsc experiment is shown at the 
bottom 
number of coherence transfer pathways that may lead to an echo is 
(3 66) 
The position at which an echo occurs can be calculated from the condition that the overall 
phase factor must then be unity, which occurs it the total lime spent in ρ = +1 equals the total 
time spent in ρ = — 1. Indicating the interval between pulses г and ι + 1 as í¡ and the coherence 
order during that interval as pt (and the final coherence order as p^) we find that an echo occurs 
for a specific coherence transfer pathway at 
echo Σ U Χ Ρ, /ρν (3.67) 
relative to the last pulse. If ¿
ес
н0 > 0 the echo occurs after the last pulse, but if tech0 < 0 the 
echo occurs before the last pulse. In that case the last pulse had no effect on the electron spin 
coherence order. 
As an example, we have tabulated in table 3.4 all possible echoes which can be formed for 
a four-pulse sequence as used in the HYSCORE experiment. The coherence transfer pathways 
are indicated using the coherence orders ρ = 0, ±1 starting from Boltzmann equilibrium ρ = 0. 
The times at which the echoes occur have been calculated using eq. 3.67 and are also listed in 
that table, and we have also characterized each echo. 
A few remarks are in order. 
• It must be noted that not all allowed coherence transfer pathways do indeed lead to an echo 
for all possible intervals tt. Consider the pathway (H h+) for a four-pulse sequence. 
When ¿2 > ii an echo will occur at a time i\ in the second (f2) interval, which will be 
refocussed by the third pulse to form echo number 3 of table 3.4. When, however, t2 <tu 
no primary echo will occur that can be refocussed and echo number 3 cannot be observed. 
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Echo 
lumber 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Coherence 
pathway 
+ 
+ 0 - -
+ - ++ 
0 + — 
+ + — 
+ 0 0 -
+ 0 0 -
+ + -+ 
0 + - + 
+ - + -
+ - 0 + 
0 + 0 -
+ + 0 -
+ 0 - + 
0 0 + -
+ 0 + -
+ - -+ 
0 + + -
+ + +-
L + ζ P. г. _ 
Echo 
position 
í l — Í? — ¿3 
ί, -и 
t2 — t¡ — ¿з 
t i - h 
t2 + t\ -h 
U 
U 
¿3 — t? — 4 
h-h 
h-h + U 
h-ti 
tl 
í2 + í, 
Í 3 - < 1 
Í3 
Í3 + Í. 
ti + ¿з - íi 
í2 + ¿3 
Í2 + Í3 + ÍI 
í, - t 2 
Echo type 
Hahn (1,2) 
Stim. (1,2,3) 
Hahn (1,2) Ref. 3 
Hahn (2,3) 
Hahn (1,3) 
Stim. (1,2,4) 
HYSCORE (1,2,3,4) 
Hahn (1,3) Ref. 4 
Hahn (2,3) Ref. 4 
Hahn (1,2) Ref. 3, Ref. 4 
Hahn (1,2) Ref. (3,4) 
Stim. (2,3,4) 
Stim. (1,3,4) 
Stim. (1,2,3) Ref. 4 
Hahn (3,4) 
Accumulated (1,2,3,4) 
Hahn (1,2) Ref. 4 
Hahn (2,4) 
Hahn (1,4) 
Delayed (1,2,3,4) 
Phase cycle 
+ - + - = 0 
+ + — = 0 
- + - + = 0 
+ - + - = 0 
+ - + - = 0 
, + + + + = 4+ 
= 4 -
! - + - + = о 
- + - + = o 
+ - + - = 0 
'' - + +- = 0 
• + - - + = 0 
+ - - + = 0 
- - + + = 0 
+ + — = 0 
: - - + + = о 
' - + - + = 0 
1
 + - + - = 0 
+ - + - = o 
¡ + - + - = 0 
Tabic 3.4: Description of the 20 echoes occurring in a HYSCORE cxpcrimcnl. Echoes 6 
and 7, the stimulated echo of pulses 1,2 and 4, and the HYSCORE echo always overlap. 
This stimulated echo cannot be removed by phase cycling. In some cases, an echo has been 
refocussed by later pulses, e.g. echo 1 has been refocussed by the third pulse to form echo 
3. The echo position can be calculated from i|, /; and ii. The first 19 echoes are shown 
in figure 3.4. Echo 20 does not occur for the intervals chosen there. The HYSCORE echo 
can be isolated from the other echoes by using a phase cycling scheme that selects only that 
echo. 
To determine whether a coherence transfer pathway will actually lead to an echo, consider 
the following. As mentioned earlier, an echo can only occur if the time spent in ρ = +1 
states equals the time spent in ρ = — 1 states. Let us define the last effective pulse for a 
coherence transfer pathway to be the last pulse that causes a change in coherence order; as 
an example, for the coherence transfer pathway (-1 h + ), the third pulse would be the last 
effective pulse. Echoes must always occur after the last effective pulse of their coherence 
transfer pathway; those that occur before the last effective pulse are better described by 
another pathway. By comparing the time at which the echo occurs (see eq. 3.67) to the 
position of the last effective pulse we can determine if this is the case. 
• Some coherence transfer pathways may lead to more than one echo; a coherence transfer 
pathway where a 7r-pulse transfers a Sz spin state to a —Sz spin state as shown in figure 3.2 
is indistinguishable from the coherence transfer pathway where this pulse does not occur. 
Such pathways must have two or more consecutive ρ = 0 states. In the four-pulse echo, 
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Figure 3.3: 4-pulse echoes of irradiated calcium formiate Intervals between the pulses arc 
indicated by τ, t,, i 2 with τ = 200 ns. ( ¡ = 1000 nsand Ь = 1500 ns. The whole spectrum 
spans 6 5 ^s with a lime resolution of 2 ns. This spectrum is the result of 5000 averages and 
was recorded on a Bruker EPS380 FT-EPR spectrometer 
this occurs for the ( + 0 0—) coherence transfer pathway, which leads to the HYSCORE 
echo, but also to the stimulated three-pulse echo of pulses 1, 2 and 4 (echoes 6 and 7 of 
table 3.4 and figure 3.4). This situation occurs only for non-ideal pulses. 
Using this technique it can be easily shown that we expect to see five echoes in the stimulated 
three-pulse experiment: three two-pulse Hahn-echoes of the pairs (1,2), (1,3) and (2,3), the 
stimulated echo of pulses 1, 2 and 3, and we also may see the Hahn-echo of pulses 1 and 2 
that is refocussed by pulse 3. This last echo is not usually described in the literature. The 
same technique can be used to show that there are in general 19 echoes possible in a 4-pulse 
experiment, or 20 when we count the two echoes for the coherence transfer pathway ( + 0 0 — ) 
separately (see table 3.4). Three of the echoes listed in this table may need some explanation. 
The accumulated echo, number 16 in the table, is related to the stimulated echo, but the third 
pulse is replaced by a Hahn echo sequence. The second special echo (number 11) is a two-pulse 
Hahn echo which is refocussed by a two-pulse sequence similar to the second and third pulses 
in a stimulated echo experiment. Echo number 20 is a Hahn echo of pulses 1 and 2, of which 
the formation has been delayed by the time between pulses 3 and 4. 
In the description of the HYSCORE experiment the intervals are usually indicated by r, tt 
and t2, in that order (see figure 3.5). The positions and signs of all echoes occurring for intervals 
r = 200 ns, ¿i = 1000 ns and t2 = 1500 ns is shown in figure 3.4. It must be borne in mind 
when considering these echoes that the refocussed echoes will usually be significantly weaker 
than their primary counterparts. Also, the Hahn echoes quickly decay for larger values of t¡ 
and t2, since they are dependent on T2 relaxation processes. Figure 3.3 shows a recorded echo 
trace of a powdered sample of irradiated calcium formiate, generously provided by Professor 
Schweiger of the ΕΤΗ Zürich, for the values of τ, ί] and t2 used earlier. In this echo trace, 18 
of the 19 echoes that can be expected for these intervals are observed. Only echo number 8 is 
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Figure 3.4: Effect of phase cycling. Phases of the pulses are indicated as (+) and (—), 
which indicate a 180° phase difference. 19 echoes arc visible that are listed in table 3.4. On 
summation of the four cycles, only echoes 6 and 7 are not eliminated. Echo 20 of table 3.4 
does not occur. 
missing; it is presumably hidden under the echoes 6 and 7. 
Phase cycling 
The next step is to remove the unwanted echoes which we have found and identified. In ESE 
spectroscopy this removal is done by a technique known as phase cycling: By alternating the 
phase of selected pulses we can change the signs of the unwanted echoes and remove them by 
a linear accumulation of the echo signal. Most commonly, phase cycling is done using phase 
changes of 180°. The effects of microwave pulses with such a phase shift are listed in eq. 3.56. 
This phase shift affects π/2 pulses only to the extent that the coherence transfer from Sz, or 
ρ = 0 to S±, or ρ = ± 1 , and vice versa, changes sign. By changing the phase of only one of the 
pulses that cause a ρ = 0 <-• ρ = ±1 transition in a coherence transfer pathway the sign of the 
associated echo is changed (the same holds for any odd number of such pulses). By studying 
the possible coherence transfer pathways the optimum sequence of phase cycles can be found. 
Figure 3.4 shows the phase cycling scheme used in HYSCORE spectroscopy, along with the 
signs of all 19 possible echoes for the chosen time intervals. This specific phase cycling scheme 
is chosen because it specifically selects the HYSCORE echo. Other phase cycling schemes can 
be devised that select other echoes. Table 3.4 also lists the effects of this phase cycling scheme. 
Note that only the admixture of a stimulated echo component to the HYSCORE signal cannot 
be removed, since the two echoes have the same coherence transfer pathway. 
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3.4 Derivation of an expression for the nuclear modulation 
effect in multi-pulse sequences 
In this section we will show that when the electron is coupled lo a nuclear spin system we will 
see that the echo intensity is modulated by the frequencies of the nuclear spin system. This 
effect can be used to investigate the properties of the nuclear spin system through the interaction 
parameters of the Hamiltonian. 
The Hamiltonian for such a system, consisting of an electron spin S coupled to a nuclear 
spin system /t, can be approximated by 
7i = n
a
 + n
n
= KLJVS, + £ (S) ζ ЛІ-ІІ + ... (3.68) 
i 
where ω0 is the off-resonance frequency of a spin packet in the rotating frame. This approxi­
mation, in which Tío and Hn commute, is called the strong-field approximation. Because Ή
η
 is 
not independent of Ή^ but is parametrized by (5)2, the eigenfunctions of this spin system can 
be expressed as a basis of products of the 7i() eigenstates \m) and the associated Hn eigenstates, 
\i
m
), which are different for each \m), 
\i) = \m.i
m
) = \m) \i
m
). (3.69) 
The mechanism that is responsible for the modulation of the electron spin echo has its basis in 
the fact that the nuclear Hamiltonian and the nuclear spin levels are parametrized by the electron 
spin. When, as a result of the microwave pulses, there is a change in the effective electron spin, 
the nuclear Hamiltonian changes and the nuclear spins will suddenly find themselves no longer 
in an eigenstate of the (current) nuclear Hamiltonian. Due to the very strong coupling between 
the electron and the nucleus, the microwave pulses, which are resonant only with the electronic 
transitions, create both electron and nuclear spin coherences. The resulting evolution of these 
nuclear spin coherences causes an intensity modulation of the electron spin echo signal. The 
effect whereby the microwave pulses cause the coherences is called branching. In a way, this 
modulation effect is comparable to FT-NMR where RF pulses directly create coherences in the 
nuclear spin levels, which are, however, not coupled to an electron spin S. 
To understand these electron spin echo echo modulation experiments we shall work out the 
expressions governing the changes in the density matrix describing the coupled spin system. 
When the system is in thermal equilibrium, this density matrix is 
е
-Н/кт 
= ^{Псо*Ь{\/ш0/кТ)-агьтЩГш0/кТ)}®Пп (3.70) 
= (Α + ασ
ζ
)® E
n
. 
where ® indicates the direct product. The approximation is valid if the energy difference between 
the electron spin eigenstates is much larger than that between the nuclear eigenstates, which is 
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the condition under which the strong-field approximation is valid Because the electronic and 
nuclear Hamiltonians 7i
u
 and Ή
η
 commute, we can expand the operator U{t) = е~1'пт to 
W(f) = W„(i) ® U
n
{t) = e~l/Kn * 2) e-l/KHnt (3 71) 
The matrix representation Ut)(t) of the electronic spin evolution operator in the basis of eigenstates 
of Tin is then 
/
 е
-іш„і/2 Q \ 
U(,(i) = η „W/2 ¿ndthus ( 3 7 2 ) 
e 
ад - ( Τ Л ) ( ΊΨ 4) ) 
where T+(t) and Τ~(ί) are the matrix representations of the evolution operator U
n
(t) for the 
different eigenstates of Ή(), indicated by т$ = +1 /2 and ms = — 1 /2 
It is interesting to discuss the representations of T+(i) and T
n
 (<) in any basis |г'), | ƒ ) The 
matrix elements of T*(£) are 
(» ' ITÍ( í )b ' ) (3 74) 
which, for the basis of eigenstates of Hn, takes on a very simple form, 
[yt(t)]ij = ^ ±\Tt(t)\3±)=6l]e-^t (3 75) 
The matrix T* in any basis Δ = |г'), , |j') is then 
T±(Í) = ^ D ( Í ) ± ( ^ ) " 1 (3 76) 
where D* = 5
г]е~
г
^ ' are the elements of T* expressed in the basis |г±), \j±) of eigenstates 
of 1i
n
 The transformation matrix Я* defines this basis in terms of the basis Δ, 
№]<, = (Ï\J±) (3 77) 
Combining eq 3 73 with the expressions for T*(i) and writing T+(£) = At and T~(i) = Bt, 
the matrix ot the evolution operator U(t) (eq 3 71) becomes 
т=[1
 Bte^n) ( 3 7 8 ) 
The evolution operators for microwave pulses 
The effect of strong microwave pulses at or near resonance on the density matrix in the rotating 
frame can be described by an interaction Hamiltonian 
Ήι =fLj\Sy or Hx^h^sSx (3 79) 
depending on the direction in the rotating frame of the interaction field (see eq 3 32), under 
the condition that the pulses are very short and that the natural evolution of the nuclear spins 
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effectively stops during the pulses so that the Hamillonian is complete by giving 7i\ The 
evolution of the density matrix under these conditions is given by the operator 
U(t) =
 e
- " *
W |
' = ε-"""»'/''® ïïn 
= (Πcos(aj]t/2) — iaj,sin(u/|i/2)) ® B
n 
= U,{t)<8>ïï„ (3 80) 
The matrix representation U(¿) of this operator in the basis \m im) ot the eigenstates of 7i() and 
some basis of Hn is then defined by 
[U(i)]m,„m,„ = {m,lm\U{t)\m',]m) 
= (m|W,( i ) |m ' ) {im\jrn) (3 81) 
The form of this matrix simplifies considerably if we choose the same basis for T+ and T~, for 
example the basis of eigenstates \m¡) of the spin operator I, so that (im\jm ) = 6t], independent 
of m, m' and 
[ил - ( со%^^12^ й п -s in(üj , í /2) Π η \ . 
U[l> - { sin[>,</2) Л
п
 cosi>,i/2) Π
η
 ) [i*¿) 
For ideal π/2 and π pulses the evolution matrices Rw and R
m) evaluate to 
The matrix M ot transition probabilities between the nuclear sublevéis of the ms = —1/2 
and ms = +1/2 spin states, usually referred to as the sublevéis of the different ms manifolds, 
is defined by Ml} = (i+\ jJ) for eigenstates |г+) and |j_) of 7i*, but can also be written 
M = (Я+)-' Я', since (3 84) 
Ml; = (i+\j.) = '£(i+\mI){mI\j.) O 8S) 
TTlj 
when we choose to express T* in terms of the functions \m¡) 
The derivation by Mims [2] of the modulation intensity was done in the eigenbasis of Ή
η 
This simplifies the evolution matrices A and B, but makes the form of the matrices describing 
the effect of the microwave pulses more complicated Since the explicit form ot these matrices 
is used many times in the derivations it is in this case more convenient to use the \m¡) basis 
The two-pulse experiment 
As an example, let us consider the evolution of the density matrix in a two-pulse primary echo 
experiment The pulse sequence starts with a (T /2) ¡ , pulse, followed by an evolution interval τ 
and а (ж)у pulse 
The initial density matrix of eq 3 70 can for our purposes be written as 
Ро=(Лп
 w
) (3 86) 
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The evolution of this matrix is described by the evolution operators for the (7г/2)
у
 and (ir)y 
pulses and the free precession intervals (eqs. 3.83 and 3.78). We have to evaluate 
Pt = ЯіЯіКоАг-ЯуоРо-пси) RT ^IKlA • (3.87) 
The outcome of the successive steps is 
„ (-/Ч, ( Un \ r ( ArBle-ч \ W„ ( BTAU+^T \ 
pt1
 { II
n
 J [ BTAU+i*'T ) " " V ArBle-^ ) • (3m> 
The density matrix at a time t after the second microwave pulse is then given by 
В,ЛтЯМ?е^" ( т~' A = - ( η , D t . t . - w T - o — ^ ), (3.89) 
which can be used to calculate the electron spin magnetization in the χ (or y) direction after the 
last pulse. This magnetization is given by 
S(T,t) = g3Tr(ptSx) 
= - \gßJr (.AtBrAlBie+^-V + В ( .4 7 .#ЛІе- , * , ( т - , ) ) . (3.90) 
As explained in section 3.2, there will usually be some inhomogeneous line broadening in 
a physical system, which is represented here by a spread in off-resonance frequencies ω». The 
consequence of this is that a magnetization will be observed only for t ~ r. The echo intensity 
is normally identified by the value of S(r. t) at t = τ, and thus we find 
E(T) = S(T,T) = -[д/ЗТт(^В
т
А;1В;1 + BtATB;>A;
]) 
= -g3Re{TT{AtBTA;]B;1)). (3.91) 
By making use of eqs. 3.78 and 3.84 we can write this as 
/v(r) = -^ЗЯе[Тг(иР
т
и
т
 С)
г
 +
и Р ! и ! Сг! +)] (3.92) 
= - 5 3 R e Тг(и 'иР т и + д т +иР*и* <3; + и)] (3.93) 
= -g0Re[TT{PTMQMPlMQlW\f)] (3.94) 
where for simplicity we have written R„ = U, R~ = V, D+ = PT and D;" = QT. The step from 
eq. 3.92 to eq. 3.93 can be explained by noting that the trace of a matrix does not change on a 
unitary transformation. 
Eq. 3.94 can be evaluated when we note that PT and QT are diagonal matrices, and thus 
E(T) = -gß Re ( £ M,kMlJMjlM¡le-1<Te-t^Te+l""Te+lu'fT J 
= - ^ R e i ^ M ^ M ^ e - ' ^ e - ^ V ) . (3.95) 
An analogous expression for the modulation intensity in the three-pulse stimulated echo 
experiment is derived according to Mims' method in section 3.7. 
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— 
M o 
Mo 
Mo 
M, 
{ch 
w, 
w, 
Mo 
w, 
Pulses 
±(*72)v 
±U/2)x 
±00» ν 
Н"/г)у 
±0r/2)x 
±00* 
± 0 0 , 
Free pr 
i 
i 
-
\{a + b}ñ±[{a-b}{ 
[{a + b}ti±\i{a-b}. 
Wo 
т Н
с + с
*}о+ ' { с - с * } , 
Т2»{с-с-} 0 + ' { с + с · } , 
-К}, 
{С}, 
ecession 
{ΛαΑΪ},, 
ІАісВІФЛ , where Φ( = 
Trace of the magnetization 
M„ ^ о 
{ c } i *£ ^Tr(c.) 
{с}, ^ p/?Tr(c) 
Table 3.5: Operations on the density matrix in the shorthand notation. The top seven 
operations indicate the effects of microwave pulses on the density matrix. The next two 
terms indicate the effect of free precession. At the bottom some notes, useful in calculating 
the magnetization, are listed. 
3.5 A shorthand notation 
The method described above leads to an expression for the echo intensity with less work than 
the method described by Mims [2]. Its main advantage is the simple form of the pulse evolution 
matrices A^ and Rm. Still, this method can be improved upon since we have not taken into 
account the symmetry that is present in the density matrix. 
We wish to present here an alternative, shorthand, notation for the density matrix and the 
evolution operators that occur in ideal pulsed EPR experiments. We shall characterize the density 
matrices by the two terms 
{ α } ο Ξ ( ; J ) a n d { c } l . ( c ° . ¡j). (3.96) 
The diagonal elements of the density matrix are identified by the subscript 0, and the off-
diagonal elements by a subscript 1. It is interesting to note that the elements {a}() correspond to 
a coherence order ρ = 0 and the elements {с}, to a coherence order ρ = ±1 (see for a discussion 
of coherence order section 3.3 and [9]) In the general case, a, b and с will be matrices, in which 
case c' = c
f
. Note that the diagonal terms a and b are given only by a. This implies that 6 can 
somehow be derived from o, and we will show later how this can be done. The matrices a and b 
must be hermitian, but с does not have to be. 
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The next step is to describe the effect ot the various evolution operators on these two terms 
This can most easily be done by expanding these terms to the tuli density matrices and applying 
the evolution operators to this density matrix, 
pt=U(t)p„U-](t) (3 97) 
and then writing the new density matrix pt in terms of {Q}0 and {c}, Because the evolution is 
a linear operation, we only need to calculate what happens Ιο {α}„ and {с}, individually 
pt = U(t)piiU-l(t)=U(t)(a{a}t) + -/{c},)U-[(t) 
= aU(t){a}
a
U \t) + 'U{t){c},U-\t) (3 98) 
Table 3 5 lists the effects ot all operators used in pulsed EPR on the terms {a}„ and {c}l This 
table also lists expressions for the magneti7ation p
e
S+ and p
e
S~ for both the {<z}0 and {c}] 
terms 
The density matrix evolution during a multipulse experiment can be followed by repeatedly 
applying the operations listed in lable 3 'S to the density matrix It we are interested in deriving an 
expression for Ihe echo intensity, the calculation can be simplified by considering the coherence 
transfer pathway ot the echo, as described in section 3 3 For every evolution interval, we need 
only retain the {a}(, terms if the coherence order ρ during that interval equals 0 and conversely, 
we need only retain the {c}
 { terms for ρ = ±1 This can be verified by following the phase 
factor <J>¡ during the experiment 
As noted above, it musi be possible to derive b from a by some transformation Τ so that 
we may reconstruct the density matrix, but knowledge of b is also essential for performing the 
operations ot table 3 5 Fortunately, there is a very simple recipe for deriving b from a, which is 
given below The formal derivation of this operation is tedious and not very instructive and will 
not be reproduced here 
The transformation Τ consists of the following three steps 
1 Multiply α by —1 
2 Change all matrices 4, to Bt, and Bt to 4¡, and 
3 Take the complex conjugate ot any phase factor Φ( 
Operation (1 ) stems trom the fact that b = — a for p
n
 Operation (2) is a result of the fact that 
during a free precession the terms 6 will acquire lactors Bt, B], whereas the terms a will acquire 
factors At and At Operation (3) is less obvious, but it can be seen that this must be so when we 
consider that the terms in b that have acquired a phase factor Φ< must also have (actors At B\, 
which suggests that a has terms with factors Bt At which have associated with them a phase 
factor Ф,' Note that this operation is only valid tor hermitian a and b In particular, if we split 
{a}„ into ({a,}0 + {a-.}0) then 
T{a}()) = r{a,} ( ) + r{Q 2} ( )={6} ( ) (3 99) 
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but it is not necessarily true that 
{о,}(1 = Т{а,} ( |ог {62}(| = Т{а2} ( ) (3.100) 
because a¡ and a2 need not be hermitian. The recipe for taking the hermitian conjugate of с to 
find c* is given here for completeness: 
1. Take the complex conjugate of any phase factor Φ and other constants in с 
2. For every term in c, reverse the order of the matrices A and B, and take their hermitian 
conjugate. 
The two-pulse experiment revisited 
The derivation of the echo intensity of the two-pulse echo using the shorthand method outlined 
above becomes very simple. From the equilibrium density matrix p() = {1 }(l we find 
A> = { 1 } , / ^ {1}, - {Α
τ
Β\Φ
τ
}
ι
 «X - ( В Ж } , ±-{Л
іВт
А\В}Ф^}
г 
and from table 3.5 we can immediately read that the magnetization must be 
Pl - ^ -gßRe (Тг(Л,В т4я/Фі-т)) (3.101) 
which is identical to eq. 3.91 for t = т. 
3.6 The HYSCORE experiment 
Introduction 
Multidimensional correlation techniques have become a cornerstone of NMR spectroscopy 
with different types of experiments routinely being used in a wide range of investigations. In 
contrast, the development of multidimensional pulsed EPR techniques is of much later date, 
and the use of these techniques has mostly been limited to demonstrating the feasibility the 
proposed experiments. Since the original proposal for a multidimensional pulsed EPR technique 
was published in 1979 (Merks and De Beer, [10]) a number of multidimensional FT-EPR and 
electron spin-echo techniques have been developed by Freed and co-workers [11], Schweiger 
and co-workers [12] and by others. 
The HYSCORE (Hyperfine Sublevel Correlation Spectroscopy) experiment was conceived 
in 1986 by Höfer et al. [7] as an alternative to the two-dimensional version of the stimulated echo 
proposed by Merks and De Beer. It is a two-dimensional correlation technique that correlates 
frequencies from different ms states of the same electron. The advantages of HYSCORE over the 
two-dimensional stimulated echo experiment are a high frequency resolution in both dimensions 
and a simpler correlation pattern. The HYSCORE experiment is closely related to the one-
dimensional stimulated echo experiment. The pulse sequence of the HYSCORE experiment, 
shown in figure 3.5, is derived from the pulse sequence for the stimulated echo experiment by 
the insertion of a 180° inversion pulse between the second and third pulses of the stimulated 
echo sequence. 
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ñ π/2 
-e τ 3- U э-
Preparation Evolution 
Figure 3 S Basic pulse sequence of the four pulse experiment 
The four-pulse experiment as a correlation technique 
In NMR, a correlation experiment is usually described in terms ot tour intervals preparation, 
evolution, mixing and detection [13] Probably the most basic correlation experiment is the 
homonuclear COSY experiment in NMR proposed by Jeener in 1971 [14] in which the couplings 
between two spin systems 5 and / are investigated In this experiment the system is first prepared 
by means ot a 90° RF pulse into a state where there are nuclear coherences These nuclear 
coherences are then allowed to evolve during a lime 11 A second 90° pulse causes the transfer of 
magnetization between the two coupled spin systems 5 and I The experiment is then concluded 
by recording the resulting FID during Ь [1, 15] 
To understand the HYSCORb technique it is instructive to follow the evolution of a spin 
packet through the four intervals indicated in figure 3 5 We will illustrate the experiment by 
following the density matrix of an S = 1 /2, / = 1 /2 system during these four intervals 
The purpose ot the preparation interval is to prepare the system so that there exist coherences 
between the nuclear spin levels ot a single electron spin т$ slate This is achieved by means 
of two π/2 microwave pulses spaced by an interval τ The first microwave pulse transfers the 
spin population lo electron spin coherence (figure 3 6a) At the same time, due to branching 
of the nuclear spin states, the microwave pulses cause the occurrence of nuclear coherences, 
represented in the density matrix by the off-diagonal elements in the 2 χ 2 submatrices (lightly 
shaded) 
The electron and nuclear spin coherences are allowed to evolve during the time r, after which 
a second π/2 pulse transfers the electron spin coherence hack into a polarized state For times 
r > 0, this second pulse causes the appearance of coherence terms in the diagonal submatrices, 
as shown in figure 3 6b For r = 0 the iwo pulses merge into a π-pulse, and no nuclear 
coherences occur 
During the evolution interval t\ the nuclear coherences in the submatrices ot the density 
matrix for each ms stale undergo a phase shift proportional to t\ which is retained during the 
mixing interval consisting of a single π-pulse This mixing pulse transfers population from the 
ms = +1/2 state to the ms - 1/2 state and vice versa (figure 3 6t) In general, spin packets 
in one of the coherence states of the m
s
 = +1/2 electron spin manifold will be transferred to 
any of the nuclear states of the other electron spin manifold These spin packets will continue to 
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Figure 3.6: Effect of microwave pulses on the density matrix describing the changes occurring 
during a HYSCORE experiment performed on a S = Ì/2,I= 1/2 system. The four figures 
illustrate what happens to a only few density matrix elements as representative for the other 
elements. 
evolve during the detection interval t2. Compared to the three-pulse stimulated echo experiment, 
a spin packet in an ms = +1/2 state will thus have associated with il an additional phase factor 
proportional to some nuclear frequency of the ms = - 1 / 2 state. 
The evolution of the nuclear coherences during the detection interval t2 stops when a π/2 
probing pulse is applied to the spin system. This probing pulse serves to transform the electron 
spin polarization to a detectable magnetization (figure 3.6d), in the form of an electron spin-echo 
after a time т. As in the stimulated three-pulse echo sequence, the phase factor accumulated by 
the spin packets during the intervals ¿i and t2 will affect the total magnetization at the time of 
the echo and is observable as a modulation of the echo intensity when changing either t\ or t2, 
S(T,tut2) = R2{2T)-Ri{ti + t2)- £ 
гк,тпп 
Aifc,mnc c 1 Лік.л 
iu\V,e~ÍWmr,Í2 
(3.102) 
where R] and R2 represent relaxation due to longitudinal (T¡) and transverse (T2*) relaxation 
processes. A complete expression will be presented in section 3.7. 
It is obvious that we expect to see in a two-dimensional frequency-domain HYSCORE 
spectrum cross peaks at the crossings of nuclear frequencies from the ms = +1 /2 manifold and 
nuclear frequencies of the ms = —1/2 manifold, i.e., the spectrum shows correlations between 
frequencies from the different ms manifold. Note that during both tx and t2 only longitudinal 
(T]) relaxation processes are active because there is no electron spin coherence. This enables a 
high resolution in both dimensions as has been noted earlier. 
Applications and variations of the HYSCORE experiment 
Two variations of the four-pulse HYSCORE experiment have been proposed: 
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» 
» 
The four-pulse experiment can be seen as a one-dimensional experiment, where t = tt = 
¿2- When varying t we expect to see sum and difference frequencies of the nuclear 
frequencies in the same manner as in the two-pulse primary echo experiment [8, 16], but 
now the signal will be subject only to longitudinal relaxation processes leading to a much 
higher frequency resolution. 
It is also possible to extend the HYSCORE experiment to three dimensions by varying 
τ as well as t
x
 and U. This experiment was proposed by Ho fer [17]. In this case, the 
modulation of the echo intensity by r (see section 3.7) is used to select particular features 
in a powder HYSCORE spectrum. 
The HYSCORE technique has been successfully employed in the investigation of both single 
crystals (this thesis, chapter 5 and [7, 9]) and of powders (this thesis, chapters 4, 6 and 7). 
In the remainder of this chapter we will present an expression for the modulation intensity in 
the HYSCORE experiment. In section 3.8 we will present an efficient method for simulating 
HYSCORE spectra using the formula derived in section 3.7 
3.7 An expression for the echo modulation intensity in the 
HYSCORE experiment 
In order to derive an expression for the echo modulation intensity in the HYSCORE experiment, 
we will follow the method used by Mims [2]. In this derivation, we describe the state of the spin 
system using the density operator p. In the absence of microwave radiation, the evolution of the 
density matrix ρ during a time t can be described by 
R« = ( η η ) · ( з · 1 0 4 ) 
ρ' = R, p-R,"1, ^here (3.103) 
pt о 
0 Q( 
Pi and Q( are diagonal sub-matrices with elements 
(Ρ*)« = е-"""' e-'A+', {Qt)
mm
 = e~^
1
 • e~
tX
-
1
 (3.105) 
The frequencies jj" and x' are the eigenfrequencies of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, and the 
inhomogeneous hnewidth of the resonance line is represented by λ±, which can be different for 
each spin packet. The evolution of the density matrix as a result of the π/2 and π microwave 
pulses can be described by rotation matrices Ryo and Riso, respectively, which are defined by 
Mims as 
R - Ì ^ ( ; • - , " ) • R - ( M ° - " O M ) · <*•«> 
under the condition that the microwave pulses induce transitions between two different т$ states 
only (see note on page 311 of [2]). M is the matrix that describes the branching that occurs 
as a result of the microwave pulses (see eq. 3.84). The rotation operator R that describes the 
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evolution of the density matrix as the result of a three-pulse sequence up to the formation of the 
echo is given by 
R = RT R«, R, Rw RT R«, (3.107) 
so that the density matrix at the time of the echo can be calculated as 
Pe = Rr R w R i Ry» RT RyoPuRy« R T Ryo R( R90 ^ т · ( 3 . 1 0 8 ) 
Similar evolution operators can be defined for any pulse sequence. The echo intensity can be 
easily determined from the density matrix by taking the expectation value of the magnetization. 
For simplicity we shall first consider only the M+ component of the magnetization, defined by 
E = Tr(p
e
 M + ), whereM+ = gß ( ° ™\
 ( 3 1 ( ) 9 ) 
since 
M+ l m m , J m , = gß(m,im\ S+ \m',jm.) = gß (m\ S+ |m') <im| j m . ) . (3.110) 
The modulation intensity for a three-pulse experiment 
It is instructive to follow Mims's derivation of the expression for the modulation intensity in 
the three-pulse echo, because the four-pulse echo is so closely related. From the Boltzmann 
equilibrium state 
( Bn 0 \ 
P o = { о - M
n
) · 
.. .to derive an expression for the echo modulation intensity 
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we find that the density matrix after the first two pulses is 
Pn — R'xi R T R90 P0R40 RT Ry(] 
P.MQtMt + MQ.M+pt -PTMQ; + MQTMtptM 
М
т
Р
т
МС);.М+-д
г
МФ+ -М'Р
Т
М(5;-(3
Т
М
Т
Р*М ) ( i U i ) 
a b 
с d 
The off diagonal submatrices 6 and с of this matrix do not need to be included in the remainder 
of the derivation These elements will continue to process during the interval t that follows the 
second pulse due to the inhomogeneous broadening and cannot be retocussed by the third pulse 
To illustrate this, we add the evolution operator of the interval t, 
., _ , f P,<IP; р,ад 
' -""»τ '-Ηβ:*! ¿«ij (3,,2) 
and noie thai the off diagonal terms must contain taclors
 f-'(*+-*-)< j n i s phase factor cannot 
be compensated for during the third interval, τ, and thus these components cannot contribute to 
the stimulated echo From the reduced density matrix we can derive the density matrix at the 
time ol the echo as 
Pu ho = - i R - R ' x i I g , J R«i'RT 
PTePt + PTM/Mtp: -PreMQt + P T M / Q ; 
-Q.MtpPÎ + Q./Mtp; QTMTeMQ|+QT/Q| ) ^ 1 1 Л ) 
where 
e = Р,Р
Т
М(5;МТР| + Р ( М С ) Т М ^ Р 1 
ƒ = -QtMfPTMQtQÎ - Q(QTMTptMQt ( 3 1 1 4 ) 
from which we calculate the echo intensity 
Ц-г *) = -\дЗТт (QMCP\M - QT/M+P+M) (3 115) 
which expands to 
£(- t) = -\дЗТт{д
т
м*р(ртмо*м*р;р;м+ (з ιіб) 
QT.QlMTPrMQtQÎMtptMJ-
<З
Т
М*Р,М<З
Г
М*Р;РІР*М+ 
Q.Q^M+ptMQiMtPtM) 
The last two terms in this expression do not contribute to the echo, since the phase shifts (λ+ τ) 
and (λ_ τ) are not compensated in these terms as the phase shift introduced by a factor PT 
would have to be compensated for by a factor Pj. and the same holds for QT and Qj. Equation 
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3.116 can easily be evaluated under these conditions when we realize that the Ρ and Q matrices 
are diagonal: 
E(r,t) = - ¡ i 5 ^ ( e-"i rM|1e- 'u" le-"" rM,ie t a?TM ( t ;+" '° ,e+ ,"°TM j t + 
i3,ki
 е
-^е-
ш
^МІе-
ы?тМ
и
е
+,
^
т
е
+ш
'?'МІе+ш?тМ]к ) 
= -\gß £ .<M,,M¿M í*e- ,K+u^ fe-"·"' + e~^A . (3.117) 
The real and imaginary components of the complex magnetization in this equation represent 
the in-phase and 90° out-ot'-phase components of the magnetization that are measured when 
quadrature detection is used. In electron spin-echo experiments normally only the in-phase 
component is measured, which corresponds to the real component of equation 3.117. This 
component is more commonly presented in a format where no complex exponents, but only 
cosines, occur [18]. 
Derivation of the stimulated echo modulation Formula using the shorthand 
notation 
We can also derive the expression for the modulation intensity using the shorthand method 
outlined in section 3.5. The power of this method becomes clear if we make use of the coherence 
transfer pathway (+0—) leading to the stimulated echo by disregarding the {c}, contribution 
that is created by the second pulse and also the {a}„ contribution formed by the third pulse. Then 
{!}„ ^ {О, 
- {АгВІФ
т
} 
(π/2),, 
(τ/2)ν 
-ί{Α
τ
ΒΐΦτ + Β
τ
ΑΐΦ'
τ
}
α 
-¡{AtArBlAfa + AtBTA[A^'T}o 
-\ {А,А
Т
В\А\Ф
Т
 + АІВ
Т
АІА\Ф;+ 
В
І
В
Г
АІВІФ'
Т
 + В
І
А
Т
ВІВ}Ф
Т
}
І 
- - i {Α
Τ
ΑΑ
Τ
ΒΙΑ\ΒΙΦ2Τ + +ATAtBTA\A\Bl+ 
ATBtBTA\B\B\ + АтВ1АтВІВІВІФгт}]. (3.118) 
In this result we can disregard the two terms with phase factor Φ 2 τ since they do not contribute 
to the echo. The M+ magnetization of the echo is then given in table 3.5 as 
M + = -ідръ(В
г
А1АтВІА\АІ + ВтВіАгВІВІАІ) (3.119) 
which evaluates to 
M + = -^/?тг(о
т
м
+
р4ртмд+м
+
р1р|м 
-r-Q.QíMtp.MQtQÍMtptM) (3.120) 
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in the same manner as in the derivation of eq. 3.94. This equation is similar to eq. 3.116 when, 
in that equation, only the terms that lead to the echo are retained. 
Extension of the formula to the four-pulse sequence 
The evolution of the density matrix in the four-pulse experiment is identical to that in the three-
pulse experiment up to the start of the inversion pulse in the 4-pulse experiment (but note that t is 
replaced by £|). The inversion pulse thus operates on the density matrix of eq. 3.112, producing 
The matrices e and ƒ are defined in eq. 3.114. The evolution during t2 adds the evolution matrices 
PandQ: 
Ρ,,Μ/ΜΦ?, о \ _ , / V о \ 
0 Qi:MMvlQîJ - -{ 0 f' ) {ЪЛ22) 
which is identical in form to eq. 3.112, but with c' and ƒ' replacing e and ƒ. Analogous to eq. 
3.116 the expression for the echt) modulation becomes 
E(r.t) = ^JTr(QTMTPi,MQi|MTPTMQ;Q;iMTPl,PIM+ (3.123) 
QTQ(;M^nP-MQ;MTPÎ,MQÎ,MTp;:M) 
where we have removed those terms that do not contribute to the echo in the same manner as we 
have done in the derivation of eq. 3.117. The evaluation of eq. 3.123 yields 
Е(тЛ
и
и) = Î 5 i x £ MjtM,m\fmjMjn.\fnkMkl χ 
ijkjmn 
[
 ,
 a
 , (3.124) 
If we are only interested in two-dimensional experiments, it is possible to combine the 
amplitude factor with the factor describing the τ modulation. The resulting expression becomes 
more readable if we permutate the indices of the second term according to (i.j. k) —• (¿, k,j) 
and (Ι,τη.η) —» (m, I, η), which changes the amplitude factor to its complex conjugate. The 
modulation intensity is then written as 
Ε(τ, /, J2) = \gf3 Σ ( V „ m • e—'a': • e-1"™»'' + (3.125) 
Dik,mn f '*· e J , 
where A^
 m n
 and B^,
mn
 are defined as 
A,*.
mn
 = Σ {ΜνΚΜί,Μ,ηΜ,ηΜί) e-'^+<ÌT and 
j . ' 
Blk,mn = ^(М
кІ
М^МІ
у
)4]ПМітМІк)'е+1^+^)т. (3.126) 
j , ' 
The values for Atkmn and В,^ т п give the intensities in the frequency domain spectrum of the 
cross peaks at (^
п
.^°
к
) and (ω^,^
η
). Note that the spectrum is not symmetric, i.e., Alfcimn is 
not equal to В
гк
,
mn
, or to its complex conjugate. 
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The χ-component of the magnetization 
In electron spin-echo spectroscopy quadrature detection is not usually employed and only the 
a;-component of the magnetization is detected. It can easily be shown that the substitution of 
М
І =
 і(М+
 + М-) = і ( м ° ^ ) (3.127) 
in place of M+ in eq. 3.109 corresponds to taking only the real part of eq. 3.125, i.e, we must 
add the complex conjugate, and the expression for the modulation intensity can then be written 
as 
E(T, t
u
t2)= igß £ (А*, т п · e-".V' · e - ^ - · ' + (3.128) 
**'
mn
 ß,*,m» · e""-'*'· · e-**"1 ' ) , 
with 
•Aik.mn = " ¡A: ,mn ι " f c t . n m a n d 
B,fc.mn = B l t , m n + B ; i i n m (3.129) 
The amplitude factors A and В revert to their complex conjugate under reversal of the indices 
г «-• к and τη <-> η, which is the necessary condition for a real time domain. The amplitude 
factors A and В themselves are not real. Note that the amplitude factors of the two terms in both 
A and В are the same, so that we can write 
At.™ = T,{^^lMljKnMlmMlk)(e-^^> + e^<+^T) and 
ι,'
 V J 
в
гк
,
тп
 = Σ{Μ^ΜΙΚ3Μ]ηΜιπιΜΐγ (V'("W.> + е+'К.+"?~>Л (3.130) 
Derivation of the HYSCORE modulation formula using the shorthand nota­
tion 
We can also derive the expression for the modulation intensity using the shorthand method 
outlined in section 3.5. The derivation follows the same lineas in eq. 3.118. We make use of the 
coherence transfer pathway ( + 0 0—) leading to the HYSCORE echo, and thus we disregard 
the {c}, contribution that is created by the second pulse and also the {a} 0 contribution formed 
by the fourth pulse, 
(П. 
{АТВ*
Г
Ф
Т
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І 
-І{А
Т
ВІФТ + В
Т
А[Ф'
Т
}
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-\ {А,А
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Т
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( T / 2 ) „ 
+ !, {Bt,BTAlB¡^-T + В^ЛтВІВІФт}^ 
+ ' {AhBttBTAlBlA\^'T + AhBtlArBlBlA\^T}o 
+ ¿ {Л,2В41ЯТЛ;5,Т,ЛІ,Ф; + АиВиАтВІВІА\гФт + 
BhAt¡ATB'TAJtlBt<PT + В 1 : Л ( ,В Т Л;.4*,О ( | : Ф;} | 
- +\ {ArAtlBt,BTAlBlAlBt + АТАІ2В(ІАТВІВІАІВІФ2Т + 
А
т
В
и
А
и
А
т
ВІАІВІВ\Ф1т + ATBt,AtlBTAlA\lBÌ1Bl}i .(3.131) 
As in the derivation of the three-pulse modulation formula, we disregard the two terms with 
phase factor Ф;т since they do not contribute to the echo. The M
+
 magnetization of the echo is 
M+ = \двТт (BTAt2BtlATBlB¡iAlAl + ßTß( A A ^ X ^ M í ) (3.132) 
which transforms to eq. 3.123, 
м
+
 = ;5зтг(дтм+р(:мд(,м!ртмд;с)!;мтРІ,р!м 
+QTQí,MtPí,PTMQ].MtPÍiMQÍ,MTP;M). (3.133) 
The effect of r on the modulation intensity 
We can arrive at an alternative representation of the modulation intensity if we multiply A and В 
by the factor (
e
-
,KV+u'-')T/2) „ + l(^° + ¿•m„)r/2^ _ ] ^ y e c a n rewr¡[e equation 3.128 to become 
ik.mn 
tk.mn ( < λ Ι 1 + α Ο : + Κ°-'-'™) 
5^  Σ 
г/:, τη η 
^Re(x)cosii) (cüsi5++cüs^ ) + 
Ι Σ lm(\)cosy I (sin^+ — sin,?") (3.134) 
where 
x : 
, I a ! a , 3 , a 
Ü = 
V>- = « и+иі
п
і2 + (и%+и)іп)т/2. 
This representation of the echo modulation intensity shows the contributions to the real time-
domain spectrum more clearly than eq. 3.128. The asymmetry of the HYSCORE spectrum is 
easily recognized. 
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In two-dimensional correlation spectroscopy we are mostly interested in the cross-terms, i.e. 
those terms for which г φ к and m φ п. For the specific case of an S = 1/2, I = 1/2 system 
the cross terms are given by Gemperle [9]' : 
5(r, í , . í2) α Cc χ (с 2 cos ic i ] + *>ßt2 +{ωα + ωβ)τ/2) 
+c2 œs{ajat2 + J*U + (ωα + ωβ)τ/2) 
-s
2
 cos(waí, - uJ3U + {ωα - ωβ)τ/2) 
- s2cos(ü/*i2 - ω'3ti + (ωα - ωβ)τ/2)) , where (3.135) 
C
c
 = -2sin(war/2)sin(w/3r/2) 
There are clearly two different contributions of τ to the modulation intensity, the amplitude 
factor C
c
 and the phase factor (ωα ± ωβ)τ/2. The effects of phase modulation and amplitude 
modulation in two-dimensional FT-NMR spectroscopy have been extensively discussed in [13]; 
similar considerations are valid for the HYSCORE experiment. To avoid the lineshape distortion 
due to phase modulation, frequency domain HYSCORE spectra are usually presented in the 
amplitude mode which eliminates the phase factor, and the effect of the modulation in τ is limited 
only to the amplitude factor C
c
 [19, 20]. Although this term is relatively simple, the resulting 
suppression effects are much more complicated than those that occur in the one-dimensional 
three-pulse experiment. 
For a system with I > 1, the suppression effects are complicated by the presence of multiple 
terms in the amplitudes of the cross-peaks and we can no longer easily separate the amplitude 
and phase modulation terms, as can be inferred from eq. 3.134. 
3.8 Simulating HYSCORE spectra 
With the expression for the modulation intensity available, it becomes possible to simulate 
HYSCORE spectra. The most convenient form of the modulation formula for computer sim­
ulations is that given in eq. 3.125. Without any further considerations, we would expect that 
we would need of the order of У 6 multiplications to calculate the HYSCORE spectrum; there 
are JV4 peaks in the spectrum and each of these peaks is described by N2 terms. N is the total 
number of energy levels of the nuclear spins that are coupled to the electron spin. 
Inspection of the amplitude terms A and В shows that it is possible to write them in a form 
that is more convenient for simulation purposes, 
Кк,шп = А-В-С, B,fcimn = A' • B' • C', where (3.136) 
A = ( x t * , m n e + ^ e + ^ ) A' = famne-^e"^) ' 
В=(£,Хьме-"?т) 5 ' = ( Е , Х ь , „ е + 1 ^ т ) (3.137) 
С = (Σ, Xn.nme-'-f ή С' = (Σ, X]hnm^T) 
and 
Хгк,тп = (MtmMfnk) . (3.138) 
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VO(meox) Measured spectrum. VO(meox) Simulated spectrum 
Ύ~ 
Щ о 
© 
%>• 
h2 FnqULfiLy m MHz h2 rnquemy in MHz 
Figure 3 7 Measured (led) and simulated (right) HYSCORE spectra of oxobis(2-mclhyl-
quinolin-8-olato) vanadium(IV) with the field set at the central (powder) peak in the ESE 
spectrum The left spectrum was recorded using microwave pulse lengths of 60 ns for the 
π/2 pulses and 30 ns for the π pulse, τ was set at 200 ns, but the effective τ was longer 
as a result of the finite pulse length The simulation was performed with τ = 200 ns The 
Hamiltonian parameters used in the simulation are those listed in table 7 1 (page 135) 
The HYSCORE frequency spectrum can then be calculated in four steps· 
1. Precalculate the modulation factors e _ 1 " T and e~l"¡ T for each j and /, and calculate xtk,mn 
for every (гк, mn). 
2. Calculate the factors В and B' for every (г, к), and С and С' for every (m, n). 
3. Calculate the factors A and A' for every (гк, mn). 
4. For each peak, c.q. for each (гк, mn), calculate the modulation intensity from А, В and С 
or from A', B' and С. 
In the original work, some signs were reversed, these have been corrected here 
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Steps 1 and 3 take С(Л 4 ) multiplications and step 2 takes 0( V) multiplications Step 4, in 
which the actual spectrum is generated, consists of 2 χ \ 4 steps of three multiplications each 
The simulation process has now been reduced to an 0( \ 4 ) process, at the cost of having to store 
Ö(N*) intermediate factors 
When simulating a powder HYSCORE spectrum, the calculated modulation intensities for 
each orientation are accumulated in a 256 χ 256 grid which represents a two-dimensional 
frequency stick spectrum To account for the line width this stick spectrum is subsequently 
transformed to the time-domain using a two dimensional Fourier transform and multiplied by 
a decay function Inspection of the time-domain spectrum thus generated shows that there are 
contributions to the spectrum for t¡ < 0 and ti < 0 Since the HYSCORE technique is limited to 
the positive time domain the data for t\ t2 < 0 have to be discarded The reduced time-domain 
spectrum can then be transformed back to the frequency domain 
Figure 3 7 show measured and simulated spectra of oxobis(2-methylquinohn 8-olato) vana 
dium(IV) In the simulation, the nitrogen hyperfine and quadrupole tensors from [21 ] (chapter 7 in 
this thesis) were used The simulation was performed with an adapted version of the MAGRES 
simulation program [22] in which the procedure described here has been implemented The 
main features of the measured spectrum are very well reproduced in the simulation The line 
shape and intensity do not match perfectly which is attributed to the fact that a different τ 
value was used tor the simulation then was used in the experiment Also, the tensors used in 
the simulation are probably only approximately correct These preliminary results show that 
simulations ol HYSCORE spectra promise to be a valuable spectroscopic tool for refining tensor 
values determined from powder-ESEEM experiments 
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Chapter 4 
Hyperfine Sublevel Correlation Spectroscopy 
(HYSCORE) of Disordered Solids1 
J.J. Shane, P. Höfer2, E.J. Reijerse, and E. de Boer, 
In the study of small hyperfine interactions unresolved in the EPR spectrum, in diluted paramag-
netic systems, electron spin-echo envelope modulation has proven to be a very useful technique 
[1 ]. For example, in a three-pulse (stimulated-echo) experiment [2, 3], the nuclear spin frequen-
cies of the nuclei that are coupled to the unpaired electron will appear as a modulation on the 
electron spin echo (ESE) intensity, which is recorded as a function of the lime Τ between the 
second and third microwave pulses. The first two microwave pulses, which are separated by 
time τ, will create nuclear spin coherences in the two electron spin 7715 manifolds, while the 
last microwave pulse will transform these coherences into a delectable electron spin-echo sig­
nal. The stimulated-echo ESEEM experiment has also been demonstrated as a two-dimensional 
technique, i.e., recording the electron spin-echo amplitude as a function of both times r and Τ 
to show the correlation of the nuclear spin coherences of the two electron spin ms manifolds to 
each other [4]. A serious drawback of this experiment is the limited time range available in the 
τ direction due to Ihe usually very short T2 relaxation time of the electron spin system. 
In the last decade many new ESEEM experiments have been introduced [5]. In particular, 
the two-dimensional four-pulse stimulated-echo experiment introduced by P. Höfer et al. as 
HYSCORE (hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy) [6] provides a useful alternative to 
the classical two-dimensional 3-pulse technique. The HYSCORE experiment is derived from 
the three-pulse experiment by the insertion during the second time interval (see figure 4.1) of 
a τ pulse which exchanges the populations of the ms manifolds. In terms of two-dimensional 
correlation spectroscopy this pulse serves as a mixing pulse which creates correlations between 
nuclear spin transitions associated with the two electron spin ms manifolds. The mixing pulse 
terminates the evolution interval t\ and is followed by the detection interval Ιχ. As in the 
three-pulse experiment, the nuclear coherences evolving during this time interval are sampled 
by the last microwave pulse creating an electron spin echo. Compared to the classical two-
dimensional three-pulse experiment a spectacular resolution enhancement can be obtained with 
the HYSCORE technique, which results mainly from the fact thai during both i] and i 2 the 
electron spin system is subject only to longitudinal relaxation processes. Two other major 
'This article has been published in the November 1992 issue of the Journal of Magnetic Resonance 
2Brukcr Analytische Messtechnik, Am Silberslreifen, 7512 Rheinstetten 4, Germany 
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ñ π/2 
t, 
Preparation Evolution 
I Mixing 
Figure 4.1: Basic pulse sequence of the four-pulse experiment 
advantages of HYSCORE we want to address in this paper are the separation of lines due to a 
discrimination between positive and negative phase modulations [7] and the appearance of an 
echo-modulation echo [8] which allows the detection of anisotropically broadened ESEEM lines 
free from dead-time distortions. 
The general expression for the four-pulse echo signal is 
E{T, t
u
t2) = R2{T)RI(U + t2)S{T, f,,i2), (4.1) 
where Rt and R2 are the electron spin-echo decays caused by longitudinal and transverse 
relaxation processes, respectively. The nuclear modulation signal S is described by 
S(r,U,t2) = \ - ^ E { x : W n ( T ) e - ^ e - < " + хьМп(т)е-^"е-<ч} , 
where 
Хмп = Y,(MüMlM]nMlkMkmMl - ' К + " 0 Т + е«К;+"п"> 
л.гкіп 
£ (М
г1МІМ]ПМ\кМктпМІ)' ( ( e - * K + " ¡ > + e 'K+"¿ 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
The Μ,ι are the EPR transition moments between nuclear spin level г of the α electron spin 
manifold and nuclear spin level / of the β electron spin manifold. 
It is important to note that the complex amplitude factors \"kln and x
b
Mn will be replaced by 
their complex conjugate only under permutation of both i to к and I to η (which is the necessary 
condition for obtaining a real time domain). The correlation peaks at frequencies (v°k, + ы) 
will therefore differ in amplitude from those at frequencies (y?k, — vfn). This is in contrast to the 
classical three-pulse two-dimensional experiment described by: 
S{r,T) = £
Х и і т е
- < К Ч > ( е - ^ + е-<т ) + с с 
IJÍTTI 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
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where the amplitude factor is 
X>jim = М
и
мЪМ]тМІг. (4.7) 
For this case, the complex amplitude factor will change to its complex conjugate under permu­
tation of either i to j or / to m but remains invariant under both permutations simultaneously. 
After complex FT with respect to (τ + Τ) and τ the (++) and ( + —) quadrants will therefore 
contain the same information (as can be inferred from eq. 4.6). 
It should be noted that the complex Fourier transform with respect to τ and Τ of the three-
pulse data, i.e., according to eq. 4.6, will yield a different 2D spectrum. The spectral information 
will now be spread over two quadrants (for ω,3 < u>im) and each pair of correlated lines will be 
represented by six peaks in the 2D frequency domain: (ω*, ω°), (ω° ±ω^,,ω°), (ш^
т
,ш^
т
), and 
(ω1πι ± uj?,u)¡m). The appearance in the ωτ domain of combination frequencies (ω?} ± u>fm) can 
be described as the result of a combined phase modulation and amplitude modulation [7] of the 
signal in the Τ domain by the correlated modulation frequencies in the τ domain. This fact can 
easily be inferred from the three-pulse modulation expressions in the cosine form [2, 3], 
S{T,T)<X Σ Re(x,]t
m
) [со${и>?
т
т) cos(u>°r + ω°Τ) 
+ c o s K r ) cos(WfmT + uj?mT)} , (4.8) 
where Re(xl3¡m) represents the real part of xy;m . In the conventional presentation of the 2D FT 
spectrum the amplitude mode is calculated after the first FT, i.e., with respect to T. This will 
discard the phase modulation contribution cos(o;°T) in the term cos(u^mT) СО (Ш°Т + ω°Τ), 
leaving only the amplitude modulation factor cos tjf
m
T. Therefore, the combination frequencies 
(u)f
m
 ±u?j) in the ω
τ
 domain will disappear. 
The alternative presentation of the 2D data (a complex FT with respect to both τ and T) 
is especially useful for disordered systems, because usually one of the combination features 
is less susceptible to anisotropic broadening and thus provides important information about 
the magnetic interaction parameters [9]. As will be shown later in this paper, the HYSCORE 
experiment performed on disordered systems will also benefit from this mechanism and may 
yield even more detailed information about the interaction parameters. 
It is instructive to investigate the modulation formula in more detail using the expressions 
for the case S = 1/2,1 = 1/2, which were recently derived by Gemperle et α/.[10]. The signal 
contribution due exclusively to the correlation features is given by 3: 
к 
S(t\,t2) = -C [ c2cos(u
a
tl + ujßt2 + δ+) — S2COS(CJQÍI - ω^ί2 + δ_) 
+ c2cos(w
a
<2 + Wßti + δ+) - s2cos(u)
a
t2 -ωβίι + δ-)}. (4.9) 
The dependence on the initial waiting time τ is contained in the amplitude factor С = 
—2sin(u;Qr/2) s\n(ujßT/2) and in the phase factors δ+ = (ωα+ωβ)τ/2ζηάδ- = (ωα — ωβ)τ/2. 
Note that the contributions with positive phase modulation (wßti + uat\ and ω
α
ί 2 + u>ßt\ ) 
have amplitude c2, whereas the contributions with negative phase modulation ( uißt2 — wat\ and 
'in Ihc original work, some signs were reversed, these have been corrected here. 
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Ljat2—uJßt\ ) have amplitude s2. These amplitude factors are determined by the angle θ between 
the two effective magnetic fields at the nucleus for each ms = ±1/2: 
s
2
 = sin2(0/2) = 
c
2
 = cos
2(0/2) = 
ω
2
 - (ω
α
 + ω
β
)2/4) 
U>
a
U>0 
0JJ-_{uja-_uJß)2/_4^ 
LüaüJß 
к = 4c2s2. (4.12) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
In the limiting case of small hyperfine interaction with respect to the Zeeman interaction, θ 
will be small and the c2 term, i.e., the positive phase modulation, will be dominant, while for 
large hyperfine interaction θ will be close to π and the negative phase modulation will prevail. 
A complex FT with respect to i| will discriminate between the signs of the phase modulation 
and therefore the correlation peaks of large and small HFI appear in different quadrants of the 
2D spectrum. In the presence of both large and small HFI this gives a resolution enhancement 
of a factor 2 compared to the three-pulse method, where only the mutual amplitude modulation 
is taken into account. 
It is interesting to note that in these limiting cases of pure phase modulation a 1D slice of a 
HYSCORE spectrum will show no suppression of ω
β
ί2 by uat\. Blind spots with respect to tx 
will only occur in case of amplitude modulation as in the three-pulse experiment with respect to 
r. The HYSCORE experiment may still suffer from blind spots with respect to τ as is expressed 
in the amplitude factor С of eq. 4.9. These can, however, to a large extent be predicted by 
studying a limited series of three-pulse ESEEM experiments [7]. 
We will now demonstrate the important implications this limiting case of pure phase modu­
lation has on the HYSCORE spectra of disordered solids. Figure 4.2 shows the 2D time domain 
(figure 4.2a) and frequency domain (figure 4.2b) of a HYSCORE experiment on oxotetra(l-
methyl imidazole) vanadium(IV) chloride (VO(mim)4 Cl+) [11, 12, 13]. 
The spectrum has been measured on a Bruker ESP 380 FT-EPR spectrometer using pulse-
lengths of 64 ns for the π/2 pulses and 32 ns for the inverting π-pulse. The time interval r 
was set at 120 ns and times t\ and t2 were stepped with 24 ns increments. A four-step phase 
cycle was used to compensate for the effect of unwanted electron spin echoes [10]. The 2D 
time domain data have been corrected for the unmodulated relaxation decay in tt and t2 by 
a third-order polynomial background correction in both dimensions, which also eliminates all 
signals modulated in t\ but not in t2 and vice versa and thus removes all frequency-domain axial 
peaks. Before Fourier-transformation the corrected data were apodized using a phased sine-bell 
function and expanded to the next power of two. 
The field was positioned on the central line in the EPR spectrum (not shown) where all 
orientations of the molecule with respect to the magnetic field contribute. The hyperfine and 
quadrupole interactions with four chemically equivalent nitrogen nuclei directly coordinated to 
the VO unit are responsible for the modulation signals [13]. Because of the large isotropic 
part of the hyperfine interaction (At = —6.9, A2 = —6.0, A2 = —7.3 MHz) and relatively 
small quadrupole interaction (P, = -0.7, P2 = -0.1, P3 = 0.8 MHz) the ESEEM spectra are 
dominated by strong double quantum (Ami = 2) transitions around 5 MHz and 9 MHz[14]. In 
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Figure 4.2: 2D HYSCORE experiment on VO (mim)4 Cl + , measured a( ihe powder position, 
(a) The time domain, corrected for the unmodulated decay in t\ and t 2 . (b) The frequency 
domain, obtained by a complex Fourier transformation in both directions. 
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Figure 4 3 Two nuclear spin frequency positions ω
α
 and uip of some spin system plotted as 
a function of the angle φ in an arbitrary plane of the crystal (left) When the two transitions 
have opposite orientation dependence, a correlation ridge perpendicular to the diagonal 
is observed, whereas when the two transitions have a similar orientation dependence a 
correlation ridge along the diagonal appears 
the one-dimensional 3-pulse ESEEM spectrum, these double-quantum peaks are not strongly 
broadened, because the quadrupole interaction will cause only a very small second order broad­
ening of these transitions so that the powder lineshape will be governed by the relatively small 
hyperfine antsotropy 
In particular the correlation features between the double-quantum frequencies can be un­
derstood quite well using the expressions for S = 1/2, I = 1/2, although we must keep in 
mind that in principle these are not applicable to this case Since we are clearly in the limiting 
case of dominating isotropic hyperfine interaction the negative phase modulation is dominant 
and the (i^3, v\3) correlation features appear in the (H—) quadrant Furthermore, it is striking 
that the 2-D correlation features are very narrow and parallel to the diagonal This is because 
the relatively small anisotropic hyperfine interaction, which is responsible for the lineshape of 
the double quantum transitions, affects the °
ъ
 frequency in the same way as the i/
n
 frequency 
There is a one to one relationship between the different frequency positions of the two double 
quantum lineshapes at any given orientation of the magnetic field (see figure 4 3) 
Interestingly, the Fourier counterpart of this effect is clearly visible in the time domain 
(figure 4 2a) At t\ = ti, an echo-modulation echo appears, which is caused by constructive 
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Figure 4.4: Contour plot of Ihe 2D frequency domain shown in figure 4.2b. A preliminary 
assignment of the correlation features is given in terms of the nuclear spin transitions of the 
S = 1/2,1 = 1 system (see inset on right). 
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interference from the echo modulation patterns of all contributing orientations A similar effect 
is also described by Fauth et al [8] for 3-pulse ESEEM patterns measured using a long waiting 
time τ This 3-pulse echo-modulation echo requires a large separation of the first two pulses, 
consequently the sensitivity is strongly dependent on the transverse relaxation time In the 
HYSCORE experiment the echo-modulation echo, created during t¡ and detected in f?, is only 
damped by the longitudinal relaxation time which is usually much longer than the transverse 
relaxation time Therefore, this time-domain feature, which essentially contains information 
about the strong parallel and perpendicular correlation ridges, is much better retained in the 
HYSCORE experiment 
Returning to figure 4 2b, we observe many features around 5 MHz, apart from the very 
strong correlation between the double quantum peaks These features originate from the single-
quantum transitions uf2, vn, v% and и^ъ The main source of anisotropy for these transitions is the 
quadrupole interaction (which is much smaller than the isotropic HFI) To first order, frequencies 
v™2 and u\2, as well as frequencies v\\
 a r | d ^21, a r e affected in the same way, which leads to ridges 
parallel to the diagonal in the ( + —) quadrant, as in the case of the double quantum features 
Obviously, the anisotropics of frequencies i/f2 and fj-, will now counteract each other, which 
leads to ridges perpendicular to the diagonal in the (+ + ) quadrant A preliminary assignment 
of all 2D correlation features is given in the contour plot (figure 4 4) 
In conclusion, 2D HYSCORE is a very powerful technique for studying disordered solids, that 
offers many advantages over the classical three-pulse 2D technique Of particular importance tor 
the spectroscopy of disordered systems is the recovery of broad ESEEM lines by the detection of 
the echo-modulated echo, which leads to the appearance ot narrow ridges in the two-dimensional 
frequency domain 
In addition to the high spectral resolution in both dimensions we also have the advantage of 
a further disentanglement of the correlation features over the two quadrants in the 2D frequency 
domain Notice, in particular, the spectacular enhancement in spectral information obtained 
with regard to the single quantum transitions which, in the ID projection, are all buried under a 
featureless bump below 5 MHz 
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Chapter 5 
An ESEEM investigation of single crystals and 
powders of copper-doped /-histidine hydrochloride 
monohydrate1. 
J.J. Shane, P.A.A.W. van der Heijden, E.J. Reijerse and E. de Boer 
Department of Molecular spectroscopy, University of Nijmegen, Toernooiveld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, The 
Netherlands 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper we present an investigation ol the remote nitrogen of imidazole in copper-doped /-histidine 
hydrochloride monohydrale, which is a model system for a wide range of biologically important copper-
imidazole complexes Since these systems arc mostly not available in a crystalline form it is interesting to 
investigate to what extent information that can be obtained trom these disordered systems using ESEEM 
techniques is reliable From single crystal ESEEM and HYSCORE experiments we have determined the 
hypcrfine and quadrupole coupling tensors ol the remote nitrogen in this model system. Additionally, 
we determined information on these tensors from powdered material, independent of the single crystal 
results, using orientation selective multifrequency and two-dimensional experiments The availability 
of the coupling tensors from the single crystal investigation allowed an assessment of the applicability 
of the employed powder techniques to this important class of systems The two-dimensional stimulated 
echo experiment was found to be a very useful spectroscopic tool for the study of these systems when 
combined with simulations 
5.1 Introduction 
Histidine and imidazole moieties often occur in nature as ligands to copper ions, for instance in 
the blue copper proteins plastocyanin and stellacyanin and in enzymes as lacease and dopamine-
s-hydroxylase [1, 2], and have been the subject of EPR and similar investigations for a number 
of years. ESEEM techniques are increasingly used to investigate the coordination of imidazole 
ligands to the metal ion [3, 4]. Often in these investigations, use is made of model systems [5]. 
Usually, the systems under investigation can only be obtained in an orientationally disordered 
state, i.e., in a frozen solution or in a polycryslalhne host. A number of authors have proposed 
' Submitted for publication in Applied Magnetic Resonance 
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ways to obtain detailed information on the coupling tensors of the nuclei that are visible in the 
ESEEM spectrum, usually ' 2H or и 15N [6, 7, 8] 
It is our aim to investigate to what extent useful and reliable information can be extracted from 
disordered systems using these techniques To this end, we have performed extensive ESEEM 
studies on single crystals and powders of copper-doped / histidine hydrochloride monohydrate 
(figure 5 1) which, because of the low symmetry of the copper site, is a good model system 
for copper-containing proteins in which the copper is ligated to histidine groups The accuracy 
applicability and limitations of the techniques described above can only be assessed when we 
have at our disposal accurate information about the coupling tensors of the various nuclei, which 
can only be obtained from single crystals 
The copper-doped /-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate single crystal and deuterated van 
ants thereof have been the subject of a number of investigations [9,10], which have characterized 
this system to a great extent, and for this reason it was selected as a model system to test the 
applicability of the above techniques on disordered systems From X-ray diffraction work by 
Donahue and co-workers [11, 12] the crystal structure of the host is accurately known, and il 
appears thai the space and point groups of the crystal are not changed upon doping [ 10] although 
it is likely that a small structural change of the histidine molecule occurs near the dope location 
The host crystal belongs to the space group P2{1{1\, which has three mutually perpendicular 
screw axes, thus there are four equivalent molecules in the unit cell The unit cell dimensions 
are a = 15 36 Á, b = 8 92 Л and с = 6 88 Â 
The doped crystal was first investigated by Hirasawa and Коп [ 10] using Q-band CW EPR and 
optical polarized absorption spectroscopy The EPR spectrum is unusual tor a copper imidazole 
complex in that the largest copper hyperfine interaction coincides with the smallest g-value 
It is characterized by a very large inhomogeneous hnewidth caused by hyperfint interactions 
from the surrounding nitrogen nuclei and from the two chlorine nuclei Despite this hnewidth 
these authors were able to determine approximate values for the electron g and copper hyperfine 
tensors From these tensors, and from spatial considerations, they determined the most probable 
dope site, later confirmed by McDowell et al [9] This dope site is an interstitial site with low 
local symmetry The metal ion is coordinated directly to two histidine molecules and to two 
chlorine nuclei, and also to two oxygen nuclei, which are not visible in the EPR spectrum The 
dope site is shown in figure 5 1 
McDowell et al [9] used X-band EPR and ENDOR to refine the g and copper hyperfine 
tensors and also determined the hyperfine and quadrupole coupling tensors of the directly 
coordinating nitrogen (14Ni and MN3)nuclei and of the magnetically equivalent chlorine nuclei in 
the isostructural copper-doped /-histidine deuterochlonde monodeuterate variant More recently, 
Colanen and Peisach [13] determined the hyperfine and quadrupole coupling tensors for the 
remote (14N2) nitrogen using ESEEM experiments performed at X-band frequencies 
In this paper we focus again on the determination of the coupling tensors of the remote 
nitrogen of imidazole We will demonstrate to what extent it is possible to extract from disordered 
material the same information on these tensors that can be obtained from single crystals As 
for most copper-imidazole complexes a special condition known as exact cancellation [14] is 
fulfilled for the coupling tensors of the remote nitrogen for magnetic field strength corresponding 
to resonance frequencies near 7 GHz (in the С band) Powder ESEEM spectra recorded under 
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Figures 1· Structureof Ihcdopcsileof copper-doped/-histidine There is a strongly distorted 
octahedral surrounding of the copper nucleus, which is ligatcd to two close nitrogen nuclei 
from different histidinc molecules, to two chlorine atoms and to two oxygen atoms, one 
from a water molecule (Ow) and one trom a carboxylatc group The nucleus of interest in 
this work is the remote ("Ni) nitrogen nucleus Atomic positions were taken from |11, 12) 
The position of the copper nucleus is determined from |9) The inset shows the hislidine 
molecule itself Hydrogen atoms are not shown in either figure 
this condition are particularly informative. In order to facilitate the comparison of powder and 
single crystal data the single crystal experiments reported in this paper have been carried out at 
C-band frequencies. 
5.2 Experimental 
Sample preparation 
Copper-doped /-histidine was prepared by adding 0.5 mol % copper(II) chloride (Merck) to an 
aqueous solution of 98% pure /-histidine hydrochloride monohydrate (Aldrich). Well-defined 
single crystals with sizes ranging from l x l x l to 1 0 x 1 0 x 5 mm3 were obtained from this 
solution by slow evaporation of the water over a period of a few days. Crystals with a size of 
approximately 2 x 2 x 2 mm3 were selected for the ESEEM experiments. Some of the remaining 
material was crushed to be used in powder-ESEEM measurements. The actual copper content 
of the crystals was determined to be 0.35 mol %, using atomic absorption spectroscopy. 
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Equipment 
The spectra of single crystals were measured using the home-built C-band ESE spectrometer 
described in chapter 2. Powder spectra were recorded using either this instrument or a Bruker 
ESP380 FT-EPR spectrometer. In the single crystal experiments the spectrometer operated at 
8.251 GHz. Powder spectra were measured using microwave frequencies of 6.563, 7.245 and 
7.808 GHz on the home-built spectrometer and 9.806 GHz on the Bruker instrument. In all cases 
the temperature of the crystal was kept constant at about 15 ± 2K using Oxford Instruments 
CF200 or CF935 liquid-helium flow cryostats. The microwave frequency was measured using 
a Hewlett-Packard type 5246 frequency counter with a type 5255A frequency converter insert 
and the magnetic field strength was determined using a Bruker ER 035M NMR gaussmeter. A 
Philips PU9200X atomic absorption spectrometer was used in the determination of the copper 
content of the samples. 
Data acquisition and processing 
A three-pulse stimulated echo sequence with two phase cycles was used to measure the ESEEM 
spectra. The pulse length for the 90° pulses was usually set to around 20 ns. The interval 
between the first and second pulses (r) was 200 ns for most one-dimensional spectra. The 
interval between the second and third pulses (T) was increased in steps of 40 ns from a starting 
Well-defined single crystals... 
51 THEORY 
value of 80 ns The echo intensity was recorded as a function of Τ and sampled at 2048 points 
in experiments on single crystals and at 512 points for powders After acquisition, the raw 
time-domain ESEEM data were corrected tor an exponentially decaying baseline, after which 
they were apodized using a cosine roll-oft function The resulting data were Fourier transformed 
to the frequency-domain and are presented as amplitude spectra No attempts were made to 
reconstruct points missing from the time-domain FSEEM data as a result of spectrometer dead 
time 
A single crystal Η YSCORE spectrum consists of a matrix ot 512 by 512 points spaced 40 ns 
in both ¿ι and ¿2, leading to a frequency resolution of approximately 50 kHz The pulse length 
ot the 90° pulses was 60 ns In order to suppress the contribution ot the three-pulse echo to the 
measured signal the length ot the inversion pulse was reduced to 30 ns and the microwave power 
was increased accordingly [15] As in the three-pulse experiments, r was set at 200 ns The 
time domain data were corrected for an unmodulated relaxation decay in both ¿, and t2 using a 
third-order polynomial background correction, which removes all frequency-domain axial peaks 
Before Eourier transformation the data were apodized using a squared sine-bell window, and 
zeroes were added to the data to bring the total size of the time domain to 1024 by 1024 points 
Crystal mounting and orientation 
In order to orient the crystal with respect to the externally applied magnetic field we used a 
resonator in which the crystal could be rotated around the laboratory y-axis The magnet itself 
was mounted on a rotating base with the axis of rotation along the laboratory z-axis, which 
allowed us to place the crystal in any desired orientation with respect to the magnetic field 
direction At all orientations the microwave field was perpendicular to the externally applied 
magnetic field 
The crystal was oriented by inspection of ESEEM spectra The crystallographic symmetry 
axes were located by rotating the crystal until the contributions from all four sites overlapped 
Along these symmetry axes only six lines attributed to the remote nitrogen are visible We 
estimate the accuracy with which we were able to locate these axes at better than 0 5° for the ò 
and с axes, and better than 1° for the a axis 
5.3 Theory 
The Hamiltonian for the spin system under investigation can be written as 
Η = βΒ0 g S + S A<u 7cu + E ( S A* Гг + Іг Qt Іг-gßB Ιτ) (5 1) 
where the sum is taken over ' 4 N b
 , 4 N 2 ,
 U N 3 and two equivalent chlorine nuclei When we 
are only interested in the ESEEM spectrum of the remote nitrogen we can write this in the 
strong-field approximation as 
Н± = дфЗВ» S-gnßnBn I + A(S)± I+I Ρ I (5 2) 
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under the assumption that the hyperfine interaction is isotropic In this equation, the expectation 
value of the effective spin operator (S)± = ±Btí/2 where Êu is the direction of the externally 
applied magnetic field The effective magnetic field at the nucleus is then 
Beli={2vn^A)l{2gnßn) B„ (5 3) 
From this equation it is evident that the effective magnetic field vanishes in one ms state for 
A = 2vn, the condition of exact cancellation When this condition is fulfilled, the nuclear 
Hamiltonian for that ms state reduces to 
П
п(±)=І Ρ I (5 4) 
Note that this Hamiltonian is completely independent of the direction of the magnetic field, 
and accordingly the ESEEM frequencies will give the principal values for the quadrupole tensor 
directly The presence of non-secular terms in the hyperfine tensor does not necessarily invalidate 
these arguments, provided the anisotropy is relatively small 
The quadrupole tensor Q is customarily described by the quadrupole coupling constant 
К = e
2qQ/4h (for I = 1) and the asymmetry parameter η The NQR frequencies measured 
under the condition of exact cancellation are then expressed as 
ν. = 2Κη, i/0 = # ( 3 - τ/), ν+ = Κ{3 + η) (5 5) 
Whereas, at exact cancellation, the effective magnetic field of eq 5 3 vanishes in one electron 
spin manifold, it is enhanced in the other manifold For a strong effective magnetic field, the 
nuclear spin eigenstates are quantized along this effective magnetic field, and the m¡ are thus 
good quantum numbers The only transition in this manifold that is relatively isotropic, and 
can therefore be expected to be observed in orienlationally disordered systems, is the Am¡ = 2 
transition, referred to as the double-quantum transition In the case where the hyperfine tensor 
is isotropic this transition is expected to be observed at 
2vm = 2 [¡4 + K2{3 + η2)] ' / 2 , where (5 6) 
v
eff = 9nßnBcff 
When A > P, the anisotropy of the hyperfine tensor gives a first-order correction to this 
frequency 
The approximate Hamiltonian of eq 5 2 is used in the analysis of the powder ESEEM spectra 
The complete Hamiltonian (eq 5 1), but where the summation includes only the remote nitrogen, 
was used in all simulations An energy level diagram tor this system is shown in figure 5 5 
5.4 ESEEM of single crystals 
Experimental results 
In principle, a rotational EPR or ESEEM study of a single crystal can be performed by measuring 
spectra in three arbitrary, mutually perpendicular planes For the crystals we used, however, it is 
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Figure 5.2: ESEEM spectra measured and simulated with the magnetic field direction along 
the a, b and c-axes. The bottom spectrum of each pair is the measured spectrum, the top 
spectrum is the result of a simulation. 
advantageous to use the planes perpendicular to the symmetry axes, i.e., the ab, ас and bc planes, 
because the number of observed lines in the ESEEM spectra is then reduced by a factor of two. 
This leads both to a higher intensity of the observed lines and a simplification of the spectra. 
A complication for this specific system is that the copper hyperfine and electron g tensors 
are nearly coincident with the crystallographic symmetry axes which, in combination with the 
large inhomogeneous linewidth, causes the four different sites to be indistinguishable in the 
EPR spectra for most orientations. Therefore, all four sites are present in the ESEEM spectra, 
although because the sites are pairwise equivalent in the symmetry planes only two sites are 
observed. Spectra were taken at 10° intervals over 180° in the ab and ac planes, and over 90° in 
the be plane. Figure 5.2 shows the ESEEM spectra measured with the magnetic field direction 
along the a, b and c-axes. 
All peaks observed below 4 MHz are attributed to the remote nitrogen (N2) of the imidazole 
ring. For most orientations a number of peaks are visible in the region above 4 MHz. These 
are attributed to Ή , 35,37C1 or to the directly coordinating nitrogen nuclei ( N b N3). Also, in 
most spectra additional peaks with low intensity were observed at frequencies below 4 MHz 
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Figure 5 3 Observed nuclear frequencies of the remole nitrogen, plotted versus the angle 
in either the ab, ас or bc plane Only the first quadrant of each plane is shown The other 
quadrants can be obtained by mirroring the plot Drawn lines link frequencies obtained from 
a simulation using the tensors arrived at later in this article The dashed vertical lines indicate 
the orientations at which HYSCORE experiments were performed 
that are attributed to small crystal fragments or to contributions from unidentified copper species 
incorporated at other locations in the crystal, which species occur with only low probability. 
In some spectra a small line splitting was observed, which we attribute to a deviation of the 
direction of the external magnetic field from the plane. In these cases the average of the two 
frequencies was used in the analysis. From the magnitude of these splits we estimate an accuracy 
of the magnetic field orientation with respect to the crystal symmetry planes of better than Io. 
The frequencies of the peaks we could assign to the remote nitrogen are shown in figure 5.3 
for one quadrant in each plane; the other quadrants give identical information. In all planes two 
sets of six lines corresponding to the different sites are observed. As expected, the spectra taken 
at positions lying symmetrically with respect to the a, b and с axes were identical. 
To facilitate the analysis of the ESEEM spectra, we recorded HYSCORE spectra [16, 17] at 
a single orientation in each plane. The orientations were carefully selected so that the spectra 
showed little overlap between contributions from different sites, yet gave acceptable intensities 
for all lines, so that many correlations could be observed. Figure 5.4 shows a representative 
HYSCORE spectrum, taken in thea6-plane 10° from the 6-axis. We can observe many correlation 
peaks in this figure. Connecting these peaks by horizontal and vertical lines which link peaks 
with a common frequency reveals that these correlation peaks can be divided into two sets, one 
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set belonging to site 1 and one set belonging to site 2. In each plane we were able to make an 
unambiguous assignment of manifolds to sites. The assignments of the individual lines could 
be extrapolated to the complete plane because they could be followed for all orientations in 
the ESEEM spectra. Due to the very small anisotropy of the low-frequency single quantum 
transitions, the HYSCORE spectra had to be acquired with a very high frequency resolution in 
order to separate the contributions of the sites. 
Analysis and simulations 
From the single crystal spectra discussed in the previous section we have determined the hyperfine 
and quadrupole tensor parameters using the simulation program MAGRES [18], and the method 
outlined in this section. The MAGRES program is a general purpose magnetic resonance 
simulation program that, in combination with the minimization package MINUITS [19], can 
find tensor values for a number of tensors by minimizing the mean square error in the simulated 
transition frequencies with respect to the measured transition frequencies. 
Identification of sites 
At each orientation, except along the symmetry axes, up to 12 lines (6 from each site) are 
observed that are attributed to the remote nitrogen. We can combine these lines into four sets 
of three lines each by making use of the sum-relation, which states that the energy of a double-
quantum (Am¡ = 2) transition must be equal to the sum of the energies of the corresponding 
single-quantum (Ami = 1) transitions. Each set corresponds to a manifold of energy levels from 
one particular site and ms state, ms being the electron spin quantum number. Each of the two 
sites observed in the measured planes has two sets of transitions associated with it, where each 
of these sets corresponds to a particular ms state. From the spectra, we cannot determine which 
set of lines originated from which site or from which electron spin manifold, and thus in each 
plane there are four possibilities for assigning the observed transitions to a site. Because we 
need to identify the lines belonging to a site in all three planes, we are confronted with 43 = 64 
possibilities for assigning the sets of lines in the three planes to a site. 
Using the HYSCORE technique we can determine which sets of lines in a plane belong to the 
same site. For a system with multiple sites the ESEEM or HYSCORE echo intensity is simply 
the sum of the contributions from the individual sites. The HYSCORE spectra will therefore 
show correlations of transitions from ana-manifold with transitions from the/3-manifold of only 
the same site, which enables us to separate the transitions of one site, arbitrarily labeled site 1, 
from those of the other site (site 2). Note that no such separation is possible in the classical 
one-dimensional ESEEM spectrum. 
Figure 5.4 shows the identified correlations for both sites in the aò-plane. In some cases 
the correlations in the (+ —) quadrant could be used as an additional aid in determining the 
assignment. Because we could observe most of the expected correlation peaks we have a high 
degree of confidence in the assignment. Asa result of the information in the HYSCORE spectra, 
in each plane two of the four possibilities for assigning observed transitions to a site have been 
eliminated, and only 23 = 8 ways remain to assign the sets of lines in all three planes to a site. 
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Figure 5 4 Frequency domain HYSCORE spectrum taken at 10° from the !> axis in the 
afc-plane Inspection of the cross correlation features shows separate contributions from two 
sites Similar spectra were taken in the ac and be planes, but arc not shown The lines in this 
figure link contributions from the same site For one site, two lines overlap so that only five 
lines are visible (see also figure *> 3) Two low-intensity peaks could not be assigned to any 
site 
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Figure 5.5: The eight possible ways lo assign transitions to observed lines. In a spectrum 
such as the one shown above, six lines, labeled α through ƒ, are observed. There are eight 
ways to assign these lines to transitions between the levels shown in the energy level scheme 
on the left. These eight ways are listed in the table. Possible assignments that have the same 
label (p or q) differ only in the sign of the hyperfinc and/or quadrupole interactions (see text). 
A further reduction can be achieved by utilizing the symmetry relations that exist between 
the four sites in the unit cell. The space-group of the crystal is Р2 !2 і2
ь
 so that the four sites 
are related by three two-fold screw axes. We only need to find the hyperfine and quadrupole 
tensors for one site, since those of the other sites are related to it by the symmetry elements 
of the point-group of the crystal. Utilizing the symmetry relation one can show that the eight 
possibilities for assignment of sets of lines to the sites can be divided into two groups of four. 
Within each group all possible assignments are symmetry related, so that only one assignment 
within each group has to be taken into consideration, from which the others can be trivially 
deduced. This reduces the number of possible assignments to two. 
Assignment of transitions 
Before we can use the MAGRES program to find tensor values that optimally describe the spectra 
we must assign transitions to the observed frequencies. However, because it is not possible to 
determine the signs of the hyperfine and quadrupole interactions from ESEEM experiments, an 
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Tensor 
Component 
A
xx 
\ y 
Att 
A-iso 
P
xx 
Ρ 
Pzz 
Principal 
Value (MHz) 
1.274 
1.061 
1.741 
1.355 
-0.123 
-0.586 
0.711 
α 
-0.3127 
-0.8790 
0.3600 
0.1770 
-0.8902 
0.4200 
direction cosines 
b 
-0.2666 
0.4449 
0.8550 
0.6203 
0.4320 
0.6546 
с 
-0.9117 
0.1714 
-0.3735 
-0.7641 
0.1445 
0.6287 
Table 5.1 : Principal values and direction cosines of the hyperfine and quadrupole tensors for 
the remote imidazole nitrogen (N2) are listed for one particular site, labeled site 2. Tensors 
for the other sites can be deduced by rotations of 180° about the a, b and с axes. The 
estimated error is approximately 0.02 MHz in A and 0.002 MHz in P. The rotation angles 
are accurate to about 2°. 
ambiguity in the assignment, in addition to that indicated above, arises. A change in the sign of 
the hyperfine interaction interchanges the m
s
 labels characterizing each set of three lines. The 
sign of the quadrupole interaction determines the position of the middle levels (level 2 and 5) in 
each manifold. Reversing this sign changes the position of both of these levels without changing 
the observed frequencies in each manifold. 
Figure 5.5 lists the eight possible ways in which we can assign transitions between the energy 
levels to the observed lines. To see how the signs of the hyperfine and quadrupole interactions 
affect these assignments, we arbitrarily select possibility l p. From this assignment, possibilities 
4P, 5P and 8P can be generated by changing only the sign of the hyperfine interaction (5P), 
changing only the sign of the quadrupole interaction (4P), or by changing the signs of both 
interactions simultaneously (8P). Similarly, we can start from assignment 2', which differs from 
assignment l p only in the assignments of transition 1-2 to line 6 instead of line a, and of transition 
2-3 to line a, instead of line b. Again, from this assignment (24) the assignments labeled 3', 6' 
and 7' can be generated. It is therefore sufficient to calculate tensors for only one possibility 
within in each group ρ and q. The others can easily be generated. 
Resulting tensors 
Each of the two possibilities determined for the assignment of a set of lines to a site has been 
combined with a possible assignment of transitions to these lines (see above), and a minimizing 
fit was performed using these combinations in order to find the hyperfine and quadrupole tensors. 
One of these combinations was selected as the right one, based on the quality of the resulting 
tensors as determined by the average error in the simulated frequencies. The best fit showed 
an average error of approximately 36 kHz, which is significantly less than the average observed 
linewidth of 57 kHz. The second-best fit showed an average error of about 87 kHz. The tensors 
ofthebest fit are listed in table 5.1. 
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Using these tensors, we simulated ESEEM spectra with the magnetic field along the a, b 
and с axes (figure 5.2). Figure 5.3 shows lines connecting simulated frequencies of the same 
transition for a number of orientations in the ab, ас and bc planes. These simulations show that 
we have obtained a good fit. As noted before, it is not possible to determine from the ESEEM 
spectra the signs of the hyperfine and quadrupole interactions; they must be determined from 
other considerations. The tensor values determined by us are in good agreement with those 
determined by Colaneri and Peisach [13]. The different signs of some of the direction cosines 
in the tensors listed by these authors compared to those listed in table 5.1 can be explained by 
the fact that their tensors may refer to a different site. 
5.5 ESEEM of Powders 
The determination of the hyperfine and quadrupole tensors of the remote nitrogen as presented in 
the previous sections gives us a reference system for investigating the usefulness of techniques 
aimed at determining those interactions from orientationally disordered systems. As stated in 
the introduction, the aim of this work is to assess the accuracy and reliability of information 
obtained from those systems. 
The techniques that will be discussed here focus on the phenomenon of exact cancella­
tion, discussed extensively by Flanagan and Singel in [6, 14]. We combined multifrequency 
experiments, as suggested by these authors, with orientation selection techniques [8, 20, 21] 
and two-dimensional experiments [22] to form a complete picture of the ESEEM modulation 
patterns. By utilizing the special properties these modulation patterns exhibit when the condition 
of exact cancellation is fulfilled, it was possible to deduce information on both the quadrupole 
and hyperfine interactions. In this analysis extensive computer simulations were used to derive 
the remaining material was crushed 
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Figure 5.6: Echo-induced EPR (ESE) spectrum of powdered copper-doped /histidine 
hydrochloride monohydrale. This spectrum was recorded at a microwave frequency of 
9.791 GHz, using a 2-pulse echo sequence with τ set at 200 ns. Arrows indicate the po­
sitions where ESEEM spectra were recorded. ESE spectra recorded at lower microwave 
frequencies are somewhat broader then the spectrum presented here 
information that could not be directly be determined from the ESEEM spectra. 
Experimental results 
ESEEM spectra of the powdered material were recorded for a number of microwave frequencies 
and at different positions in the EPR spectrum. Figure 5.6 shows the powder ESE spectrum. The 
p-values at which experiments were performed are indicated in this figure by a, at the low-field 
edge, through e, at the high-field edge. 
At the central peak of the ESE spectrum (g ~ 2 15, peak b in figure 5.6), we recorded 
ESEEM spectra for microwave frequencies of 9.806, 7.804, 7.245 and 6.563 GHz, which are 
shown in figure 5.7. The microwave pulse length used in these experiments was 16-25 ns at 
9.806, 7.245 and 6.563 GHz and 60 ns at 7.804 GHz. The time r between the first and second 
pulses was fixed at 200 ns in each experiment. 
Field-dependent orientation selective experiments were performed at the low-field and high-
field edges of the ESE spectrum, near positions a and e, respectively, using a microwave 
frequency of 7.804 GHz. At position e, 17 ESEEM spectra with a waiting time τ of 200 ns were 
recorded between 303.2 mT (g = 1.841) and 285.9 mT (g = 1.954); these are shown in figure 
5.8fc. Figure 5.8a shows 14 ESEEM spectra that were recorded in the region between 236.0 mT 
(g = 2.366) and 249.0 mT (<? = 2.242), near field position a. In these experiments r was set at 
270 ns. 
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Figure 5.7: Multifrequency ESEEM spectra laken al the central peak, g = 2.15 ± 2, peak b 
in figure 5.6. 
We also carried out orientation selective two-dimensional stimulated-echo ESEEM exper-
iments using a microwave frequency of 7.245 GHz, to determine the r-dependence of the 
ESEEM spectra. These spectra, shown in figures 5.9a and 5.10o, were recorded at field posi-
tions a (221.3 mT, g = 2.339) and e (277.9 mT, g = 1.862). Similar experiments were also 
performed at positions b (234.3 mT, g = 2.210), С (245.1 mT, g = 2.112) and d (263.5 mT, 
g = 1.965) (not shown). Due to the limited time-range in the T-direction, the frequency res­
olution in these spectra is limited to about 250 kHz. The natural linewidth at this microwave 
frequency is about 100 kHz, as could be determined from one-dimensional experiments where 
the frequency resolution is higher (spectra are not shown). 
In all spectra we can discern two regions of interest. In the region below 2 MHz, we 
observe three lines at approximately 0.47, 0.85 and 1.33 MHz, which we attribute to a single 
m
s
 state. The multifrequency ESEEM spectra of figure 5.7 show a pronounced narrowing of 
these three lines on going to lower microwave frequencies, consistent with the onset of exact 
cancellation. Between approximately 2.5 MHz and 4 MHz we observe a single feature. This 
feature is relatively narrow only in the orientation selective spectra taken at the high-field edge 
(e) of the ESE spectrum. In all other spectra it is strongly broadened and shows some additional 
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Figure 5.8. Figures a (left) and b (righi) show a scries of orientation selective spectra taken 
at various field values, using a microwave frequency of 7 8 GHz Figure a shows spectra 
taken at the low-field edge, which is selective for orientations near the α-axis. Figure b 
shows spectra at the high-field edge, selective for the b axis The spectra are normalized with 
respect to the i>+ line 
structure. 
Because we are close to exact cancellation in all spectra, the frequencies of the lines below 
2 MHz are close the the pure NQR frequencies. The lines are labeled, with increasing frequency, 
as V-, Ц) and u+, and we shall collectively refer to these lines as the 'NQR lines'. The high-
frequency feature is identified as arising from double-quantum transitions belonging to the other 
m$ manifold and is usually referred to as the 2t/
m
 line (see also eqs. 5.6 and and 5.5 and refs. 
[8,14]). 
The orientation selective spectra taken at the high-field edge all are very similar. The most 
interesting change that can be observed is that on going to lower magnetic field values the 
double-quantum feature broadens as additional orientations start to contribute to the spectrum. 
The relative intensities of the NQR lines do not change dramatically, but some small broadening 
effects can be observed (figure 5.8b). The situation is radically different at the other edge of 
the spectrum (figure 5.8a). Here the intensity of the u
n
 line decreases strongly as we increase 
the magnetic field. This decrease is accompanied by a small increase in linewidth. The relative 
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Figure 5.9: Measured (a) and simulated (i>) ESEEM spectra as a function of τ, recorded 
at a magnetic field strength of 221.3 mT (field position a) and a microwave frequency 
of 7.245 GHz. The simulation was performed using the g and copper hyperfine tensors 
determined by McDowell et ai, and the '4N> hyperfine and quadrupole tensor listed in table 
1. 
intensities and widths of the i>- and v+ lines do not change significantly. The double-quantum 
feature, visible only weakly at the lower field values slightly increases in intensity and shifts 
significantly to higher frequencies as the magnetic field increases. 
On inspecting the two-dimensional ESEEM spectra shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10, we see that 
the intensities of all lines are strongly modulated. In particular, the v+ line in the spectra recorded 
at positions b through e shows a pure single-frequency modulation with a frequency of about 
3.8 MHz, which is the frequency of the 2v
m
 line. This line itself also shows, in the spectrum 
of field position e, a modulation pattern apparently with only one frequency, about 1.3 MHz. 
Furthermore, the intensity of this line is strongly orientation dependent, almost disappearing at 
orientations near the a axis (figure 5.9, field position a). The modulation patterns of the u- and 
¡Ό lines are much less well-defined than the modulation patterns of the v+ and 2v
m
 lines. The 
modulation patterns of the u+ and 2vm lines in the spectrum recorded at field position a are 
much less striking than those observed in the spectra at field positions b through e. In some 
spectra, we can observe a modulation of some lines with a frequency of approximately 12 MHz, 
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Figure 5 10 Figure a shows the measured 2-dimensional ESEEM speclra for a magnetic 
field of 279 7 mT (field position e) at a microwave frequency of 7 245 GHz Figures, b 
and с show simulations that were calculated using the same copper-hyperfine and electron 
S-lensors, but with H N 2 hyperfine and quadrupole tensors determined for different sites 
Note the difference in τ-behavior of the щ line, and the difference in intensity of the 2v
m 
line 
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the origin of which is unknown. Since the modulation patterns of the NQR lines are not similar, 
we see significant changes in their relative intensities for different r-values. Note especially the 
behavior at field position e (figure 5.10) of the i/u line, which is dominant for small r-values, 
but quickly diminishes in intensity as r increases from 300 ns to 500 ns, clearly illustrating this 
T-dependence of the relative intensities of the NQR lines. 
Since we expect the orientation selective spectra in figure 5.8, taken at field positions a and 
e to resemble the single crystal spectra taken along the a and ò symmetry axis it is interesting to 
compare these spectra. The single crystal spectrum taken along the b axis, shown in figure 5.2, is 
very similar in both the observed frequencies and the intensity distribution to the spectra of figure 
5.8Ò, which were taken at the high field edge of the ESE spectrum. We do not expect to see in 
the powder ESEEM spectra the single quantum transitions of the high-frequency manifold due 
to their anisotropy. For the single crystal spectrum taken at the a axis, however, the agreement 
with its orientation selective partner, shown in figure 5.8a, taken at the low-field edge of the 
ESE spectrum (a) is less good. This is not very surprising, since the low-field edge is much less 
selective for the a axis than the high-field edge is for the b axis. Another factor that hampers 
the comparison is the fact that the spectra were recorded at different τ-values. Finally, we must 
note that the single crystal spectrum for the α-axis was not recorded at the low-field copper line 
in the EPR spectrum, but rather at the high-field line. 
Simulations of the powder ESEEM spectra 
Since the tensors relevant for the description of the spectra are known from the single crystal 
results, we first attempted to simulate the powder ESEEM spectra using the single crystal data. 
Subsequently, we examined what kind of information could be extracted directly and indirectly 
from the powder spectra. This information was then compared to the single crystal data, giving 
information on its reliability. Before we discuss the results of our simulations, we wish to make 
three general remarks. 
1. Simulations of the powder spectra were performed either using the simulation program 
MAGRES discussed earlier or a recently developed simulation program, MR2, which has 
been specifically designed to analyze ESEEM powder spectra. All simulations included 
the copper hyperfine (Ac
u
) and electron g tensors, for the reasons outlined below. In 
addition to these tensors, some simulations performed using the new program included 
the two directly coordinating nitrogen nuclei, 14Ni and 1 4N 3, and two equivalent chloride 
nuclei. The tensors for these additional interactions, as well as g and Ac
u
have been taken 
from [9] 
2. The simulations of the powder ESEEM spectra are complicated by the presence of 
anisotropic copper hyperfine and electron g tensors. For many systems, the central peak in 
ESE spectrum can be assumed to have a flat distribution of orientations. Although this is 
often a valid assumption in axially symmetric systems, it is not a good approximation for 
(ortho)rhombic systems. For copper-doped /-histidine, predominantly orientations near 
the c-axis contribute to the central part of the ESE spectrum, but other orientations are also 
present. Another complication for this system is that, due to the large EPR linewidth, even 
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at the high and low edge of the spectrum that are selective for the 6 and a axes, respectively, 
many orientations contribute to the ESEEM signal In order to incorporate these effects 
all simulations included the anisotropy of the Ac
u
 and g 
3 The presence of multiple sites in the crystal complicates matters, because these different 
sites cannot be resolved in the EPR spectra As a consequence, the ESEEM spectra contain 
peaks originating from more than one site (cf figure 5 3) For the analysis of the powder 
ESEEM spectra it is essential to know which peaks belong to which site, or, to be more 
precise, which g, A c and nitrogen tensors belong to the same site (or molecule) This 
cannot be determined from the experiments To solve this problem, we have combined a 
particular set of Ac
u
 and g tensors Because in our crystal there are four sites in the unit 
cell, we need to perform simulations for four combinations of g, Ac
u
 and 1 4N2 tensors 
These simulations have been labeled by the number of the site that was used for the 1 4N2 
tensors 
Figures 5 9 and 5 10 show the results of the simulations for the two-dimensional orientation 
selective measurements at 7 245 GHz, using the tensors obtained from the single crystals listed 
in table 5 1 For field position a, figure 5 9 there is only little difference between the simulations 
for the above-mentioned four combinations Therefore only the simulations for site 2, the tensors 
of which are reported in table 1 5 1, are shown 
For field position e (the high-field edge) there is a significant difference between the simu­
lations for the four combinations, especially for the VQ and the high-frequency double-quantum 
(2i/
m
) line, as can be seen in figure 5 10 for sites 2 and 4 Similar differences are observed 
between site 2 and sites 1 and 3 Comparing these simulations to the measured spectra shows 
that for site 2 only does the simulation match the measurement well, from which we conclude 
that the tensors from table 5 1 are given for the site we have labeled site 2 This is confirmed 
by simulations for field positions с and d We were not able to derive this information from the 
single crystal data, because it was not possible to isolate a single site in the single crystal ESE 
spectra The agreement of the simulations for site 2 with measured spectra is striking In all 
cases there is a very good match for both the intensity of the lines and the modulation pattern 
The only feature that is not reproduced in the simulations is the high-frequency modulation that 
is visible on some of the lines in figures 5 9, which also occurred for field position b 
Determination of parameters from the powder ESEEM spectra 
Introduction 
As has been noted in the introduction, all experiments were performed at or near exact cancella­
tion For an isotropic hyperfine interaction the modulation intensities of the three low-frequency 
NQR lines discussed earlier are then completely determined by the orientation of the quadrupole 
interaction However, as Flanagan et al [14] already noted, if the hyperfine interaction is not axial 
then these modulation intensities can be strongly dependent on the orientation of the hyperfine 
anisotropy However, as long as we are close to exact cancellation, the modulation patterns 
are dependent mainly on the orientation of the quadrupole tensor [14] This fact can help us 
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determine the orientation of the quadrupole tensor from simulations, since it reduces the number 
of unknown parameters needed to describe the modulation patterns. 
The second feature in the ESEEM spectra, the line corresponding to the double-quantum 
transition in the other manifold can be used to determine information on the hyperfine interaction. 
By comparing the measured frequencies of this line in orientation selective spectra to the expected 
frequency for an isotropic hyperfine tensor it is possible to obtain information on the magnitude 
ot this anisotropy and, possibly, also on the its anisotropy. 
In our description of the system we limit ourselves to an axial hyperfine tensor, described by 
the isotropic hyperfine interaction Also, the parallel part of the anisotropy of the hyperfine tensor, 
Лц, and the polar angles θ and φ describing the orientation of the major axis of the hyperfine 
tensor The limitation to an axial hyperfine interaction expresses our expectation that we shall not 
be able to determine significant values for the rhombicity, which is described by an asymmetry 
parameter for the axial hyperfine anisotropy and the associated Euler angle, since the spectra are 
very insensitive to these parameters Of course, when strong rhombicity of the hyperfine tensors 
occurs, the accuracy of our analysis will suffer The quadrupole tensor is customarily described 
by the parameters К and η introduced earlier and its orientation is defined by Euler angles α, β 
and 7 
Some of the parameters used in the description can be extracted, directly or indirectly, from 
the measured spectra without the need to resort to computer simulations These parameters 
include the principal values of the quadrupole and hyperfine interactions and possibly also 
the orientation of the hyperfine interaction. Other parameters, notably the orientation of the 
quadrupole interaction, cannot be determined directly, but can be estimated by comparison 
of the measured spectra with simulations in which these parameters are varied. The other 
parameters, determined directly from the spectra, are fixed in these simulations. 
Determination of parameters directly from the spectra 
The positions of the NQR peaks in the spectra taken at exact cancellation, as shown in figure 
5.7, are used to determine the quadrupole coupling constant К = 0 363 ± 0 005 MHz and the 
asymmetry parameter η = 0 67 ± 0 01 This corresponds to principal values of the quadrupole 
tensor of - 0 12 MHz, - 0 60 MHz and 0 72 MHz, with an uncertainty of about 0.02 MHz. 
These same spectra can be used to estimate the size of the isotropic part of the hyperfine 
tensor, since that value determines the field value at which exact cancellation occurs. From 
our observation that exact cancellation occurs at frequencies in the range of 6.5 to 7.2 GHz for 
the central peak at g = 2 15 we estimate the isotropic part of the hyperfine interaction to be 
1 4 MHz, with an uncertainty of about 0.1 MHz. 
From the orientation selective spectra it is possible to determine the anisotropy in the hyperfine 
interaction by comparison of the observed position of the 2v
m
 line with the expected position 
for a purely isotropic hyperfine interaction. The orientation selective spectra in figure 5.8/> show 
a relatively narrow 2^
m
 line, which is shifted to higher frequencies by about 0 35 MHz relative 
to its expected position It is more difficult to assess the shift in the orientation selective spectra 
at the low-field edge, partly because the 2i/
m
 line in these spectra has a very low intensity, but 
also because it is strongly broadened The shift is estimated between 0 and —0 3 MHz. 
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These data suggest that the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction is about 0.35 MHz, and 
that the major axis is more or less aligned with the direction of the largest copper hyperfine 
interaction. The hyperfine tensor is shown not to be axial from the width of the 2v
m
 feature 
in the spectra taken at field positions other than e (cf. figure 5.9). It appears that there is a 
rhombic component which can be described by an asymmetry parameter of somewhat less than 
1. Unfortunately, no further information can be obtained about this rhombicity. Typically, we 
could not get information on the orientations of the two minor axes of the hyperfine tensor. 
Determination of parameters through simulations 
The undetermined parameters that remain are principally the orientation of the quadrupole tensor 
and, at least partially, the orientation of the hyperfine tensor. Following Flanagan et al.[7] and 
Goldfarb et al.[8], we have used computer simulations of the orientation selective spectra to 
determine these orientations. As Goldfarb et al. already noted, the (relative) intensities in the 
ESEEM spectra are very dependent on spectrometer dead-time and other artifacts, and therefore 
one should consider not individual spectra but rather compare series of spectra, such as a 
series in which τ was varied. We have taken this one step further by considering complete 
two-dimensional spectra (figures 5.9 and 5.10), in which r as well as Τ were varied. 
In the analysis of these spectra, we began by considering the two-dimensional spectrum 
taken at the high-field edge of the ESE spectrum at 278.0 mT (figure 5.10). The orientation 
selection is most pronounced at this orientation, and thus we expect to find the highest degree of 
correspondence between simulations and experimental data at this position. 
One of the most striking features in the two-dimensional spectra is the almost pure 3.8 MHz 
modulation of the u+ peak. We expect to see such a pure modulation pattern only if no branching 
occurs during the microwave pulses in at least one pair of levels. This can occur only if the 
quadrupole interaction, which determines the quantization in the low-frequency manifold, has 
at least one axis that is to some extent aligned with the effective magnetic field direction, which 
determines the quantization in the high-frequency manifold [14]. This condition is fulfilled at 
the high-field edge of the ESE spectrum. Simulations using the above conditions for a number 
of orientations of the quadrupole interaction, shown in figure 5.11, confirmed this and showed 
that the quadrupole axis corresponding to the principal quadrupole tensor value of —0.12 MHz 
is approximately aligned with the 6 symmetry axis. Since the orientation of the quadrupole 
tensor with respect to the crystallographic axis system is most conveniently described using the 
Euler angles α, β and 7, we will label the —0.12 MHz principal quadrupole axis the quadrupole 
Ζ axis, although this is customarily assigned to the major quadrupole axis. The reference xyz 
frame is chosen such that for angles a = 0, β = 0, •y = 0 the quadrupole Ζ axis is aligned 
with the crystallographic 6 axis, which means that χ = с, у = a and ζ = b. The angle β then 
describes the deviation of the Ζ axis from the ζ axis, and the angle a describes in which direction 
this deviation occurs. The angle 7 determines the orientation of the other two (X and Y) axes in 
the plane perpendicular to the Ζ axis. The orientation of the hyperfine interaction, described by 
the angles θ and φ was chosen such that for θ = 0 and φ = 0 its major axis was aligned with the 
reference ζ axis, the crystallographic b axis. These angles completely determine the orientation 
of the major axis of the hyperfine interaction because we take the hyperfine interaction as axial. 
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Figure S.l 1: Simulations tor different orientations of the quadrupole tensor with respect to 
the crystallographic symmetry axes. The simulations were performed for field position e 
where the magnetic field is aligned with the crystallographic 6 axis. In each simulation a 
different quadrupole principal axis has been laken parallel with the magnetic field. Note that 
a pure modulation pattern is in each case visible on a different NQR line: from left to right 
at the y + , the vu and the υ- line 
Our primary goal in these simulations is to find the orientation of the quadrupole interaction, 
defined by the angles α, β and 7. To this end, we have investigated the influence of these 
individual parameters on the simulated spectra. 
From our initial guess, α = /3 = 7 = 0° we first started changing β. From simulations it 
appeared that the modulation pattern of the v+ line could be reproduced for angles β not larger 
than 60°, independent of the angles a and 7. The cumulative intensities of the V- and щ lines 
were also independent of a, but changed significantly with β asean be seen in figure 5.12 where 
simulations for β = 20°, 40 deg and 60° are shown. For angles β < 30° the V- and v{-¡ lines were 
significantly weaker than in the experimental spectra, suggesting a value for β of about 45 ±10°. 
On changing the angle a while keeping 7 fixed at 0° the modulation patterns of the J/_ and 
fri lines changed strongly. For a near 0°, the i/_ line is stronger than the щ line, whereas for a 
near 90°, the i/0 line is stronger which corresponds more closely to the measured spectrum. The 
intensity distribution and modulation patterns suggested values for a of about 90° or 270°. For 
values for 7 different from 0 the same considerations held, but the optimal values for α that were 
thus found varied slightly with 7, but never deviated more than about 20° from the optimal values 
for that were found for 7 = 0°. The modulation pattern of the fourth feature in the spectrum, 
the 2i/
m
 feature, corroborates the possible values for a. As this angle approaches 90° (or 270°), 
the intensity of the 2v
m
 line drops somewhat, so that it matches the measured intensity better. 
Stronger evidence for these values for a is that the simulated modulation pattern of this feature 
closely follows the observed pattern for these angles, but is completely different for a near 0° or 
180°. 
An exhaustive search of angles 7 was performed for a number of angles a. Spectra were 
simulated for 0° < 7 < 360° in steps of 30°. β was fixed at the earlier determined optimal 
value of 45°. A good correspondence of the NQR lines to the experimental spectra could be 
obtained for almost any value of 7, although it appeared that values near 180° were less likely 
to be correct. On changing 7, the modulation pattern and modulation depth of the u+ peak did 
not change very much, but its intensity dropped somewhat for values of 7 between 150° and 
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Figure 5.12: Simulations for different values of β- 20° al the left, 40° in the middle and 60° 
at the right In all cases a and 7 were fixed at 0°. The leftmost spectrum is very similar to 
the spectrum for /3 = 0° shown in figure 5.11. As β increases the intensities of the u
n
 and 
ν_ lines also increase. In the interpretation, these spectra are compared to figure 5 10a 
270°. In this same range, the intensity of the 2u
m
 line also dropped, and the intensities of the 
v- and VQ lines increased. These effects could not be counteracted by changing a. Changing β 
did have an effect on the intensity of the v+ line, suggesting that for these values of 7 a value 
for 0 of about 35 to 40° would be more appropriate. For values of 7 larger than 270° or smaller 
than 150°, the intensity distribution was very similar to that in the experiments. The effect of 
changing 7 in this range is limited to a change in modulation pattern and depth for the v_ and 
u0 lines. The features that changed with 7 could not be significantly influenced by changing a, 
and vice versa. The striking behavior, described earlier, of the i/
n
 line, which is strong for small 
r-values, but decreases rapidly with increasing τ, was observed in the simulations only for a 
between 60° and 90°, or between 240° and 270°. An optimum for 7 was found between -45° 
and 45°. Outside this region, the modulation pattern on the u- line was too intense. However, 
for somewhat larger 7, the intensity of the 2v
m
 line more closely matched the experiment 
Simulations of the spectra taken at other field values confirmed the previous assignments to 
α, β and 7. We were especially interested in the simulations of the spectrum shown in figure 
5.9a which were taken at 221.3 mT, since for this spectrum the orientation of the magnetic field 
with respect to the quadrupole axis is completely different from its orientation in the spectrum 
discussed above. Unfortunately, differences in linewidth and degree of orientation selectivity 
make this spectrum much more difficult to simulate properly, as can be seen from the simulation 
performed using the hyperfine and quadrupole tensor values determined from the single crystals 
(figure 5.9b). Disregarding this, however, it could be shown that the modulation patterns for 
the NQR lines at angles 7 near 0° most closely follow the behavior observed in the measured 
spectra. For 7 = -30°, the modulation pattern is very similar to that in the experimental spectra 
and the intensity distribution is also very well reproduced. 
In all simulations performed in the course of the powder analysis the 2v
m
 line appeared 
stronger than in the measurements. We ascribe this to our use of a purely axial hyperfine 
tensor: changing the orientation of the hyperfine interaction by as much as 45° from its assumed 
orientation had no significant effect on the simulated spectra. The spread in hyperfine values 
especially in the ac plane is in reality much larger than in the simulations. As we had expected, 
adding some non-axiality to the hyperfine tensor caused the 2и
ш
 line to drop significantly in 
intensity in the simulations for field position a. Other than that the hyperfine interaction was not 
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Figure S. 13: Simulations for a = 75°,/3 = 45° and 7 = 0°. On the left is Ihc simulation for 
Held position a, on the right that for e. These spectra best reproduce the measured spectra 
of figures 5.9a and 5.10a. 
axial no further information could be obtained from these simulations. 
Summarizing, we have determined optimal values α = 75°, β = 45°and7 « 0°. Simulations 
for this orientation at field positions a and e are shown in figure 5.13.The principal values and 
orientations for the hyperfine and quadrupole tensors determined from the powder ESEEM 
spectra are listed in table 2. The values for the direction cosines in this table are given for 
comparison with table 1. Due to the relatively large uncertainty in the Euler angles, there is a 
significant error margin in these values. The direction cosines given for the hyperfine interaction 
are partially undetermined. Those that are given reflect our impression that the major axis of the 
hyperfine tensor is approximately aligned with the crystallographic 6 axis. 
5.6 Conclusions 
We have been able to determine tensor values for the remote nitrogen ( l 4N 2) in copper-doped 
/-histidine hydrochloride monohydrale from both the single crystal spectra and from the powder 
spectra. Comparing these results, it can be concluded that the principal values of the tensors can 
be determined accurately from the powder measurements, with the restriction that the hyperfine 
interaction is axial. When considering the orientations we have determined for the hyperfine 
and quadrupole interactions, we should bear in mind that there still is a significant error margin 
in the parameters listed in table 5.2. That being said, we must still conclude that there is a very 
good agreement between the tensors determined from the powder and single crystal data. 
Although the tensor elements match closely, we must note that this is not the case for the 
Euler angles. It is important to consider these angles, since it is from them that the tensor 
elements are determined. The Euler angles for the single crystal data are a = 34°, β = 49° and 
7 = 146°. It appears that we have been able to fix β to within the expected accuracy. The value 
for a is somewhat surprising, as it is in the range we had excluded early in the analysis, but the 
deviation of 40° from the actual value is not extremely large. The actual 7 is considerably higher 
than the value we believed optimal from the powder simulations. However, the determination of 
7 is the most difficult, since it relies on the interpretation of the spectrum that is expected to be 
reproduced least well. The most severe problem with which we are faced is the large deviation 
from axiality that is exhibited by the hyperfine interaction. This is reflected in the poor quality of 
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Tensor 
Component 
A 
^m 
Azz 
Δ 
p 
1
 XX 
ρ 
1
 У 
Pzz 
Principal 
Value (MHz) 
1.2±0.15 
1.2±0.15 
1.75 ±0.1 
1.4І0.1 
-0.12 ±0.02 
-0.60 ± 0.02 
0.72 ±0.02 
a 
-
-
0 
0.0 
-0.97 
0.26 
direction cosines 
b 
0 
0 
1 
0.70 
0.18 
0.68 
Table 5.2. Tensors for the hyperfine and quadrupolc interactions of the remote imidazole ni­
trogen determined from the powders spectra. The tensor values for the quadrupole interaction 
correspond to Euler angles of a = 75°, β = 45° and 7 = 0°. 
the simulations for the low-field spectra and in the difficulty we had in determining the optimal 
values for a and 7. 
Concluding, we can say that the techniques we applied can give accurate information on 
the coupling tensors, especially on the quadrupole interaction. The anisotropy of the hyperfine 
interaction appears to be more important than previously suggested [14, 20], but it can easily be 
included in the simulations. Much more difficult to assess is the influence of a rhombic hyperfine 
tensor, such as that for the remote nitrogen studied in this work. Unfortunately, it appears that 
this parameter has significant influence on the modulation patterns of the NQR lines and can 
severely hamper the determination of the quadrupole orientation. 
The quality of the resulting tensor information can probably be improved somewhat if the 
rhombic component of the hyperfine interaction is included in the search process. This, however, 
increases the number of unknown interacting parameters by two, severely complicating the 
simulation process. The use of two-dimensional 3-pulse stimulated ESEEM powder spectra 
clearly has its advantages over the more traditional ways of using a limited number of r-values 
[8] or using the 2-pulse ESEEM technique, in which no suppression effect occur [7]. In the 
two-dimensional spectra, not only the relative intensities of the observed features, but also the 
modulation patterns give useful information. Especially for systems for which the condition of 
exact cancellation is (nearly) fulfilled, such as many biologically important copper-imidazole 
complexes, the additional information contained in these modulation patterns lines is very 
valuable. 
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ESEEM of Nitrogen-coordinated Oxo-Vanadium(IV) 
Complexes1 
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(*) Department of Molecular spectroscopy, University of Nijmegen, Tocrnooivcld, 6525 ED Nijmegen, 
The Netherlands 
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ABSTRACT 
ESEEM spectra of oxi)bis(2-melhylquinolin-8-olalo) vanadium(IV) (VO(meox)2), an oxovanadium 
complex with hydrotns(3,5-dimcthyl 1-pyrazolyl) borale and dithiocarbamate (L VO (die)), oxobis(ace-
lylacelonale) 1-melhyl imidazole vanadium(IV) (VO(acac)2mim) and oxolelra(l-melhyl imidazole) 
chloride vanadium(IV) (VO(mim),] Cl+), which actas model compounds lor the en7ymc bromoperoxy-
dase (BPO), arc analyzed in order to reveal the nitrogen coupling parameters (hyperfine and quadmpole) 
The ESEEM spectra of VO(mcox)2, VO(mim)4Cl+and VO(acac)2mim exhibit strong modulations 
around 4 5 and 8 5 MHz According to field dependent studies these are assigned to so-called double-
quantum transitions in the ,4N-spin manifolds of the directly coordinating nitrogens From the frequency 
positions ot these modulations the isotropic hyperfine interaction and the quadrupole interaction param­
eters of the 14N-nuclei in the various types of ligands are estimated The Alto values are in the range 
6 0-7 0 MHz while the quadrupole parameter A' is estimated to be in the range 0 4—0 7 MHz Using ori­
entation selective ESEEM spectra of VO (meox)2 and VO ( т і т ) 4 Cl+ the orientation of the quadrupole 
tensor with respect to the molecular frame in these complexes is estimated and related to the crystal 
structures The ESEEM spectra of L VO (dtc) deviate strongly from those of the other model complexes 
The low value tor the nitrogen hyperfine interaction (1 7 MHz) is discussed in terms of an electronic 
ground state of the complex which deviates from those of the other compounds 
6.1 Introduction 
Vanadium is essential for the bromtnating activity of bromoperoxidases purified from several 
algae [1, 2]. It is suggested that the vanadium(V) of the native enzyme serves to bind hydrogen 
'This is a slightly revised version of an article that appeared in the proceedings of the conference on Electron 
Magnetic Resonance of Disordered Systems thai was held June 1989 in Pravitz, Bulgaria These proceedings were 
published by World Scientific pushlishers 
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peroxide and bromide during the catalytic activity In order to study the coordination of the 
vanadium ion in the protein, EPR and ESEEM studies on the reduced protein (vanadium(IV)) 
and on several model compounds have been performed [3, 4] The ESEEM spectra indicated a 
coordination of the V = О center to nitrogen-containing ligands and it turned out that especially a 
frozen solution of oxobis(2-methylquinohn-8-oldto) vanadium(IV) gave ESEEM spectra similar 
to those of the reduced protein. In order to explain this correspondence a deeper understanding 
of the frozen solution ESEEM spectra of nitrogen-coordinated oxovanadium(IV) complexes is 
necessary. In general, ESEEM spectra of disordered systems, ι е., powders and frozen solutions, 
are difficult to analyze. Careful simulations are needed for a full interpretation of the spectra 
in terms of the hyperfine and quadrupole coupling parameters [5, 6] In this communication 
we report the ESEEM spectra of oxobis(2-methylquinohn-8-olato) vanadium(IV), hereafter 
called 'VO (meox)2', an oxovanadium complex with hydrotns(3,5-dimethyl 1-pyrazolyl) borate 
and dithiocarbamate, hereafter called 'LVO(dtc)', oxobis(acetylacetonate) 1-methyl imidazole 
vanadium(IV), indicated as 'VO(acac)2mim' and oxotetra(l-methyl imidazole) chloride va-
nadium(IV), hereafter called 'VO (mim)4 Cl+ ' The structure of these compounds is given in 
figure 6.1 Using spectral simulations the spectra are interpreted in terms of the nitrogen coupling 
parameters. 
6.2 Experimental 
The compounds were prepared as described previously [4,8] The ESEEM spectra were recorded 
on a home-built ESE spectrometer [9] In all experiments the three-pulse stimulated echo was 
used: Í90 - r — ¿90 — Τ — ¿
ад
 — echo The pulse length was 20 ns, τ-values ranged from 
150 ns to 600 ns The time Τ was stepped up from 200 ns in steps of 20 ns To suppress the 
interference due to the crossing of unwanted echoes, the following phase cycling scheme was 
used. Í90 - τ - ¿ад — Τ — ¿ад — echo, f90(π) — τ — ¿9ο(π) - Τ - ί.
Λ) - echo [10] 
6.3 ESEEM experiments 
The EPR spectrum of BPO is characteristic of many oxovanadium(IV) complexes (d1 configu­
ration, S = 1/2, / = 7/2). It is well known that the frozen solution X-band EPR spectrum of 
many V0 2 + complexes is not very sensitive to the type and coordination mode of the ligands 
This is due to the essentially non-bonding character of the vanadium d
xy orbital in which the 
unpaired electron in axially symmetric complexes resides [11]. It is therefore not surprising 
that the EPR spectra of BPO and many model compounds are virtually indistinguishable The 
g-tensor and vanadium hyperfine tensor of many compounds coincide and appear axial at X-band 
frequency with g and A tensor parameters close to those of BPO [3] (g\\ = 1 95, g± = 1 98, 
і4ц = 160 χ 10"4cm"\ A± = 50 χ 10_4cm~ l) As is indicated in figure 6 2, the singularities 
in the EPR powder or glass spectrum of the oxovanadium(IV) compounds correspond to accu­
mulations of intensity caused by selected sets of orientations of the magnetic field with respect 
to the molecular axis system. The features in the wings of the spectrum indicated as С and d 
correspond to orientations parallel to the molecular z-axis in axially symmetric systems, 1 e , 
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Figure 6 1 Composition and structure of the complexes used in this study The crystal struc­
ture indicated as L VO (dtc) is actually that from the isoslruclural host L MoS (die) (structure 
taken from [7]) The structure indicated as V O ( v i n i m ) 4 C l + , where the coordinating ligand 
1-vinyl-imidazole replaces 1-mcthyl-imidazole, is used as a model for VO (mim)* C l + 
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a 
• 
2500 3000 3500 A000 
Field (Gauss) 
Figure 6 2. The echo-induced EPR spectrum of L VO (die) All compounds give an identical 
spectrum. The interpretation of the singularities (peaks) in the spectrum in terms of angular 
contributions is illustrated as discussed in the text ESEEM spectra were recorded at the Held 
positions indicated by a, b, С and d. 
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vo<jnijii)ta* 
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Figure 6.3: (a, b and c) Experimental FT-ESEEM spectra of VO (meox)2, VO (acac^mim 
and V 0 ( m i m ) 4 C l + measured at field positions a, b, and с indicated in figure 6.2. Ex­
perimental conditions: О ( т е о х ) г : (a) τ = 580 ns, (b) г = 480 ns, (с) τ = 310ns; 
VO(acac) 2mim: (a) τ = 270 ns, (b) τ = 290 ns, (c) τ = 250 ns; V O ( m i m ) 4 C I + : (a) 
τ = 270 ns, (b) r = 260 ns, (c) τ = 510 ns. (d) Experimental FT-ESEEM spectra of 
LVO(dtc). r = 570 ns. 
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the z-axis of the g and Vanadium hyperfine tensor (V = О bonding axis) whereas the features 
indicated as b and с are caused by orientations perpendicular to the molecular г-axis. Al the 
position indicated as a all orientations contribute. For the complex VO(meox)2, it is a crystal-
lographic requirement (two-fold axis) that both g and the metal hyperfine tensor align with the 
V = O. For VO (mim)4 Cl+ such an alignment is also very likely. 
In figure 6.3 the ESEEM spectra for the model compounds measured at the field positions 
indicated in figure 6.2 are presented. For most compounds, the ESEEM spectra measured at 
position a, the powder position, exhibit strong peaks at approximately 4.5 and 8.5 MHz. These 
and all other features in the range 0-9 MHz are assigned to nitrogen modulations. 
6.4 Interpretation of sharp features in powder ESEEM 
There are only a few instances in which we expect to observe sharp spectral features in nitrogen 
powder ESEEM spectra. In one case, known as exact cancellation, there is a dominant isotropic 
hyperfine interaction which cancels the nuclear Zeeman interaction in one of the ms manifolds 
(Auo = 2v{). In that manifold, the nuclear spin levels are only affected by the quadrupole 
interaction. Therefore, in the ESEEM spectra we expect a set of quadrupole frequencies 2Κη, 
К(Ъ — η), and K(3 + η). Κ and η are the well known quadrupole parameters, defined as 
К = e
2qQ/4 - Pz/2 and η = {Px - Py)/Pz where Px, Py, and Pz are the principal values 
of the quadrupole tensor. Apart from the quadrupole frequencies, we also expect to observe a 
high-frequency double-quantum peak from the other m
s
 manifold at 
*£ = 2[(uj ± Also/2)2 + K2(3 + η2)] i (6.1 ) 
which, for small a quadrupole interaction, amounts to four times the nuclear Zeeman frequency 
v¡. The double-quantum feature is observed only when the quadrupole interaction is not dominant 
over the hyperfine interaction. 
Another instance in which sharp spectral ESEEM features are observed is when the isotropic 
hyperfine interaction is dominant over both the nuclear Zeeman and the quadrupole interaction. In 
that case the double-quantum transitions of both manifolds are observed. The frequency positions 
can be used to estimate the isotropic hyperfine interaction and the parameter Кг(3 + η2) using 
the relations 
and 
^
2(3 + r ? 2 ) = ( 1 ) 2 - ( ^ ± U l s o ) 2 (6.3) 
where v± is defined in eq. 6.1. Of course no information can be obtained about the orientation 
of the quadrupole tensor in the molecular axis system. To this end investigation of orientation-
selective ESEEM spectra is necessary. 
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Figure 6 4 Frequencies of double quantum transitions obtained from the orientation-
selective ESEEM spectra shown in figure 6 3 for VO(meox); (O), VOfacacJimim (Δ), 
and VO(mim) 4CI+ (O) 
6.5 Interpretation of powder ESEEM spectra 
The strong modulations around 4.5 and 8.5 MHz present in most spectra can be assigned to 
the double-quantum transitions described above. Similar features were reported by Astashkin 
and Dikanov in an ESEEM study of VO (acac)2 (L) compounds, with L various nitrogen-donor 
bases [12] The frequency values measured at the different field positions in the EPR spectrum 
are plotted in figure 6 4 as a function of the magnetic field. Since the frequencies obtained 
from orientation-selective ESEEM spectra are linearly dependent on the external magnetic field, 
it is concluded that the isotropic hyperfine interaction dominates all other interactions (eq. 6.1). 
The values derived for the double-quantum transitions for the model compounds using 6.2 and 
6.3 are listed in table 6 1. The Also values are all in the range 6.0-7.0 MHz and the K
2(3 + η2) 
parameters are all lower than 1 5 MHz2. According to ENDOR studies on similar complexes, 
the nitrogen interactions observed in the ESEEM spectra are caused by directly coordinating 
nitrogen donor-atoms [13,14]. Cu2 + complexes with similar ligands show much higher nitrogen 
interactions from the directly coordinating nitrogen atoms [15]. The low hyperfine interactions 
found in the V02 + complexes are attributed to the non-bonding character of the half-occupied 
ground state orbital, assigned as d
xy in axial complexes, where the unpaired electron density is 
pointing between the hgands[l 1] 
The ESEEM spectra of the LVO(dtc) complex clearly deviate from those of the other 
complexes. The spectrum is dominated by three strong low-frequency modulations at 0.6, 2.2 
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field-position 
or. selection 
VO(meox)2 
О(асас)гтіт 
VO(mim)4Cl+ 
A ISO 
К\Ъ + η2) 
Atso 
Κ
2(3 + η2) 
Aiso 
Κ
2{3 + η2) 
a 
powder 
6.25 
1.32 
6.75 
0.94 
6.32 
0.81 
b 
perpendicular 
6.24 
1.31 
6.24 
1.10 
6.77 
1.05 
С 
parallel 
6.35 
1.33 
6.62 
1.45 
6.35 
0.75 
d 
parallel 
6.40 
0.65 
Table 6.1: A,t0 and A"
2(3 + η2) parameters (in MHz and MHz2 respectively) obtained 
from double-quantum peaks. 
and 2.8 MHz with a sum relation. Also a weak feature at 4.5 MHz is observed, which is assigned 
to a double-quantum transition. According to the analysis using the theory of exact cancellation, 
the following parameters can be derived: К = 0.83 MHz, η = 0.36 and Also = 1.7 MHz. 
With these parameters the double quantum transition is calculated to lie at 4.6 MHz. Since 
for exact cancellation the isotropic hyperfine interaction should be 2 MHz, the parameters 
must be regarded with some caution. Previous simulations have indicated, however, that the 
quadrupole parameters are usually reliable to within 10% if the deviation from exact cancellation 
{{u¡ — Aiso/2) does not exceed 25% [5]. The low value for the isotropic hyperfine interaction 
compared to that of the other model compounds is rather puzzling since according to the crystal 
structure [16, 7] the coordination mode and type of the ligands does not deviate strongly from 
the other complexes. Single crystal Q-band EPR studies of the LVO(dtc) complex doped in 
an LMoO(dtc) host indicate that both g and the vanadium hyperfine tensor do not coincide 
with the molecular axis-system! The z-axis of the interaction tensors are not aligned along the 
V = О bonding axis. In fact, there is strong evidence for apseudo threefold axis symmetry at the 
vanadium center with the threefold axis pointing between the arms of the tri-dentate ligand (L) 
[16]. Note that the powder or glass EPR spectrum does not give any indication of the strongly 
deviating electronic ground slate of this complex whereas the ESEEM spectrum clearly shows 
a strong deviation from the standard spectrum. Since the nitrogen ligand bonds are no longer 
necessarily situated in the plane of the unpaired electron density, it is clear that the hyperfine 
interaction will be strongly reduced. We may conclude that a deviation of the unpaired electron 
density from the plane defined by the nitrogen-donor and vanadium atoms will have a strong 
influence on the nitrogen hyperfine interaction. 
This means that for a d
xy ground-state, axially coordinated ligands are not expected to 
give modulations in the ESEEM spectrum. Therefore, the ESEEM spectra observed from the 
VO(acac)2mim complex may be explained by assuming that one of the axially coordinated 
oxygens of VO(acac)2mim is replaced by the methyl imidazole ligand (see figure 6.1). The 
same suggestion emerged from ESEEM studies of similar complexes with pyridine-like ligands 
[12]. In addition, there is slight non-axialily of g and of the vanadium hyperfine tensor for these 
complexes, which is observed at Q-band frequencies [16]. 
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6.6 Spectral simulations 
We will now concentrate on the compounds VO (mim) 4 Cl + and VO (meox)2, remembering that 
the assignment of the V = О direction as the molecular z-direction has been shown to be very 
probably appropriate for these two complexes. The data obtained from the double quantum 
modulations measured on the powder EPR peak do not give much information to distinguish 
between the two model complexes. The other features, and especially those observed in the 
orientation selective ESEEM spectra, however, clearly enable a distinction to be made, and they 
are characteristic of each model complex. 
In order to get a deeper insight into dependence of the intensity behavior of the modulations 
at the various field positions on the magnitude and orientation of the quadrupole tensor and the 
isotropic hyperfine interaction, a series of computer simulations was carried out. The spectra 
were simulated using the 3-pulse modulation relations derived by Mims [17, 18] and complete 
diagonalisation of the spin Hamiltonian matrix [19]. Figure 6.5a shows the effect of varying the 
К parameter for a powder-ES E EM spectrum (position a). The isotropic hyperfine interaction 
was fixed at 6.3 MHz and the quadrupole asymmetry parameter η was set to zero. The double-
quantum peaks emerge only for A"-values larger than 0.3 MHz. The experimentally determined 
К
г(3 + η1) parameters (table 6.1) are in accordance with this. Figure 6.5b illustrates that the 
powder ESEEM spectra are insensitive to anisotropic contributions to the nitrogen hyperfine 
tensor of up to 1.2 MHz. Figure 6.5c shows the same for the asymmetry parameter: varying η 
from 0 to 1 while keeping A'2(3 + η2) constant at 1.92 MHz2 has little effect on the spectra. The 
simulations in figure 6.6a are a series of orientation-selective ESEEM spectra taken at the parallel 
position С where the angle of the quadruapole principal axis with respect to the molecular frame 
(the V = О axis) is varied. The other parameters are set as follows: К = 0.71 MHz, η = 0 or 
0.6 as indicated and Aiso = 6 3 MHz. The highest resolution is, of course, obtained when the 
quadrupole tensor is completely aligned with the molecular axis system (a = 0° or 90°). Since 
the major resonances broaden quickly when a deviates more than 20 degrees from either 0 or 
90, we may conclude that pseudo single crystal spectra can only be observed for 0° < a < 20° 
or 70° < a < 90°. 
Because the quadrupole interaction is relatively small (K << {v¡ ± Aiso/2), a first order 
approximation is valid and the pseudo single crystal spectra can be conveniently interpreted in 
terms of a quadrupole splitting. The nuclear spin transition frequencies in both electron-spin ms 
manifolds are given by: 
В along x: i/,,2 = veff ± \Κ{η - 1) i/dq = Iv^ 
В along у : i/
u2 = Vejj ± \Κ{η + 1 ) vdq = 2ν$ (6.4) 
В along ζ: vx¿ =
 с
ц± ЪК v¿q = І ^. 
This means that the quadrupole splitting for the magnetic field oriented along the x, у or z-axes 
is given by ЪК(\ — η), ЪК{\ + η) and 6Κ, respectively. The peak positions obtained from the 
simulated spectra at a = 0° and a = 90° are consistent with this analysis. 
The simulations in figure 6.6b are of a series of orientation-selective spectra taken at the 
perpendicular position b with the same set of parameters as in figure 6.6a. Obviously, the highest 
resolution is obtained when the quadrupole tensor is completely aligned with the molecular axis 
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Figure 6.5: ESEEM simulations of spectra measured on the powder peak (position a): (a) 
as a function of the К parameter while A„0 is kepi constant at 6.3 MHz and η = 0; (b) 
as a function of the anisotropic part of the hyperfine interaction, К = 0.71 MH7(P2 = 
1.42 MHz), A„0 = 6.3 MHz, and η = 0; (с) as a function of the asymmetry parameter η, 
К\Ъ + η2) = 1.51 MHz2, A„0 = 6.3 MHz. 
system (α = 0°). Towards a = 90° the modulations broaden quickly leaving only the double-
quantum peaks. It is striking that the feature on the high frequency side of the v¿q peak at about 
6 MHz is also present in many of the experimental spectra. This feature must be interpreted as 
the edge singularity of one of the principal transitions in the v+ manifold. In principle it can be 
used to estimate the maximum effective quadrupole splitting (in a first order approximation) in 
the iî/-plane of the molecular axis system (see equation 6.4). 
It must be born in mind, however, that the features in the experimental spectra will be 
distorted by the suppression effect, which is always present in 3-pulse ESEEM spectra, and by 
the instrumental dead-time. These effects are not (yet) included in the simulations. Therefore, 
one should take a substantial margin of error into account. 
6.7 Interpretation of orientation-selective ESEEM spectra 
The parallel spectra of the VO (mim)4 Cl+ complex show sharp peaks which can be interpreted as 
a pseudo single-crystal spectrum. With the magnetic field oriented along the V = О bonding axis 
all four imidazole ligands are approximately equivalent and they will yield the same modulation 
spectrum. Careful analysis of the ESEEM spectra taken at the с and d positions with different τ 
values yielded all 6 transition frequencies present in each pseudo single-crystal spectrum. They 
can be divided into 4 quadrupole triplets: (2.8, 5.3, 8.1 MHz) and (1.2, 3.7, 4.9 MHz) for the 
с position and (0.9, 3.3, 4.2 MHz) and (3.3, 5.7, 9.0 MHz) for the d position. All four sets are 
consistent with a quadrupolar splitting of 2.5 ± 0.1 MHz. According to the averaged K2(3 + η2) 
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ι// η = 0 Ы η = 0 
4 0 %Λ 
С 0 η = 06 d J. η = 06 
Figure 6 6 ESEEM simulations of orientation selective spectra as a function of the angle 
between main principal axis of the quadrupede tensor and the main principal axis of the g-
tensor (in the xz-plane of the quadrupole principal axis system) The interaction parameters 
are К = 0 71 MHz, τ; = 0 or 0 6, and Atto = 6 3 MHz (a) and (c) are simulations for 
position С (parallel) with η = 0 and η = 0 6 respectively (b) and (d) show simulations for 
position b (perpendicular) with the same parameters 
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parameter of 0 7 MHz2 (table 6 1), the maximum effective quadrupolar splitting will amount 
to 2 9 MHz This suggests an alignment of the nitrogen quadrupole tensor with the molecular 
axis-system, ι e , the largest principal value is oriented along the V = О axis 
The determination of the maximum quadrupolar splitting in the xy-plane from the ESEEM 
spectra measured at position b is not very accurate since the edge singularity seems to coincide 
with the i/jq peak We estimate an upper bound of 1 8 MHz This confirms the impression that 
the quadrupole tensor is oriented along the z-axis of the molecular frame 
Using a similar procedure on the spectra of the VO (meox)2 compound, we find that the 
maximum quadrupolar splitting of 3 2 ± 0 1 MHz is observed in the xy plane Along the ζ 
axis a value of 2 0 MHz is found According to the estimate of the K2(3 + η2) parameter of 
1 3 MHz2, the maximum effective quadrupolar splitting lor η = 0 is 3 9 MHz These values are 
consistent with the assumption that the nitrogen quadrupole tensor in VO (meox)2 is oriented in 
the xy-plane of the molecular frame 
According to the crystal structures of VO (meox)2 [20] and VO (vinim)4 Cl+ [8] (figure 6 1) 
the planes of the two types of ligands are indeed rotated over 90° with respect to one another 
This would suggest that the largest principal value of the quadrupole interaction is oriented in 
the plane of the ligands and perpendicular to the V — N coordination axis 
6.8 Conclusions 
We have demonstrated the power of ESEEM spectroscopy in the characterization of nitrogen 
coordinated oxo-vanadium complexes 
• Any deviation from equatorial coordination and any deviation of the electronic ground state 
from the standard [11] will have a strong influence on the nitrogen hyperfine interaction 
tensor, as was concluded from the ESEEM spectra of L VO (dtc) and VO (acac)imim 
• Spectral simulations demonstrated that it is possible to obtain information about the 
magnitude and orientation of the nitrogen quadrupole tensor using the double-quantum 
features and orientation selective ESEEM spectra, provided that the relationship between 
the ESR tensor axes and the molecular structure is known 
• Analysis of orientation selective ESEEM spectra or the VO (meox)2 and VO (mim)4 Cl+ 
complexes in terms of first order quadrupole splittings suggests that the largest principal 
value of the quadrupole tensor for VO (meox)2 is found in theiy-plane, ι e , perpendicular 
to the V = О bonding axis, while for the VO (mim)4 Cl+ compound it is found parallel to 
the V = О bonding axis 
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ABSTRACT 
The oxo-Vanadium complexes oxobib(2-methylquinolin-8-olato) vanadium(IV) (VO (meox)2) and oxo-
telra(l-methyl imidazole) chloride vanadium(IV) (VO(mim)^ Cl+), which act as model compounds 
tor the enzyme bromoperoxydase, were studied with orientation selective three-pulse ESEEM and 
two-dimensional tour-pulse ESEEM techniques Using orientation selective FSEEM we were able 
to estimate the magnitudes and orientations of the quadrupole and hypcrfinc interaction tensors of 
the nitrogen nuclei which are coordinated to the VO-unit The two-dimensional four-pulse ESEEM 
(HYSCORE) experiments on these complexes are, to the best of our knowledge, the tirst experiments of 
this type applied to oncntationally disordered solids The 2D-spcctra reveal that, despite the anisotropic 
broadening of the hyperhne lines in 1D-ESEEM, considerable spectral resolution is retained in the 2D 
frequency domain As in single crystal measurements, the correlation between the hyperfine transitions 
from different τη$ manitolds can be used to confirm the assignment of spectral features In our study the 
2D-ESEEM spectra confirm our assignment of the anisotropically broadened features and support the 
estimation of the interaction tensors While for VO(meox)2 the largest hyperfine value is found along 
the V = О bonding axis, for VO(mim)4 Cl + the largest hyperfine value is found perpendicular to the 
V = О axis A similar relationship is found for the quadrupole tensors of both systems Since the crystal 
structures of the studied complexes indicate that the ligand planes in VO (meox)i and VO (mim)^ Cl + 
are respectively perpendicular and parallel to the V = О bonding axis we may conclude that the tensor 
parameters have a strong structural implication 
'This is a slightly revised version of an article that appeared in the proceedings of the conference on Electron 
Magnetic Resonance of Disordered Systems that was held June 1991 in Gjulechitsa, Bulgaria These proceedings 
were published by World Scientific publishers 
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7.1 Introduction 
Vanadium plays an active role in several biological processes It is essential for the brominating 
activity of bromoperoxidases (BPO) purified from several marine algae [1,2] It is suggested that 
the vanadium(V) of the native enzyme serves to bind hydrogen peroxide and bromide during the 
catalytic activity EPR techniques may be used to probe the environment of the oxo-Vanadium 
unit present in the reduced form of these enzymes Since EPR is relatively insensitive to the 
coordination structure of the V02+-unit, ESEEM is used to study the hyperfine and quadrupole 
interactions from nitrogen containing Iigands Previous studies of BPO and model complexes 
suggested an equatorial coordination of one or more nitrogen containing Iigands to the V02+-
unit [3,4] In particular, the ESEEM spectra of oxobis(2-methylquinolin-8-olato) vanadium(IV) 
show a strong correlation with those of BPO In order to explain this correspondence a deeper 
understanding of the frozen solution ESEEM spectra of nitrogen coordinated oxovanadium(IV) 
complexes is necessary 
In general ESEEM spectra of disordered systems (powders and frozen solutions) are difficult 
to analyze On the one hand, anisotropic interactions (hyperfine and quadrupole) lead to deep 
modulations effects, while on the other hand the spectral features are broadened and deformed 
by the anisotropic behavior of the modulation intensity Therefore, the spectral features no 
longer assume their familiar powder Iineshape reflecting the angular probability distribution 
but are instead a complicated function of both angular distribution and anisotropic modulation 
intensity The situation can be further complicated by serious overlap of broad lines Usually, 
careful simulations are needed for a full interpretation of the spectra in terms ot the hyperfine 
and quadrupole coupling parameters [5, 6] 
With nitrogen coordinated oxovanadium(IV) complexes we are in the fortunate situation that 
the anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction is relatively small This leads to sharp dominant 
double-quantum transitions caused by the quadrupole interaction This effect enabled us, in 
previous studies, to estimate the isotropic hyperfine interaction and the quadrupole parameter 
In addition, orientation selective ESEEM experiments enabled us to obtain a rough indication 
of the orientation of the quadrupole tensor relative to the molecular frame [7] Although the 
anisotropic broadening of the double-quantum transitions was quite apparent, we were not able 
to extract accurate information about the components of the anisotropic hyperfine tensor 
In this communication we concentrate our attention to the complexes oxobis(2-methylquino-
lin-8-olato) vanadium(l V), referred to as VO (теох)г, and oxotetra(l -methyl imidazole) chloride 
vanadium(IV), labeled О ( т і т ) 4 С Г We present a careful analysis of the double-quantum 
transitions at several field positions in the EPR spectrum These frequency tracking experiments 
enable us to obtain an accurate estimate of the anisotropic hyperfine tensor components in the 
molecular axis system The study of the single-quantum transitions in the orientation selective 
ESEEM spectra lead to a reliable estimate of the quadrupole parameters Furthermore, we 
demonstrate the power of 2D-ESEEM spectroscopy in disentangling the overlapping single-
quantum features broadened by the quadrupole interaction 
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Figure 7 1: Composition and structure of the complexes used in this study. The structure 
indicated as VO(vinim)4 Cl + , where the coordinating ligand 1-vinyl-imidazole replaces 
1-methyl-imidazole, is used as a model for VO(mim)4 Cl + . 
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7.2 Experimental 
The compounds were prepared as described previously [4,8]. The ESEEM spectra were recorded 
on a home-built ESE spectrometer [9]. In all three pulse ESEEM experiments the pulse length 
was fixed at 20 ns; r-values ranged from 150 ns to 600 ns. The waiting time t between the 
second and third microwave pulses was stepped upward from 200 ns in steps of 20 ns. To 
suppress interference due to the crossing of unwanted echoes, the following phase cycling 
scheme was used: 
<90 - τ - ¿ж - Τ - ¿ад - echo, ¿9Ο(ΤΓ) - τ - ¿^(π) - Τ - t
w
 - echo [10]. 
The 2D-ESEEM experiments were performed on a Bruker ESP380 FT-EPR spectrometer located 
at the Bruker EPR laboratory. In the 4-pulse (HYSCORE) experiments a combination of 
relatively soft 7r/2-pulses (64 ns) and a hard π pulse was used to suppress the admixture of the 
3-pulse stimulated echo from pulses 1, 2 and 4 into the 4-pulse stimulated echo. A 4-phase 
cycling scheme was used as proposed by Gemperle et al.[l 1 ]. 
7.3 EPR and orientation selective ESEEM of nitrogen coordi­
nated oxovanadium(IV)-complexes 
In figure 7.1 the composition and structure of the complexes that were studied is shown. The gen­
eral features of EPR spectra of oxovanadium(IV)complexes (S=1/2,1=7/2) have been described 
extensively in the literature [12]. The ^-tensor and the vanadium hyperfine tensor of many com­
pounds coincide and appear axial at X-band frequencies with g and A tensor parameters close 
to (¿fu = 1.95, g± = 1.98, Ay = 160 χ 10_ 4cm_ 1 and A± = 50 χ Ю^сггГ1)· As is indicated 
on the echo induced EPR spectra displayed in figures 7.3aand 7.4a, the singularities in the EPR 
powder or glass spectrum of the oxovanadium(IV) compounds correspond to accumulations of 
intensity caused by selected sets of orientations of the magnetic field with respect to the molecu­
lar axis system. For the complex VO (теох)г it is a crystallographic requirement (two-fold axis) 
that the (virtually axial) g and metal hyperfine tensors are aligned with the V = О direction; 
for VO(mim)4 Cl+ such an alignment is also very likely. In figure 7.2 a schematic represen­
tation of the ESEEM spectra of nitrogen coordinated VO-complexes based on the knowledge 
from previous studies [7] is presented. Due to the mainly isotropic hyperfine interaction, the 
ESEEM spectra are governed by strong double-quantum features (indicated by f^ 1' and v¡¡ ). 
The quadrupole interaction, which is the main source of anisotropy in these spin systems, affects 
the double-quantum transitions only to second order. Therefore, these features remain relatively 
sharp. The single-quantum transitions, however, are affected to first order by the quadrupole 
interaction and will therefore be strongly broadened in powder ESEEM spectra. Only the edge 
singularity of the v£> feature may appear on the high frequency side of the ug double quantum 
line. In figures 7.3a and 7.4e the frequency positions of the most pronounced features in 
the three-pulse ESEEM spectra are plotted against the field position in the echo induced EPR 
spectrum displayed on top of the figures. Some selected experimental FT-ESEEM spectra are 
shown in figures 7.3fc and 7.4b. In all spectra the double-quantum transitions are clearly visible. 
By comparing ESEEM spectra recorded at one field position but with different values for r with 
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Figure 7 2 Schematic representation of the angle-dependent ESEEM spectra of nitrogen 
coordinated oxovanadmm(IV) complexes assuming an isotropic hyperfine interaction and an 
axial quadrupolc tensor. The angle θ represents the orientation of the magnetic field in the 
axis system of the quadrupole tensor. 
one another, the anisotropic broadening of the double-quantum lines can be probed (see figure 
7.3/7, the first two spectra). Astashkin et <з/.[13] demonstrated that, assuming a strictly isotropic 
hyperfine interaction and no orientation selection, the double quantum features can be used to 
estimate the isotropic hyperfine coupling and the quadrupole interaction. In these studies the 
following expression for the position of the double-quantum lines was used: 
where 
leading to 
and 
"*, = 2№2 + K2V + V2iï 
i / ì = {vi ± Α,.ο/2) 
Aiso — 
2 2 
V% — V-
~8vi 
(7 1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
^ И т Н 
2
 f · 
- \v¡± -А
іао 
(7.4) 
2/ V 2' 
Obviously, one should be cautious in applying these procedures to our orientation selective 
ESEEM spectra with clearly apparent anisotropy of the hyperfine interaction. However, spectral 
simulations indicated that in case К is of the same order of magnitude as the anisotropic part of the 
hyperfine interaction and both are much smaller the the isotropic part of the hyperfine interaction, 
(as is the case for our spectra) these relations provide very good starting values for the effective 
hyperfine interaction and the K2(3 + η2) parameter. Furthermore, since К << ¡/^the positions 
of the double-quantum transitions are almost linearly dependent on the magnetic field. For this 
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VO(mim)4CI+ 
3000 Field (GauD) 3500 4000 
Figure 7 3 a) Frequency positions of spectral features observed in orientation selective 
ESEEM spectra of VO (mim)4 Cl+ as a function of the field position in the echo-induced EPR 
spectrum (displayed on lop) Spectral features measured at identical orientation selection 
positions (|| or -L) are connected by straight lines, the vertical lines indicate the linewidlhs 
of the double quantum features The frequency labels refer only to the parallel positions b) 
Selected ESEEM spectra from VO (mim)4 Cl+ 
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3000 Fie ld (Gaufl) 3500 
Figure 7.4: a) Frequency positions of spectral features observed in orientation selective 
ESEEM spectra of VO (теох)г as a function of the field position in the echo-induced EPR 
spectrum (displayed on top). The same comments as in figure 7.3a apply. i>) Selected 
ESEEM spectra from VO (теох)г. 
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Frequency (MHz) 
Figure 7.5: Simulation of suppressionless onenlalion-seleclive ESEEM spectra of 
VO(meox)2 using the interaction parameters in table 7.1. 
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VO(meox)2 
-0.23 
+0.56 
-0.33 
-6.27 
20° 
0° 
0.46 
-1.20 
0.74 
20° 
30° 
Table 7.1: Hyperfine and quadrupole lensor components ( MHz) derived from first order 
analysis and used in simulations. The meaning of α, β, (a) and (b) is described in the text. 
reason we believe it justified to plot the frequency positions of all spectral features as a function 
of the magnetic field and correlate the features corresponding to the same orientation selection in 
a linear way. The two extreme frequency positions of the double quantum lines measured at the 
perpendicular selection fields were plotted separately. As can be judged from figures 7.3a and 
7.4a, the i^3' and ν β features measured at the parallel position (also in overlapping regions) can 
be correlated quite satisfactorily with a straight line. Also the extreme positions of the double 
quantum features measured at the perpendicular positions could be correlated nicely with a linear 
dependence on the magnetic field. The effective hyperfine values, calculated according to eq. 7.3 
(Azz for the || position, Axx and Ayy for the J. positions) are listed in table 7.1. The coordinate 
system used in table 7.1 is chosen such that the 2-axis corresponds to the V = О bond and the 
the y-axis coincides with the V — N bond to the ligand. Furthermore, we define the angle α as a 
rotation of the A or Ρ tensor of nitrogen around the x-axis; subsequently, we define an additional 
rotation over angle β around the new j/-axis. The smallest hyperfine value in the xy-plane is 
assigned as the Ayy component. 
For the estimation of the quadrupole parameters we will use a first order treatment of the 
pseudo single crystal information obtained from the ESEEM spectra measured at the parallel 
and perpendicular positions. In general we cannot expect that the quadrupole principle axes will 
coincide with the molecular frame of the V = О unit. The first order quadrupole splitting is 
therefore given by: 
v££ = < ± I (llQx + llQv + l\Qz) (7.5) 
where I represents the selected orientation (e.g. the V = О direction) in the quadrupole principal 
axis system. Measuring the quadrupole splitting at the parallel and perpendicular position would 
enable us to estimate the diagonal elements of the quadrupole tensor in the molecular axis frame. 
In fact, because Ρ is a traceless tensor, it is sufficient to determine the effective quadrupole 
splittings in only two of the three directions of the molecular frame. We will have to make use 
of this property because the ESEEM spectra measured at the perpendicular positions permit the 
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determination of only one quadrupole splitting. In these spectra the u^ edge singularity is the 
only single-quantum feature which survives the anisotropic broadening and dead-time artifacts. 
Together with the double quantum feature i^3' = 2ι/φ this feature can be used to estimate the 
maximum effective quadrupole splitting in the molecular χ y-plane. Of course, an additional 
complication arises because of the anisotropic broadening of the i/^3' double quantum feature 
due to the anisotropic hyperfine interaction. It is not clear with which position in the i^3' line 
the f^ 1' edge singularity should be associated. As a starting point we assume that the A and 
Ρ tensors have common principle axes in the xy-plane, and therefore the i/^ positions will 
be associated either with the high or low frequency edge of the u^ double-quantum line. In 
table 7.1 we list the calculated effective quadrupole splittings based on both choices. Choice 
(a) associated t^1' with the high-frequency edge of t^3) (x-axis) whereas choice (b) associated it 
with the low-frequency edge (j/-axis). 
Since we are also interested in the orientations of the Ρ tensor relative to the molecular 
frame, we studied the behavior of the vj¡ and u0 lines in the ESEEM spectra measured near 
the parallel orientation selective field positions. Unfortunately, the orientation-selective method 
often successfully used in ENDOR [14] cannot be used in ESEEM spectroscopy since the so-
called turning points of the hyperfine lineshapes usually do not give rise to singularities. Due to 
the T-suppression effect, the anisotropic modulation intensity and dead-time effects, the ESEEM 
lineshapes are strongly deformed. Therefore, the orientation-selective method can be used only 
in a very limited field range close to the pseudo single-crystal positions. We expect the splitting 
between the Vß and ν β lines and the overall resolution of the ESEEM spectrum to be reduced 
when the field is scanned away from the parallel position. This collapse of the quadrupole 
splitting is a measure of the alignment and the anisotropy of the Ρ tensor near the parallel 
orientation. 
As can be judged from figures 7.3 and 7.4, the effective quadrupole splitting in the spectra 
of О(теох)г is much more sensitive to deviations from the parallel position than that of 
О ( т і т ) 4 С 1 + . This indicates that the quadrupole tensor of VO(meox)2 will probably be 
rotated away significantly from the molecular frame. In order to estimate this deviation we 
performed a series of spectral simulations of orientation selective ESEEM spectra allowing the 
Ρ and A tensor to be rotated away from the molecular axis system. In figure 7.5 a series of 
simulations is presented which reproduces some of the most pronounced experimental features 
of the VO (meox)2 spectra. In particular the rapid collapse of the quadrupole splitting between 
Vß and Vß is reproduced quite well. It must be noted that for simplicity the r-suppression and 
dead-time effects were not included in the simulations. Therefore the absolute intensities of the 
spectral features may deviate from the experimental ones. Moreover, due to the large number 
of unknown parameters, the parameter set used will probably not be unique. However, it gives 
some estimate of the substantial deviation (20-30 degrees) of the A and Ρ principle directions of 
the coordinating nitrogens from the molecular frame in VO (meox)2. 
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Figure 7.6: Basic pulse sequence of the 4-pulse echo experiment. 
7.4 2D-ESEEM experiments 
Figure 7.7 shows four-pulse 2D-ESEEM (HYSCORE) spectra measured al the parallel, perpen­
dicular and powder positions of the EPR spectrum of VO(mim)4Cl+. The basic pulse sequence 
of the HYSCORE experiment is shown in figure 7.6. The echo signal can be regarded as a 
four-pulse stimulated echo [15]. For every spectrum the echo is recorded in a two-dimensional 
time domain as a function of both waiting times ί
λ
 and t2. Since during both of these waiting 
times the relevant electron spin coherence is stored along the magnetic ζ-axis, the main cause 
of echo decay will be the spin-lattice relaxation time. Therefore, as compared to the three-pulse 
2D-ESEEM experiment, where during waiting time r spin-spin relaxation is active, the spectral 
resolution in the second dimension (f ι for the HYSCORE experiment) is substantially improved. 
However, in order to avoid interference of unwanted echoes with the stimulated four-pulse echo, 
extensive phase-cycling is necessary [11]. Also, the 2D-FT pattern will be dependent on the 
fixed waiting time τ, which may induce so-called blind spots in the modulation pattern. The 
general expression for the echo envelope of the four-pulse stimulated echo is 
E(T, t„ h) = Я2(т)Я,(і, + í2)Mod(T, tu h), (7.6) 
where R\ti are the relaxation decays caused by T\ and T2 relaxation. Mod(r, t\,t2) is the 
modulated part of the echo: 
Mod(T,í„í2) = Σ М
г1МІМ]тМІкМкпМІе-"'>
т
е-"^е-»^е-»^ 
ijklmn 
+ £ MüMlM]mMlkMknMl e-»^e-">^e-"^e-"™T 
ijklmn 
+ ce, (7.7) 
where M represents the matrix of EPR transition probabilities between the nuclear spin levels in 
the α manifold (ijk) and the β manifold (Imn). The experimental details and the derivation of 
eq. 7.7 will be published elsewhere2. It is important to note, however, that the 2D-HYSCORE 
spectra can be interpreted without knowledge of the mechanisms behind the experiment. Exactly 
This thesis, chapters 2 and 3 
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as in three-pulse 2D-ESEEM, the nuclear spin transitions in the two ms manifolds are related to 
each other by crosspeaks in the 2D-frequency domain. In case of powder spectra, the correlation 
peaks may become ridge-like. Indeed, the experimental HYSCORE spectra of VO (mim)4 Cl+ 
show a rich pattern of ridges, thus enabling a disentanglement of the strongly overlapping single-
quantum transitions from one another and from the double quantum transitions. When the real 
2D-time domain is transformed using a complex Fourier transformation, the correlation features 
are distributed over two frequency quadrants (figure 7.7). The exact nature of this effect is still 
under investigation but the net result is a further disentanglement of the correlation features. 
The HYSCORE spectra of VO (mim)4 Cl+ can be interpreted readily in terms of the single-
quantum and double-quantum transitions. In particular the parallel HYSCORE spectrum shows 
a beautiful correlation between the a and β nuclear spin transitions. Furthermore, the nature 
of the u£) edge singularity is confirmed by the correlation ridge in figure 7.7. The labeling of 
the 2D features in figure 7.7 is consistent with that of figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4. The reader can 
verify that indeed correlation features occur only between nuclear spin transitions from different 
manifolds. 
7.5 Discussion 
Taking into account the large isotropic part of the hyperfine interaction the mechanism of the 
hyperfine interaction is clearly dominated by spin polarization since the basic d
xy ground state 
has no direct spin density on the ligands. The fact, however, that the smallest hyperfine value for 
both complexes is found in the xy-plane suggests that a substantial dipolar contribution could 
still be present. The dominating negative isotropic hyperfine contribution is counteracted by 
the positive dipolar part along the bonding axis (which is the ¿/-axis in our coordinate system). 
However, because of the large error margin, a reliable estimation of the dipolar contribution is 
impossible. Another remark that can be made is the fact that for VO (теох)г the largest hyperfine 
component is found along the z-axis, while for VO (mim)4 Cl+ it is found in the ijz-plane. This 
may be indicative of the way in which, according to the crystal structure, the nitrogen p-functions 
of the two ligands may be mixed into the ground state. In the case of VO(mim)4Cl+, the7r-type 
nitrogen functions are in the most favorable position to overlap with the d
xy vanadium orbitals, 
whereas in the case of VO (meox)2 the sp2-type nitrogen functions will have this priority. 
Also, the significant rotation of the A and Ρ tensors of the nitrogens of VO (meox)2 can be 
related to the crystal structure. The О — V — N bond angle is about 100°, whereas in the case of 
VO (mim)4 Cl+ virtually no deviation from 90° was found. 
7.6 Concluding remarks 
Although the derived tensor values are still approximate in nature, we may conclude that one-
dimensional orientation selective ESEEM is a useful tool to obtain information about the magni­
tude and relative orientation of the hyperfine and quadrupede tensors of the directly coordinating 
nitrogens in О(теох)г and VO(mim)4Cl+. The tensor parameters reflect the coordination 
mode as determined by the crystal structures. Especially the coordination angle of VO (meox)2 
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2D HYSCORE, V0(mim)4-Cl, parallel position 
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Figure 7 7: (This and following pages) Four-pulse 2D-ESEEM experiments of 
VO(mim) 4CI+ measured at the parallel (a), perpendicular (b) and powder (c) positions. 
The first label of the correlation peaks refers to the horizontal frequency axis while the 
second is related to the vertical axis. In all spectra the fixed wailing lime r was 120 ns, the 
π/2 pulses had a duration of 32 ns whereas the τ pulse was 16 ns in length. 
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clearly deviates from 90° as well as the orientation of the ligands with respect to the plane normal 
to the V = О axis. 
Two-dimensional ESEEM spectroscopy of disordered solids certainly holds a promise for the 
future. In our experimental spectra, not only the sharp features were retained (double-quantum 
transitions), but also the strongly broadened single-quantum transitions were recovered from 
the dead-time. Extension of 2D-ESEEM techniques to orientation selective studies will enable 
a much more accurate estimation of the A and Ρ tensor parameters. Also the way is open to 
study systems with multiple, nonequivalent interacting nuclei since the contributions from the 
individual nuclei can be readily separated in the 2D-frequency domain. 
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Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulatie 
Spectroscopie van Wanordelijke Vaste Stoffen 
Een Samenvatting 
In de laatste 15 jaar heeft het gebied van gepulste EPR een sterke groei doorgemaakt Ont-
wikkelingen in snelle electrónica en microgolfapparatuur hebben de problemen overwonnen 
die de onwikkeling van gepulste EPR sinds de eerste experimenten in 1958 in de weg hebben 
gestaan In de laatste jaren is een groot aantal nieuwe technieken voorgesteld en sinds 1988 is 
er een commerciële FT-EPR spectrometer op de markt 
Electron Paramagnetische Resonantie spectroscopie werd bijna 50 jaar geleden uitgevonden 
door E Zavoïskiï Kort daarna werd de techniek door Bloch, Purcell en Pound uitgebreid naar 
de toepassing op kernspins Omdat het kernspinresonantie experiment technisch minder gecom-
pliceerd is dan EPR concentreerden de ontwikkelingen zich in de eerste jaren voornamelijk op 
NMR Al in 1946 presenteerde Bloch de eerste gepulste NMR experimenten Deze ontwikkeling 
kon echter niet direct worden toegepast in electron paramagnetische resonantie daar in EPR de 
directe detectie van het FID signaal in het gepulste NMR experiment meestal niet mogelijk is 
De ontdekking van spin echo's door Erwin Hahn in 1950 opende een weg uit dit dilemma 
De eerste electron spin-echo experimenten werden uitgevoerd in 1958 door Gordon en Bowers, 
met de bedoeling electronspinrelaxatietijden te meten Een jaar eerder had Blume al met behulp 
van een gepulste EPR techniek met een RF frequentie van 17 4 MHz, overeenkomend met 
een magneetveld van 6 2 Gauss, electronspinrelaxatietijden in een natnum-ammonia oplossing 
gemeten Het experiment van Gordon en Bowers is echter sigmficanter daar zij een frequentie 
in het microgolfgebied gebruikten 
De volgende stap in de ontwikkeling van gepulste EPR gebeurde in 1961, toen Mims en 
zijn medewerkers modulaties die afkomstig waren van een l83W kern observeerden op de echo 
intensiteit gemeten aan een CaW04 monster Deze experimenten werden nader verklaard in 
een artikel van Rowan, Hahn en Mims, getiteld „Electron-Spin-Echo Envelope Modulation", 
dat gepubliceerd werd in 1965 Zeven jaar later verschenen er een aantal artikelen van de hand 
van WB Mims, een van de pioniers van ESEEM, waarin hij in detail het mechanisme van het 
ESEEM experiment verklaarde en tevens een aantal formules presenteerde die het kernmodulatie 
effect beschreven Deze formules vormden de basis van veel later onderzoek 
Na de ontwikkeling van tweedimensionale NMR experimenten door Jeener kwamen Merks 
en de Beer in 1979 met een tweedimensionale variant van het ESEEM experiment In de 
tachtiger jaren onstonden vele nieuwe experimenten vooral ook door het beschikbaar komen van 
de daarvoor benodigde electrónica en microgolf componenten Een belangrijke ontwikkeling 
met betrekking tot dit proefschrift is de ontwikkeling door Hofer van de tweedimensionale 
SAMENVATTING 
HYSCORE techniek en het opkomen van multifrequentie technieken voorgesteld door Singel en 
medewerkers Samen met oriëntatie-selectieve technieken, bekend van ENDOR spectroscopie, 
vormen deze technieken de basis van dit proefschrift 
Het ESEEM experiment 
In Continuous Wave EPR zijn zwakke electron-kern interacties vaak verborgen onder de inho 
mogene lijnbreedte Deze kleine interacties kunnen echter vaak worden opgelost door gebruik te 
maken van ENDOR of ESEEM spectroscopie Met deze technieken wordt het mogelijk de inter 
actieparameters van zwak gebonden kernen en kernen die zich ver van het electron bevinden te 
meten Dit maakt deze technieken uitermate geschikt voor het onderzoeken van de electronische 
en ruimtelijke structuur van paramagnetische metallo-orgamsche verbindingen Het mechanisme 
van het ESEEM experiment wordt behandeld in hoofdstuk 3, en tevens in het boek „Electron 
Spin Echo Envelope Modulation (ESEEM) Spectroscopy" geschreven door Sergei Dikanov en 
Yuri Tsvetkov (CRC Press, Boca Raton) Dit boek geeft verder een uitstekend overzicht van de 
toepassingen van ESEEM 
Een belangrijke toepassing ligt op het gebied van het metallo enzym onderzoek, waar het ge 
bruikt wordt voor het ophelderen van de locale structuur van het actieve centrum De parameters 
die de electron-kern interacties beschrijven geven accurate informatie over de electronische en 
ruimtelijke structuur rond het metaalion Deze parameters kunnen het meest nauwkeurig bepaald 
worden uit eenknstallen Een probleem is echter dat metallo-enzymen, en vele andere biologisch 
interessante systemen, niet beschikbaar zijn in eenkristal vorm en dus slechts in poedervorm of 
in een bevroren oplossing bestudeerd kunnen worden 
Dit proefschrift gaat voornamelijk over de problemen die optreden bij de toepassing van 
ESEEM spectroscopie aan stikstof-14 (kernspin I = 1) kernen in wanordelijke systemen, spe 
ciaal die stikstofkernen die aanwezig zijn in de liganden van het metaalion in metallo-enzymen 
In het kader van het project zijn model systemen voor twee klassen van enzymen met totaal 
verschillende spectroscopische eigenschappen als onderwerp gekozen 
• Hoofdstuk 5 bespreekt de metingen aan eenknstallen en poeders van /-histidine waarin 
een kleine hoeveelheid koperionen is aangebracht Dit systeem is een model voor type II 
koper-bevattende enzymen, zoals lacease en /3-dopamine hydroxylase 
• Hoofdstukken 6 en 7 beschouwen een aantal modelsystemen voor oxo-vanadium bevat-
tende enzymen zoals bromoperoxidasen 
Deze modelsystemen zijn onderzocht met behulp van multidimensional en oriëntatie-selectieve 
ESEEM technieken bij verschillende microgolffrequenties in een poging niet alleen de structuur 
van deze modelsystemen te bepalen, maar tevens te onderzoeken hoe goed deze technieken 
bruikbaar zijn voor dit type systeem 
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Inhoud 
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit zeven hoofdstukken Hoofdstuk 1 is een korte introductie, waarvan 
deze samenvatting de Nederlandse vertaling is Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de spectrometer die 
gebruikt is in dit proefschrift Het eerste deel gaat over de apparatuur, zoals de microgolfbruggen 
en de resonatoren, en het tweede deel beschrijft de computer en bijbehorende programmatuur 
die ontwikkeld is voor het project 
Hoofdstuk 3 introduceert de theorie van electronspinecho spectroscopie aan de hand van 
het dichtheidsmatrix formalisme, in contrast met vele andere teksten over dat onderwerp Dit 
formalisme wordt verder gebruikt om het kernmodulatie effect te verklaren Tevens wordt het 
HYSCORE experiment geïntroduceerd en er wordt een algemene uitdrukking afgeleid die het 
kernmodulatie effect in het tweedimensionale HYSCORE experiment beschrijft Hoofdstuk 4 
gaat dan dieper in op dat experiment De toepassingen van HYSCORE in het onderzoek van 
wanordelijke systemen is een belangrijk onderwerp van dit hoofdstuk, dat gepubliceerd is in het 
Journal of Magnetic Resonance 
Hoofdstukken 5 tot en met 7 beschrijven de experimenten gedaan aan een aantal mo-
delsystemem In hoofdstuk 5 worden de resultaten van metingen aan eenknstallen en poeders 
van met koper gedoteerd /-histidine vergeleken Zo is het mogelijk om een indruk te krijgen 
van de nauwkeurigheid van de informatie verkregen uit wanordelijke materialen door middel 
van mullifrequentie experimenten gecombineerd met oriëntatie-selectieve tweedimensionale (3-
puls) ESEEM technieken De interactieparameters van het met directgebonden stikstofatoom 
uit de imidazole ring van het histidine molecuul kunnen dan gebruikt worden voor de bepaling 
van de locale structuur rond het metaalion Dit systeem staat model voor blauwe (type II) koper 
enzymen, welke al geruime tijd met behulp van ESEEM bestudeerd worden door een aantal 
onderzoeksgroepen Dit hoofdstuk is ter publicatie voorgelegd aan de redactie van Applied 
Magnetic Resonance 
Hoofdstukken 6 en 7 handelen over modelsystemen voor een tweede klasse van metallo-
enzymen De spectroscopische eigenschappen van oxo-vanadium verbindingen verschillen 
sterk van die van type II koper enzymen De stikstofkernen die onderzocht worden zijn nu direct 
gebonden aan het metaalion, maar de electron-kern koppeling is vrij zwak De multifrequentie 
experimenten die zo belangrijk waren in de studie van de kopercomplexen zijn minder goed 
toepasbaar op deze systemen Daarentegen blijkt dat de HYSCORE techniek voor deze systemen 
zeer waardevolle informatie kan leveren De twee artikelen waarop deze hoofdstukken zijn 
gebaseerd zijn gepubliceerd in de „proceedings" van de in 1989 en 1991 in Pravitz en in 
Gjulechitsa (Bulgarije) gehouden conferenties over „Electron Magnetic Resonance of Disordered 
Solids" 
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E. de Boer en Dr. EJ. Reijerse onderzoek te doen naar electron spin-echo envelop modulatie 
technieken voor het bestuderen van wanordelijke systemen als poeders en bevroren oplossin-
gen van eenvoudige systemen die model staan voor meer gecompliceerde bio-moleculen zoals 
metallo-enzymen. De bevindingen van dit onderzoek zijn gepresenteerd in een viertal artikelen 
en tijdens een aantal conferenties, zowel in Nederland als daarbuiten. Dit proefschrift is de 
afronding van dit onderzoek. 
Sinds 26 Oktober 1993 ben ik als postdoctoraal medewerker verbonden aan het Weizmann 
Instituut in Rehovot, Israel. 
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STELLINGEN 
behorend bij het proefschrift 
'Electron Spin Echo Envelope Modulation Spectroscopy 
of Disordered Solids' 
ι De vijf-puls variant van het HYSCORE experiment heeft als voordeel 
boven het meer gebruikelijke vier-puls experiment dat er geen storende 
bijdrage van de drie-puls gestimuleerde echo in het spectrum aanwezig 
is 
Du proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3 
и Het vermoeden van Hirasawa en Kon dat ш het met koper gedoteerde 
histidine kristal rond het koper-ion een verstoring van de structuur van 
de imidazole ring optreedt wordt niet bevestigd door ESEEM metingen 
R H irasawa en H Kon, J Chem Phys 56 (1972), 4467 
M ColanenenJ Peisach,J Am Chem Soc 114 (1992), 5335 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 5 
in Het gebruik van computerprogrammas voor symbolische algebra geeft 
op zich geen garantie dat de gepubliceerde formules ook correct zijn 
С GemperleenA Schweiger, J Magn Reson 88 (1990), 241 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3 
iv De IBM Personal Computer in combinatie met het MS-DOS operating 
system is niet bijzonder geschikt voor real-time data acquisitie 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2 
ν. Dat bij EPR spectroscopie gebruik wordt gemaakt van onderdelen die ook 
bij het leger in gebruik zijn wordt pijnlijk duidelijk tijdens internationale 
gewapende conflicten. 
vi. De beschikbaarheid van tekstverwerkings programmatuur is niet noodza­
kelijk een zegen voor de promovendus. 
vii. De staatscourant als medium voor het bekendmaken van regerings-
besluiten lijkt te worden vervangen door het laten uitlekken van geheime 
nota's. 
viii. Op het gebied van de gezondheidszorg lijken veel politieke partijen van 
Nederland hun verkiezingsprogramma's te hebben gebaseerd op het sys­
teem beschreven door Samuel Butler in 'Erewhon'. 
Jaap Shane 
25 Oktober 1993 


